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FBLA MEMBERS — Members of the Murray. Vocational Center Future
Business Leaders of America are in front of their new FBLA-PBL billboard
which promotes America's free enterprise system. The billboard is located on
the back of the City Hall Building, overlooking the first Baptist Church parking
lot. The billboard is being displayed as a part of the local chapter's special
project for the next three years -- Project Awareness, which is designed to
cririad‘te _interest in and understanding of American business enterprise.
Members shown are Tony McClure, Donna Smith, Tammy_ Outland, Debbie
Gann, Can ,11-adis-e-V,`Caffa RalitleyGina jadison--Cretti Bucy, Cathy Geurin;

action,there is a
re -the.. only twe_canclidates for that
post at this time, according to the
candidate for county attorney and the
county court clerk.
_present county _attorney has indicated
In other races, George Weaks is the
he will run for district judge.
only candidate who has filed so far for
Don Jones, who is note serving as city
the office of Calloway County Judge.
prosecuting . attorney, filed is papers
. In city elections, Mayor John Ed •
yesterday with •County Court Clerk
for the'office of county" --Scott will seele-his second term in that
office,and has already filed his papers
attorney _ in _ the May __Democratic
with the clerk. The only candidate for
_
Primary here.
city council at this time is Billy
In an interview this morning. Sid
Easley, who is now in his second term.. Balentine,from Ward A. Ward A is that
as county attorney here, said he will - --part-of Murray north of Main Street.
The-race forealleway-County Sheriff seek-the newly-ti rateidoff of
of Calloway and Marshall
has attracted the most interest to date
in local politics.
Counties.
The district judge will handle Murray
David Balentine, Joseph Beard,
City traffic court, Hazel City Court, Bennie Jackson, Billy J. Jones, Gerald
Calloway County traffic court, Cohoon, Jerry Lee Hopkins, and Gene
Callaway Courity712Uarterly- Court, _ Starks have all filed papers with-4he--i
Probate•Court;and other duties,as well
clerk to seek the office of sheriff.
as duties in Marshall County.
-- The last date for filing candidacy
Local attorney Max Parker had
papers in Calloway County is March 30,
previously filed his candidacy papers to
according to Harris. The Democratic
run for coufity attorney. He and Jones
Primary will be held on May 24.

Doug Edwards, Jeanie Hutchins, Anita Laminack, Tammy Overby, Melia Todd,
Renee Thompson, Tina Thompson, Jill Falwell Krista Maupin, Laura Burkeen,
tucretia Crawford,• Geneva Garland, Jane Gibson, Ronnie Gibson, Linda
Chaney, Regina Morris, Rhonda Darnell, Debra Tucker, Chris Montgomery,
Debbie Brooks, Janet Murdock, Kim Smith, Pamela Todd, Vanessa Stone,
Melody Travis,Tonya Walker, David Scott,Ste% e-Cooper,David Jewell, Sandra
Stom, Ronnie 'Lockhart, Benjie Norsworthy, Kim Suiter, Sonia Thomason,
Marlene Farrell, Rene Bolen, Judy Thurman. Sheila Evans, Rhonda Young,
-Genice Patts,-Calt-Bra me,an dlmina Cooper.
Staff ?hot, bv Da+,od HI

DECA Conference Slated At MSU Monday
•

winners in Region II will be announced , Mayfield, Heath, Lone Oak, Reidlanck
Between 400 and 500 West Kentucky
Pachicah -Tilghman, West 'Hopkins,
students from 16 high school chapters of in a program at Lake Barkley State
South Hopkins, and Ma.disonville-North
Resort Park at6 p.in. the Kentucky Association of the
Hopkins.
First and second place winners in
Distributive Education Clubs of
America (DECA) are expected to at- each region will be eligible to advance
Dr. Alberta Chapman, faculty adto competition at the state conference
tend the Career Development Conviser to the DECA chapter at Murray
10-11-12.
March
Louisville
in
ference of- Regions I and II at Murray
State, . said the conference enables
The DECAlthapter at Murray State,
State University on Monday,Feb.7.
students to acquire career information
Hayden,
a
president
Ted
headed
by
Each region will elect new officers in
and to further their education through
South Fulton, Tenn., freshman, Is
separate opening sessions to begin at 10
competition
in various -areas ofstudy
serving as sponsor and host fortahe
a. m. Competition in 29 events related
related to their future jobs.
conference.
DECA
to marketing and distribution will be
Participating DECA chapters in the
Coniest categories for the conference
conducted - for participants in each
are: advertising, cashier-checker,
conference will be: Marshall County
region in the College of Business and
DECA Creed, visual display, window
Public Affairs, beginning at 11:30 a. m. -- Vocational, Ballard Memorial, Calddisplay, sweetheart contest, gift
well County, Murray Area Vocational
An award ceremony is scheduled for
wrapping, job interviews, public
Center, Hoplcinsville, Christian County,
Region I winners at 4 p. m. in the
Muldenberg County, Trigg County,
speaking, parliamentary procedure.
Student Center on the campus while

sales 'demonstration, students of the
year, show card lettering, store layout,
manuals, DEIN Quiz, radio commercial writing, Phillips Petroleum
free enterprise (both chapter and individual),'and two levels of competition
in petroleum, food service, food
marketing, apparel and accessory, and
general merchandising.
Keane McKinney of Paducah, a
member of the state advisory board of
distributive education, will be a judge
in the regional competition, along with
representatives -of the campus and the
communities which have high schools
involved in the conference.

Tobacco Sales To

Be Held Tuesday
Episcopal Diocese Will Hold
State Meeting Here On Weekend
includes consideration of a proposed
$323,000 budget, resolutions, and votes
on issues to be presented to the convention, including a proposal to launch
a 41 million fund-raising _drive in the
sp*ng of 1978.
The fund-raising effort %is been
proposed to' raise $500,000 for a Forward Fund -Foundation from which
grants will be awarded for innovative
and creative ministry in the diocese,
$300,000 for overseas mission, and
$150,000' for the establishment of a
-dfvelopment office for long-range
financialplaaning_
- Other proposals which will be
presented to the convention, discussed,
and voted on are focused on training for
lay people in the diocese; Christiag_
education,ancl Christian renewal.
'Ayouthconvention of about.150 young
people-in the diocese is being conducted
. All written and road tests for drivers'
in conjuhction with the adult conlicenses have resumed at the usual
vention. Business sessions and other
times, Calloway County Court Clerk'
activities of the youth group are Frances Shea said today. The tests had
scheduled in the United Campus
been discontinued due to snow and lee.
Ministry.
Unless more snow accumulates the
St. John's Church of Murray is the
tests will be back on the regular
host for the convention and Dan Redden
schedule, Mts.Shea said.
of Murray is serving as the convention
Written tests are given on WedjtrnaQiber Cherchea_in the
nesdays from 81.30 -a.- tn.talt:30-a. nr.a Jackson Purchase are filling the bast's
andfrom 1 p.m. to 3:30 p. M. Road tests
role during individual events of the
are given on Thursdays at 8 a. m.and 1
convention.
p. m.only.
The
Rt.
Rev.
Christoph
Keller,bishbp
"Due to the.energy crisis," Mrs.Shea of
the
Diocese
of
Arkansas,
will be the
said, "Hie Circuit Court Clerk's office
speaker for the banquet at 7'p.m.
four
days
a
week,
Monday
open
will be
Friday at Kenlake State Park.
through Thursday, until further
A unique aspect of the convention will
notice." The office will be open from 8
be
a Fair Share Luncheon at 12:45 p.m.
a. rra to 5 p. m. daily except Thursday
Friday- in--Beshear Gymnasium -of -*heti the.Offrefifilitemain open -until 6'
-the
Student (enter- on the campus.
Persons
who
have been
p. m., she said.
Symbolic of world hunger,the luncheon
malting child( support payments on
will consist of full-course meals for. 6
Fridays should try to pay it on Thurper
cent of the participants; a
•
sdays or Mondays,she added.

About 200 deputies representing
Episcopal churches west of Lexington
will gather in Murray and at Murray
State University for the 149th annuat
convention of the Diocese of Kentucky
on Thursday,Friday,and Saturday.
The Rt. Rev. David B. Reed of
Louisville, bishop of the diocese, will
deliver the state of the diocese address
at the opening service of' holy communion in the First Presbyterian
Church of Murray attl.a.m. on Friday.
Bishop Reed will serve as the
etmirM'ntl_for,four-business sessions tobe conducted on the campus on Friday
and Saturday. The business agenda

Driver licOriie
Testing Resumes,

vegetarian meal for 24 per cent, and a
mere bowl of rice for 70 per cent. Diners
will all pay the same price for the,meal
and be randomly assigned to one of thethree categories..
A
five-member international
-repertory troupe known as the
Covenant Players will appear several
'times during the convention to present
skits intended to dramatize events and
ideas.

38 Pages

Interest in
Primary Is
Picking Ii

America Vs
of
Leaders
Business
uture

Supporting our heritage o

4 Sections

Fire-cured and air-cured tobacco
sales will.,be held in Murray on
Tuesday, Feb, 8 according to Holmes
Ellis; general manager of the Western
Dark-fired
Growers
Tobacco
Association.
Ellis said the first sale will be held at
Farris Loose Leaf Floor and the second
sale will be held at Growers Loose Leaf
Floor.
"Further sales of fire-cured will be
scheduled pending favorable handling
weather," Elba said:
A clean-up sale 'for one-sucker.
tobacco will, be announced later, he
idded.

Attorney General Says
Council Vote Is Valid
The Murray Common Council did, in
-fact, turn dawn a rezonintordirianeeen
the first reading according to a ruling
handed down by the Kentucky Attorney
General's Office;
The council had I/ate-4'64: With one
abstention, against adopting the ordinance which -would - have rezoned
property on S. 12th St. and Sycamore
from residential use to professional
office use.
• Theproperty in question is owned by
Mrs. J. M. Marshall and Sid and
Loretta Jobs. The.Marshall.property is
north of and adjacent to Roberts Realty
on 12th Street and the Jobs property
consists of.two lots on Sycamore with
one of the lots being just west of
.Roberts Realty and the other at tlie
corner of 13th and Sycamore.'
Indications at the regular meeting of
the council Thursday were that- the
negative vote meant the automatic
denial of the rezoning ordinance. But a
question was raised later concerning a
section of the city's master zoning
ordinance which requires a majority
'vote of the entire council to override a

recommendation from-the Planning
.
Commission.
Since that planning commission had
recommended the zoning change,and a
majority of the entire council would
require seven Ates. to override that
--recommendation-'-- ttotat - .'council - ' membership is 12), the question arose
as to whether or not the 6-4 vote to turn
down the ordinance was sufficient.
The attorney general's office opinion
says that in the case of an absention on
a vote, the abstaining vote is couuted
along with the majority vote. By adding
the abstention to the majority vote of
'
i
r
, the required majority of the
six hay,
entire c dl is obtained.
Qne o the reasonS given for turning
down the "rezeriing-PrOPosal was objections from residents of 13th Street to
- the change from residential zoning.
Following the -vote Thursday night.
the council directed that the Planning
Commission -restudy the matter considering only the lots on the north and
west sides of Roberts -Realty,
eliminating the lot on the corner of
Sycamore and - 13th St., from the
proposal .

License Sales Slow
Sales of 1977 automobile licenses are
slow so far,_aceording to the office of
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Decals for 1977 -registration of cars
and motoreycles are now on sale at the
clerk's office, ancl Oust loe displayed by
March 1. Price of the licease is 02.50.
To date, 2,419 auto licenses.have ten
sold for 1977, according to the clerk's
records. Last year, 24,512 automobiles
were licensed in CaliowaY County. This
figure. is considerably higher than the
actual number of cars in Calloway

County, due to the large munber_of used
car dealers in the county who license
many of their cars locally before selling
them elsewhere.
New license plates,must be On trucks.
by April 1, Harris said.
The clerk's office will operate from
eight a. m, to five p. m. on Monday
through Wednesday, and from eight a.
m, to six p. m. on Thursdays. These
hours will continue, through the energy
crisis locally, anrkthe clerk's office, as
well as other courthouse offices, will be
closed all day on Friday:

Homecoming Scheduled
At Callovyay High Friday
Homecoming activities for the
School Officials said the basketball
Calloway...County High School will be -games, crowning ofiticrqueen, and the
held on Friday, February 4, at Jeffrey honoring of the 1973 graduating class
gym at Calloway High and at North are being held during the afternoon-and
Calloway Elementary School.
early evening hours in compliance with
The 1973 graduating class will be the energy crisis. The dance will be at
honored during the basketball games North Gym as-this will not..require any
between Calloway and Farmington extra heat and the building is not
with the B team game scheduled to heated by gas,School officials said.
start at 3:45 p. m. Friday and the
varsity game scheduled about 6:00 p.
m.at Jeffrey gym.scefTao:u.rDAY'S INDEX
The .crowning of the • 1977
Homecoming Queen will be about 5:15'
Sections Today
Local
p.m. at Jeffrey gym with Donna Smith, /
2p3
Leslie Wilferd, and- Cindy Williams, \ Spcirts
6,7,8,9
seniors, Tammy" Feltner, Paulette
13.
Deaths & Funerals
Hooks, and Susi Imes, junior as
,. 14
Dear Abby.‘
candidates for the honor. •
14
HOroscope I
. The homecoming dance featpting the
15
Crosallegl• •
music- of"Duece" and the theme or, Comic eits
20
...n" withloe
—
ffi
• 29;21'
from 8:00 to;10:30 p: m. at the gym at
22
ti
Opinion Page
North Callokay Elementary School.
4 Pages
Big John Section
Admission for the eaduates will,he
12Pages
KnigifSection
three dollars per couple.
. •
-

NEW LICENSES — County Court -Clerk Warvin Harris holds a current Ken
tudIty lieense plate, with the red 1977 decal which is to be placed on the plate I
year. New decals must be displayed on all Cars before March 1.-The licenses are now on sale at the clerk's office.
5tat,Photo bv David Hill
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Kathy inn Rogers Is Married To
Mr. Wilson In Church Ceremony

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, February 2
January Bible Study will be
at 6:45 p. m. at First Baptist
Church.
Murray Open DurMicatev
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleaion Hall at seven p. m.
Baptist Church
Flint
mission groups will meet at
seven p. m. at the chach.
Baptist Women, .Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at seven
p. m. at the church.
MSU Women's Society
Coffee will be held at the home
of Diane Spurlock, 1007
Poplar, with Helen Hogancamp asinhostess,from 7:30
to 9.00 pm. This was cancelled previously.

Friday, February 4
Golden Age Club will meet
at noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
'Garden Department, Church for a potluck luncheon
Murray Woman's Club, wilt followed by a special
meet at ten a. m. for a program.
workshop, followed by the
Shopping for senior citizens
meeting and program ,at 1:30
will
be held. Call 753-9725 by
p. m.
9:15 a. rn. for morning
Murray Woman of the shopping and by 11:30 a. rn.
Moose will meet at eight p. m. for afternoon shopping.
at the lodge hall.
Saturday, February 5
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Temple.Hill Lodge No. 276
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at will meet at the Masonic Hall.
7:30 p. m. at Ellis Center.
MSU Women's Society will
Milton C., West, Murray, have a coffee at the home of
baritone, will present his Mary Jo Johnson, 1709
senior recital at 8:15 p. m. at Johnson Boulevard with
the recital hall of Fine Arts Martha Pitman as cohostess
Building, MSU.
from 10:00 to 11:30 a. m.

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
four p.m.

MSU Women's Society
Coffee will be at the home of
Thursday. February 3
Louise Sickel, 101 South
Ellis Center will be open •Eighth StreeL with Francoise
from ten a. m. to three, p. m. Kettering as cohOitess, from
for senior citizens with hand- 10:00 to 11:30 a. m.
work and visiting at 10:30 a.
m., sack lunch at noon, and
Jerry dower of Nashville,
table games at three p. m.
Tenn., will appear at the West
Livestock and
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate Kentucky
College
Center,
Exposition
Diabetes
American
of
at 7:30 p. m.
Association will meet at First Farm Road,
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Friday, February 4
Main, at seven p. m. Parking
for senior citizens
of
Lunch
south
or
rear
available in
church. Registration begins at will be served at the Ngrth
6:30 p. m.and meeting is over Second Street Community
Center at twelve noon.
at eight p. m.

,Miss Kathy Ann Rogers• To complete the ensemble, corsages of white carnations.
became the bride of William the bride wore a cathedral The wedding was directed
G. Wilson, Jr. in a lovely' length mantilla edged in by •Mrs. Ray Moore.
candlelight ceremony on Venise trim that matched the
Reception
Tuesday, December 28, at "V" neckline and was also
Following the ceremony a
seven p. m. at the First seen on the cuff of the long, reception was held in the
Baptist Chureh, Murray.
fitted Sleeve. She Carrtert a' Ferrell/ALP-Hall ofthe Aural.-

Art Educat:gn Classes for
adults will be from nine a. m.
to noon and for children from
one to three p. m. at the
Murray Art Guild. Call 7674258 or 753-9085 to enroll.
Square dance with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dance will be at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p. m.

EM 11,01tES
PCRALILE

s
The Medical term for the
fear of work is Ergophobia.

The Murray Ledger & Times
rne -Murray Ledger lk Times is published
eyery afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christmas Day New Year s Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray .Newspapers. in , 103 N 4th St Min ray .
•
.42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray.Ks
42071
_ .
SUBSCRIPTION HATES In areas served to.

carriers, $2.50 per month. payable in advance
By mail in Calloway Lowly and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
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year By mail to other destinations, $30.00 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
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Hundreds of
New Coats
Just Unpacked!

Wool
Coat
Sale!

$99$J43

Hiundreds of
Long Wool Coats
Reg.'59 to 143

Pant Lengths

$45 $65

Long Leathers
Reg.'172 to '221

Reg '121 to 0 155

$69 to'125

$99

Coat Sizes 5-15, 6-20, 14 Plus to 24 Plus
Minnens Murray Be! Air Center - Open Nights - Sundays

Clearance
All
Winter
Merchandise
uninaszaimorz=minsm;

Mademoiselle
Shop

/

The Southwest Calloway
Student. teachers from
Elementary School Parent- Murray-State University were
Teacher Club met on Thur- introduced at the meeting..
sday, January 27, at seven p.
m. with the president, Mrs.
Sandra Gallimore, presiding
and Mrs. Cookie Callahan,
secretary, and Mrs. Carolyn
Parks, treasurer, giving
reports.
Walter Byers, a member of
the Calloway County School
Board, gave a report on the
proposed football program in
Calloway County. He asked
for help from all the parehts
and interested persons in
helping making football a
"MilitY by the fall of 1977 in the
Calloway county School
System. Mrs. Gallirnore introduced
Roy Cothran, Southwest
principal, who explained the
Summer Reading program at
teDonne Roberts, a, senior
Southwest. He said that any
Calloway County High
at
student that desired could
and the daughter of
School
program.
the
enroll in
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Ray
Roberts of Murray Route
Two, has been featured in
tenth annual edition of
the
NOW IN STATES
Among
Who
"Who's
Mr. and Mrs. Oren C.
School
High
American
to
missionaries
Jr.,
Robison,
is a
She
1975-76."
Students
Liberia, are now in the United
States on furlough. Mrs. member of and has served
Robison is the former Martha as chairman of various comBoaz who was born in Murray mittees in the Pep Club,
and grew up in Graves FHA, SAE, Band and the Beta
County.
Club. She is presently serving as second vicepresident of the Beta Club at
Calloway, and has won
various .awards and honors
in the field of music. After
graduation as one of the top
Ioung children by the age of 10 per cent of her class, she
2 need other children, not plans to attend Murray State
just to have fun, but to learn University and major in her
how to get along:
chosen area of musk.
Ends Tonite!
7:30
"Carrie"(R)
STARTS TOMORROW

,

Leather
Goat
Sale!

Football Prog,rani For
Calloway Schools Discussed

V

G. Ili/son. Jr.

11.

11r. mid

The bride's table, covered
The bride is the daughter of nosegay of ivory rose buds
a burgundy cloth, was
with
ivy,
and
breath
With
baby's
A.
Mr. and Mrs. James
with a silver cancentered
Rogers of Murray and the with white satin streamers
delabrum bolding pink tapers.
groom is the son of the Rev. tied in love knots.
Mrs. David Butler of Serving the cake were Miss
and Mrs. William G. Wilson of
Louisville, sister of the bride, Martha Kirk-and Miss Martha
Brentwood, Tenn.
Miss Selwyn
The Rev. Wilson, father of served as matron of honor. McKinney.
Paul Wells
Mrs.
and
Schultz
was
-the- gr-oomi performed the Her formal gown
at the punch bowl.
assisted
polyester
pink
of
designed
before
ceremony
ring
double
Mrs. Howard Newell was in
an arched candelabent with burgundy knit bodice and
of the reception.
charge
garlanded with greenery. cuffs. Matching lace was used
the reception the
After
and
"V"
neckline
the
for
Brass swirl .and _ tree canfor "a Wedding trip
left
couple
delabra were on either side around the cuffs of the long
bride wearing a
the
with
was
skirt
The
sleeves.
fitted
front
in
candle
with the unity
white plaid pant
and
burgundy
flounce
deep
a
with
of the arch. Large ferns were fashioned
used on either side of the altar. ruffle aHhetem. She carried suit.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are
Family pews were marked a hurricane lamp with
at home at 104 South 14th
now
with hurricane lamps on brass streamers of ivy and
and both are attending
Street
ribbon.
burgundy
'
ivy
of
stands with streamers
State Universtiy.
Murray
Mrs.
were
The bridesmaids
and burgundy ribbon.
Rehearsal Dinner
A program of wedding Terry Hannah, Murray and
Following the rehearsal on
music was presented by Miss Misses Claire—and Melanie
evening, the Rev. and
Monday
Edwina Mills, organist, of Wilson, sisters of the groom,
G. Wilson enWilliam
Mrs.
Their
Tenn.
Brentwood,
was
Louisville. "My Tribute"
party with
bridal
the
tertained
that
to
sung by David Ezell, soloist. dresses were identical
at the Holiday Inn.
Jack Crook played the guitar of the matron of honor and a dinner
The U-shaped table was
and sang "The Wedding they also carried hurricane
with a red cloth and
covered
Song." After the wedding lamps.
with an arrangement
centered
,
Murfreesboro
Jett,
Mike
vows were exchanged and the
white carnations.
and
red
of
unity candle was lighted the Tenn., served as best man.
and
Groomsmen and ushers were Smaller arrangements
groom led in prayer.
the
completed
cards
place
Brentwood,
Misses Jan Purdom and Ron Ingram,
Moore, table decor. Covers were laid
David
Janice Crawford kept the Tenn.,
guests.
guest registers which were Gteensboro, N. C., David for twenty
The bride and groom
placed in the vestibule of the Lature and Philip Duncan of
presented gifts to. their atchurch. The tables were Murray.
tendants.
wedding
For her daughter's
covered with pink taffeta floor
length cloths and the Mrs. Rogers chose to wear a
decoration was a single formal pink knit dress
burgundy candle in a silver trimmed with ivory lace. She
NOW EN HONG KONG
those matching accessories to
holder.
and Mrs. R. H. Farlyelt,
Mr.
Her
complete her ensemble.
Bride's Dress
Jr., missionary associates to
The bride, escorted to the corsage was a white orchid.
Mrs. Wilson, mother of the Hong Kong, have completed
altar by her father and given
their furlough and returned to
in marriage by her parents, groom, wore a peach formal
the mission field. Mr. Falwell
and
bodice
jersey
with
dress
wore an Alfred Angelo wedis..the son of the late Mr. and
and
ding gown designed by Edythe currunetbund over chiffon
Mrs. R. H. Falwell of Murray.
Vincent of Tiffany Knit Jer- taffeta skirt. She wore a white
•
HOSPITAL PATIENT
sey. The gown had a graceful orchid corsage.
Grandmothers of the groom, ' Jimmy Leach of Dexter has
"V" neckline trimmed with
Venise Lace and crystal Mrs. Lloyd Wilson and Mrs. been dismissed from Lourdes
pleating. The gown also had a Auzie Neal Myatt, wore Hospital, Paducah.
hug-pie-tight cummerbund.
The lskirt and chapel length I FT IS INTERIM. 501.1
train draped in soft graceful
folds froth a fitted waistline to
a full flared hemline.

•
,1Iurrav Girls
In Sorority

Two girls from Murray,
Kate Kennedy Apperson and
Rebecca Gould, were initiated
into the Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
at Murray-State University on
Monday, January 24.
Both girls are freshmen at
Murray State and are
graduates of Murray jligh
School.
Miss Apperc•in,'daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aperson,
1511 Chaucer Drive, served as
Panhellenic officer for the fall
pledge class ahd was honored
as Ideal Pledge aLthe annual
Red Rose form41.- Miss Gould
is .the daughteri of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh,Gould, 1603 Hermitage Drive, Murray.

k

Tiff MURRAY THEATRES

ATTENTION
MOVIE GOERS
DUE TO THE

ENERGY CRISIS
The Murray Theatres will have

ONLY ONE SHOW NITELY SUNDAY
Thru THURSDAY at 7:30
SATURDAY MATINEES CANCELLED
hermostat settings will be belo
orrnal during operating hours and
•t absolute minimum during non•pasL ratin,g hours - This Policy In Effec
Until Further Notice
Tommy Brown
City Manpger

cpaciumoDEo
A
amolyum—staT REINIXDS TATUM ONE AL
KEITH
Kiln sommovicirt -mciatootov-

EJ

4

Ends Tonite!
"The Front"(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW?

OBSESS/ON
A bizarre story of love.
CLIFF ROBERTSON & GENEVIEVE.BWOLD

jj

Thru 2/16
7:30 Only

Thru 2/16
7:30 Only

1

THE NEVVEST,
PINKEST
PANTHER OF All!
PETER SELLERS
BLAKE EDWARDS

"THE
PiNK PMTHER
SERiKESAGAiN"

rrs 711I MOST NUARIOUS
SUSPENSE RIDE OF TOUR LOW

>SILVER
STREIRI4>

ilor
Undid Anosts W

111
It -inter
,Sprifig

CIScol
& Sportswear

112
OM

I

Price (.V' i,e.ss
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Miss Amy YouAnd Ray Lane Are
PALMRR GIRL •
Mx_ and -Mrs, Michael K.
Married A St Simons Church
and are now residing at 713 , Palmer of lUrkley Route One

I
•

Studiact Workshop-For 4I4Qf

ngagement Anrzounced

The Kale= of the Blood. Lodge to --be- delivered - en
River Baptist Association met February 10 at 4:30 p.
Announcement was made of
Saturday, January 22, for a
Studiact Workshop at the the Kentucky State Acteen
Baptist convention to be held in
Corner
Cherry
Louisville in April: -Any girt
Church.
Sherri Requarth led the who would like to attend
opening prayer. The new should contact Debbie Bell or
Acteen Member Handbook her leader by February 21.
The workshop was closed
was . reviewed to introduce
each girl to the new book and with sentence prarr led by
purpose of Acteens as a Gracie Erwin and by Debbie
Bell, director.
mission organization.
The next meeting will be
The book used for Studiact
was discussed to associate held Monday. February 21, at
each Acteen with the seven p. m. at-the Sinking
requirements for achieving Spring Baptist Church. Ofthe different levels such as ficers will be elected and each
Queen and Queen with a church is asked to have a
nominee. for each position.
Sceptor.
Each girr teceived two,
credits in intssion action and Melted butter, lemon juice
one credit in mission study by and capers make a deli:ante completing three different sauce to serve over stemnied
fish steaks Save
activities with one being to fish fillets or
•
from the -fish, after
!
jlfiC
make Valentines tor .the ttic
steaming, tor use in a fish
residents of Fern Terrace chowder.

girt,
College Courts, Murray State are the parents of a baby
five
University, where the bride is Keyella Nicole, weighing
and
ounces
fifteen
pounds
a special education and
born
elementary education major measuring 1814 inches,
and the groom is an ac- on Sunday, January 9, at
-Calloway
counting major, both in their p. m. at the Murray
Hospital.
County
junior year.
The father is employed at
Rehearsal Party
Rubber
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lane, the General Tire and
Mayfield.
Company,
engroom,
parents-d the
Grandparents are Kenneth
tertained with a party
of Murray, Evelyn
Palmer
on
rehearsal
the
following
and
Friday evening, January 7. Palmer of Hopkinsville,
The special occasion to honor Mrs. Jessie Maglitr3t1is-iiseY
their son and his bride to-be- ---Rolite-Ofie. A" great grand-,
and the wedding party was mother is Mrs. Tempest
held at their hotel at Paschall of Murray Route
One.
Washington, Ind.

-re g
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Dairy Wives Plan Annual
State Meeting On Monday
.06

b

ft.

7.

Ur. rrnd 'hr.".. Bay Lane
The wedding of Miss Amy
Young, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Young of Route
Two, Washington, Ind., and
Ray Lane,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Lane, Nottingham
Drive, Murray, Was solemnized on Saturday, January 8,
.atSt.-SimonsCatholic church.'
Washington.
The vows were read by the
Rev.- Dieg with the Rev.
Matthew serving the „mass.
The hour of the ceretnoni-was
at two p. m. with the music by
the St. Simons Men's Choir
with Cindy Wildrige and Lori
Ham playing the flutes.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride was lovely_ in
her wedding gown of mat
jersey created with an empire
silhouette accented with pearl
encrusted venice lace. The
lace overlaid bodice featured
an oval English net yoke to
enhance the Victorian collar.
Bishop sleeves were deeply
cuffed. Back panels of lace
adorned the a-line skirt.
She had a full chapel train
and wore a headpiece of a halo
of white silk jasmine and
holly. The bride carried a
colonial bouquet of vetrite
chrysanthemums, red roses,
baby's breath, and -holly.
Beth Young, sister of the
bride, was the maid of honor.
She wore an emerald green
dress
shirred
- empire
fashioned with an a-line skirt
and caplet jacket with hair
corsages of white silk forgetme-nots with holly, baby's
breath, and white velvet
tubing. She carried a bouquet
of white pompoms, red roses
and holly.
The bridesmaids were
Emily Young, sister of the
bride, Sylvia Young, cousin of
the bride, Marybeth Collison,
Shannon Lynch, and Karen
of
all
Southerland,
Washington, Ind. The flower
girl was Marcie Cravens,
cousin of the bride. They were

attired identical to the maid of
honor.
Best man for Mr. Lane was
Tim Thurman of Murray.
Groomsmen were Tim Lane
and Dennis Lane, brothers of
the groom, Andy LittletOn,
Bob Dyer, and Billy Flora.
.The ring barer:Was Kevin_
Richardson. Ushers were Bart
Young and Adam Young,
brothers of the bride.
_ Reception
Following the ceremony- the
reception was held 'at the
Washington Country Club.
Serving at the reception
were Clara Howard and Mona
Grant, both of Louisville, and
Sue Windrum of Murray. The
pest register was kept by
Joan Bochmeker; Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Mrs. Young, mother of the
:bride, wore an off-white two
piece floor length dress with a
halo of flowers in her hair.
Mrs. Lane, the groom's
mother, chose to wear a
burgundy floor length dress
with a jacket and a corsage of
pink roses.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lane
left later for a wedding trip

Members of the Ada's the and elect officers. for the
ladies auxilliary of the coming year.
'American Dairy Association _ Ada officers include: Mrs.
of Kentucky .. will hold their H..1-1. Barlow, Jr., Cave City,
annual state meeting in president; Mrs. A. L.
conjunction with the annual A. Rosenberger, Riney-ville, first
D. A. meeting in Louisville, vice president; Mrs. Paul
February 7,at 9:00 a. m. in the McCarthy, Jeffersontown,
Chapel Room of Executive second vice- president; Mrs.
West, Freedom Way at the Stephen Batchelder, Paris,
Steve
Fairgrounds. All dairy wives secretary;
Mrs.
in the Calloway area are Howerton, Jr., Finchville,
urged to attend this meeting. treasurer.
Members of the Ada
Chairmen are: Mrs. Joseph
organization will work with 1. Wilson, District 1, Fancy
the Dairy Princess Pageant at Farm; Mrs. Stanley Howard,
the annual free A. D. A. lun- District 2, Sharon Grove; Mrs.
checuristl-r-Monday.' The lun- A. L.' Rosenberger-, District 3,
-chew and printess
leyvi11e; Mrs. H. H.
1111—
are free and open to all Barra, Jr., District 4, Cave
members of the American City; Mrs. Steve Howerton,
Dairy Association of Kentucky Jr., District 5, Finchville;
and their families.
Mrs. John Smith. District 6,
At the business session, the Smithfield; Mrs. L. W. Price,
ladies will hear reports from District 7, Somerset; Mrs.
the president, Mrs. H. H. Lew Hunt, District 8. Mt.
Barlow, Jr., Cave City, Vernon; Mrs. L. S. Rogers.
committee members, the District 9, .Mayslick; Mrs.
dairy princess coordinator, Stephen Batchelder, District
Mrs. John W. Beauchamp, Jr., 10, Paris.

-

r

3pectat utraton
Are Listed By Director
Special tips on dairy and
food nutrition have been given
by Bonnie S. Davenport,
program director, Dairy . and
Food Nutrition Council, as
follows:
Here's information for
overweight people. Although it
may have a reputation as arich food, sour cream contains
per
calories
25
only
tablespoon. This caloric
content is less than that for
tablespoons of salad or
cooking oils and commonly
consumed salad dressings.

11,.., 11111-1f1 1111114'1ill!' mu! R(1111IV
Mr. and Mrs. Harry. Haneline and Mr. and Mrs. Rex Smith,
all of Farmington Route One, announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their children, Marla Haneline and
Randy Smith.
Miss Haneline is a 1976 graduate of Farmington High School.
She is now attending Murray State University majoring in
elementary education.
Mr. Smith, a 1975 graduate of Mayfield High School, is
preseatlx,engaged in farming
A June wedding is being Planned—-

Another delightful courtesy
extended to. Mrs. Billy Hendon, the former Barbara
Alexander, was the bridal
shower held at the fellowship
hall of the Palestine- United
Methodist Church.
The hostesses for the occas,Lon ;wets Mrs,. Helen
Brooks, Mrs. Wyvonne

poorly chosen snacks the
kind that are high in calories.
but low in the nutrients you
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
needc Breakfast "skippers•'
Mrs. Beverly McElrath of
often end up with more
calories for the das than do Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
breakfast •.eaters.Hospitalipaducahr
-Why is the four-food group
plan of eating so important"!
Bftlia*use each group makes
special contributions to good
nutrition Meat, milk, fruits,
and vegetables, breads and
cereals work together to
supply the energy and
nourishment necessars for
health ani: growth. Evers one
needs the nutrients from' all
four food groups.

By eating a good breakfast
you'll find it easier to control
weight. You'll be less tempted
to fill up roid-morning with

Ted Bradshaw, represenC. 0. Bondurant, president,
ting U. S. . Senator Wendell presided, and Homer Miller
Ford, was guest speaker at the gave the invocation. Several
meeting of the Kentucky Lake items were discussed which
Chapter of the National could benefit the group and
Retired letters will be written to try
Association - of
Federal Employees held and speed up the process.
Friday, January 28, at 9:30 a.
Members present were
m. at the Woodmen of the Bondurant, Van Valentine,
Forld building.
Hillard Rogers, Robert
Mr. Bradshaw gave 'the Douglass, Kenneth Palmer.
group an insight on legislation Kenneth Grogan, Eugene
_being presented that will be of Tarry, Norman Klapp, Homer
benefit to Civil Service Miller, Max Hurt, Lowell
Retirees. He assured the Palmer, Richard Cullom, Joel
members that Senator Ford Crawford, Clovis Byerly,
was always available for Linde! Bagley, Paul Sturm,
anything the members would and Theron Riley.
care to discuss.
next
committee
The
meeting will be Thursday,
February 17, al 9:30 a. rri. at
the Triangle Inn, and the next
business meeting will be on
Friday,February 25, at 9:30 a.
m. in the WOW Building.

For a really different breakfast dish, try serving hot
wheat cereal with a small
scoop of ice cream and a little,
maple syrup. The flavor
combination is delicious
Replace toast now and then
with buttered English muffins, or coffee cake-. And for a
good winter beverage. serve
piping hot chocolate milk.

"With paints poured in the pallet form, hop in
your tub, so nice and warm. Dip your finger, in
the goo and paint your tub like a funny too.
Then turn on the water_the tub will come (lean,
with the prettiest bubbles you've ever seen"

4
4
)
(

PADUCAH PATIENT
Joseph Vandyke of Puryear,
Tenn., has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

I also have shampoos, packets of bubble bath and soap in
TUTTI-FRUITTL PINK BUMF GUM BANANA SPUT &
PIRPAPiT TAMST1 -111vs 31146--SkillYA-80APV-6AND 41,41111L BATH
Come see the DiRTH KIDS HEADQUARiIRV

9
P. S

9
0

11.5 Nun -Sal.!Won't Ow ...wrig• ton.

Dixieland(enter

( hestnut Street

•

AllNew chefs, menu's andservice
designed especially to cater to
your needs and wishes.
Completely under new management(ownership)

Did you' know it takes 115
gallons of water to grow
enough wheat for one leaf of
bread' Or that the average
person in the United States
uses some three and a half
million gallons of water
during his lifetime? Such fact"
are staggering, but they serve
to prove we need a vast supply
of clean water to produce our
food.

Beginning Wednesday,February 2nd, Lire
Entertainment 4 Nights Weekly!
For your dining and dancing pleasure

:While listening-Io this fine entertainment,enjoy
'the ultimate in fine dining in our beautiful
"Grand Rivers Room".
.,
*Monday and Tuesday are Spaghetti Nights
I -• Wednesday select from our Delicious Buffet
4 •Thursday enjoy our fine Sea Food
f•Friday,Saturday and Sunday order from a choice of•
menus in our Harbour House

There's a myth-thail pork
liver is less nutritious than
beef liver. Actually they bqt.h
contain vitamins and minerals
that we need.

Appearing Wednesday thru Saturday in the "Giand Rivers
,Roonft" for your dining and dancing pleasure. Performing
• a variety of music from Country-Western to Rotk'n Roll.

813 Coldwater goad
New Hours: 10-6 Mon.-Thurs.
10-7 Fri.& Sat.

Final Clearance
Rosanna Miller and Nis Crawfo • are two of the
many persons from Murray who attended the square
, dance to benefit tlye Mayfield-Graves amity getarded Citizens held at Longfellow School, MiYfield, on
Sunday, January 23. Nea y one hundred square dancers from throughout the area attended the benefit
with Bob Rhinerson, Mrs. Kent Berkley, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Ashby as the callers...L:_
v
•

($1.50 Cover Charge Per Couple or $1.00 Per I
son

CallNow for
Your Reservation

362-8321

Kenellar Resort

Fall& Winter

Jeans$5410
Sweaters,Jumpsuits\
& Jackets

the green door'
The Green Door is your
"DIRTY KIDS HEADQUARTERS!" •
The BUBBLE BATH FINGER PAINTS have arrived! Kids love

Rudolph Mrs. Sharon Bybee,
Mrs. Brenda Boyd, and
Mrs. Margie Lyons.
The honoree opened her
many lovely and useful gifts
and refreshments were served
by the hostesses.
forty-two
Approximately
persons were,prelent or sent
gifts.

"Touch of Class" •

One Grot4

t==1 C

All New.... Aftliew.

Ted Bradshaw Speaker For
Local Chapter4 N:AgFE

Many Tops p&$1

4

111-s. Hen-don-ls Honored

is

,

4

—
Mile South of Ky. Dam On U.S. Hwy 641,
Gilbertsville, Kentucky
.0.

)(.1._
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FOOD SAVINGS

30111
\SUPER MARKET

Prices Good through
February 8, 1977

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

}

PICII
Fields Original

WIENERS

s
e
r
c
A
c,juicEOFAri
tco

I
Del Monte

lb79' PRUNE JUICE

Pillsbury

BISCUITS

801.4/53'

GREEN BEANS

59

32 oz.

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

4
16 oz.29

DONUTS

CATSUP
SPAM

DINNER

0,294

Pepperidge Farm Mini Layer
12 oz.99

I

P li
a
Hunt Tomato

Del Monte Bartlet

PEAR HALVES

43

16 oz.

SAUCE
PUREX

POTATO Sweet

lb.

14 oz.79

4
14 oz.39

Kraft Macaroni & Cheese
71 4

1 1/2 lb.

Frosty Acres

Del Monte

MIRACLE WHIP..

APPLESAUCE

594

POTATOES

Salad Dressing
Lucky Lady

12 oz.

FROZEN FOODS

Del Monte Seasoned

lb.
59
RS
CHICKEN LIVE

GE

•CAKES

99

32 oz.

•
32 oz

794
PRODUCE

Red Or White

POTATOES
$1 32

150z.394
4
gallon63

CIIE

10 lb.$1°9

Winesap, Red or Golden Delicious

APPLES

3th.Ba9694

Large Head

39'

LETTUCE
Kraft
American
Slice
12 oz.

16 oz.

During The Energy Crisis
Our Hours Will Be
9-8 Mon.-Thurs.
9-9 Fri. & Sat.
12-6 Sun.

Pepsi or
7-Up

8 Bottle Ctn.
Plus Deposits
Or Bottles

25
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Carroll Reluctant To Take Responsibility For Allocating Gas
FRANKFIAT. Ky. (AP)—
Gov. Julian Carroll says he is
extremely reluctant to take
responsibility as master.
a llocator 'of nateral gas
supplies in Kentucky.
He agreed with the state
Energy Department that if
voluntary fuel savings continue to work there will be no
need to assume emergency
Powers.
In the clearest terms since
the-weather crisis began, the
governor shied from controls.
local
to
Speaking
superintendents in the Kenchamber
House
tucky
Tuesday,Carroll said:
Obviously I think you can
quickly realize the impactto)
thousands of consumersof gas
for the governor to be sitting
here allocating to every house,

Ohio River ,vbich is mOstly :swill try, to tabulate the,
"If the president's bill
lmet
esavidrsebessentia
every hospital, every nursing
or cluttered with im- cumulative layoffs at the end
frozen
are
needs
that we
. passable ice.
home,every grocery store and passes, we are hopeful
adverse
of this week.
neris
de
t
ar
pi
H
s
u
hrrta
natural gas
-We're getting everything
drug counter and every can get supplies of
foresaw severe
Layoffs were estimated at
he
But
all
treat
can)
areas."
doctor's office, every plum- (so we
available
last Friday before insome
from
10,000
tanker
in
trucks
problems
same
reserve-at
bing shop, elettrital shop, categories in the
as
gas &toffs began
drops
dustrial
Paducah
and
—
the
pressure
Ashland
If
said. '
schools and other activities priority" Carroll
is used,"the refinery at Catlettsburg," he Monday.
utilities
from
gas
hope
I
•
across the state on an equal "In the meantime
Harrison said large plants
deliverability will go to pot." -said. But it takes an awful lot
this explains to you why in
said,
are in more forbasis.
Harrison
of
invariably
tank
to
trucks
up
means,
an
make
That
some sections schools are
system ordinary barge."
circumstances. He
utility
tunate
a
of
parts
I'm
some
believe
don't
not
"I just
open and in some they are
Harrison said once fuel estimated, for example, that
will have to be closed off.
capable of doing that as (fpr lack of gas)."
Propane, an alternate fuel, storaq supplies are used up, the Ford truck and General
responsibly as we can •Kentucky- -.Energy Combecause of "the odds -are good they Electric plants at Louisville
maintain a system °Image on missioner Damon Harrison is in critical supply
of tank cannot be resupplied, and that have vast propone supplies.
number
inadequate
a voluntary basis.
ventured to estimate the state an
Carroll's retrests are for
would mean substantial
cars.
next
"So if you've got problems could survive this and
option, unemployment."
energy cutbacks of
other
voluntary
the
oil,
--Fuel
now, you wait till that hap- month without 'drastic _foe- requires transport along the
The F.nero,y -Department 20 to 40 per cent for coni-.
pens, and it's my anticipation measures.
that it would be more He did so in the face of a 30day forecast for continued
serious," the governor said.
The governor indicated he Is below-normal temperatures.
But those temperatures are
relying somewhat on passage
of a proposed federal law not expected to be as severe as
which would transfer natural last month,- the coldest
gas supplies totates in direct January in 105 years in
need.
-Kentucky.

s!ia4e"on electricity supplies,
s&on a survey of utikilies.
He said coal reserves also
appear adequate. •
State police said lives were
saved because of the bitter
cold and snows last mouth.
They reported 41 persons
killed on Kentucky highivays
in January. the lowest rate
since 1962. The Jarkuary
average is 64 deaths. •
U. Ernest Bivens said the
death toll last month was 2.3
per 1 million miles traveled,
the lowest since records were
kept.

mercial establishments.
Residential customers, who
account for two-fifths of gas
consiunption, have been asket
to keep thermostats at 65
degrees in the day and no
more than 60 at night.
Harrison said the broadest
compliance in all phases so far
appears to be in the western
Kentucky city of Murray,
"where the business community is giving unusual
cooperation."
Deputy Energy Coinmissioner John Stapleton- said
the state "is in pretty good

Prices Good through

Mon.

Tax Writers Going To
Work On Rebate Plans
pension of public works
WASHINGTON (AP) — depleted fuel supplies.
Ullman outlined a timetable programs.
Amid calls for major changes
In testimony prepared for a
in President Carter's $31.2 for handling the legislation
billion economic. package, that could meet the ad- House :Public Works subcongressional tax writers are ministration's goal of mailing committee, Flaherty said,
going to work on the ad- out rebate checks by late "The cost of local emergency
ministration's plan for $50 March or April — a goal some services due to the frigid
weather plus weather-related
individual rebates and other critics say is over optimistic.
Mayors Pete Flaherty of layoffs could wipe out the
tax changes to spur the
Pittsburgh and Moon Lan- proposed benefits of the
economy.
Treasury Secretary W. drieu of New Orleans also Carter economic stimulus."
Landrieu said the cold wave
Michael Blumenthal and were traveling to Capitol Hill
Charles Schultze, chairman of today to plead on behalf of the was having "a devastating
Carter's Council of Economic National Conference of effect on local budget
Advisers, planned to defend Mayors for a $4 billion ex- problems."
the package as leadoff witnesses today before the House
Ways and Means Committee.
Ways and Means Conuilittee
Chairman Al Ullman added
his voice Tuesday to those
calling for changes in the
Carter program. He proposed •
a major change in Carter's
proposal for $2.5 billion in
By LOUISE COOK
business tax breaks.
determined whether the inAssociated Press Writer
Ullman said businesses,
creases were directly linked to
The first month of the new the cold.
instead of getting a higher
The price of a six-ounce can
investment tax credit or a year brought higher grocery
reduction in social security prices and consumers were of frozen orange juice conthe
• taxes, should get an "em- warned to expect more of the centrate increased at
ployment tax credit" for same in the future due to the checklist store in six of the
cold wave.
cities surveyed, although most
'hiring new workers.
Press of the increases were only a
An
Associated
Other members have made
similar proposals and Ullman marketbasket survey showed penny or two.
The AP survey showed that
said he thinks the idea would prices increased during
have wide support in January for a wide variety of the marketbasket bill- initems, including pork chops, creased at the checklist store
COngreal..
Ullman, however, said he is orange juice, coffee and eggs. in 10 cities during January, up
The AP drew up a random an average of 4 per cent. The
ready to push for enactment of
the $11.4 billion worth of list of 15 commonly purchased bill decreased at the checklist
payments to individuals food and nonfood items, store in two cities, down an
through tax rebates and Social checked the price at one average of seven-tenths of a
Security bonuses. He said he supermarket in each of 13 per cent, and was unchanged
originally favored a more cities on March 1, 1973, and in the 13th city. On an overall
modest rebate program, but has rechecked them on or basis, the marketbasket bill at
the unemployment and other about the start of each suc- the checklist stores was up an
economic woes caused by the ceeding month.
average of 3 per cent last
The latest survey came in month.
fierce winter weather over
of - several
face
much of the nation changed the
The situation represented a
discouraging reports. The slight improvement over
his mind.
of December
Department
The rebates are intended to U.S.
the
when
spur consumer demand for Agriculture said Monday that marketbasket bill was •up at
new goods. But if citizens are prices paid to farmers for the checklist store in 12 cities,
forced to use the rebates to their products went up 1.5 per rising an average 5.1 per cent.
pay higher fuel or other bills, cent between Dec. 15 and Jan.
The items on the AP
they would not spark the 15. It was the second monthly checklist were: Chopped
increase in a row.
economy.
chuck, center cut pork chops,
The USDA report did not frozen orange juice con• Republicans have argued
for more permanent tax ,seflect recent damage to centrate, coffee, paper towels,
changes than the one-time crops, particularly in Florida, butter, Grade-A medium
rebates and for more attention because of the below-freezing white eggs, creamy peanut
temperatures east of the butter, laundry detergent,
to stimulating business.
While Democrats generally Great Plains. The government fabric softener, tomato sauce,
rallied to the rebate proposal, said generall)- abundant chocolate chip cookies, milk,
some have joined organized liveStock supplies should hold frankfurters and granulated
labor in criticizing the ad- down meat prices and help sugar.
The cities checked were:
ministration for concentrating offset higher fruit and
on tax rebates instead of vegetable costs. But a private Albuquerque, N.M.; Atlanta,
programs to create jobs.
economist warned that'if the
,Schultze told the House cold continues through March,
Appropriations Committee on the nation's food bill could be
Tuesday the administration boosted by $7 billion.
(The Conference Board, a
might have to consider
research
enlarging its economic business
stimulus package "if there is a organization, says that
-State Market News Service
significant dip in the economic Commerce Department Federal
February 2,1977
outlook, taking into account statistics showed Americans Kentucky Purchase Ares "flog Market
Inciudts18y Stations
the weather or anything else." spent $166.4 billion on food in Report
Receipts: Act. 614 Fat. 300 Barrows 3,
"If the cold weather turns 1974.)
.75-1.00 lower Sows steady
mostly
Gilts
off tomorrow, within the week,
Consumers shopping air-the to firm
93950-39Th
US 11200-230 lbs.
it wouldn't be necessary to start of February found US i zatiio lbs.
$39.00-39.50
'
$31.26-30.00
fe0-100lbs.
revise the package," Schultze orange 'Nice prices already US`
337.25-30 25
US 3-1100.100tbs.
said. Forecasters, however, were up in some cities, ac- Sows
$31 00-32.00
1-2 270-3SO Ibis ...
are talking of another month cording to the AP- survey, Us
83200-33.00
US 1-3 3004.50 lbs ..
be
not
straining
it
could
although
of abnormal cold,
93300-34.00
US 1-3 450450113s. .

SEE OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF
WHITMAN
CANDIES!
1 LB.
WHITMAN

SAMPLER

Grocery Prices Up
During January

Purchase Area
Hog Market

US 2-3 MO-500 Its.
Boars 17.00.21.00

Just Arrived!

Rattan
Wall Rack
One Of The Many
Items For Your Home
'

From:

The Bamboo Garden
1914 Coldwater Road

•-

Many Fresh HouseplanIs Too. Brighten up
these winter days with 'a touch of spring.
11-5 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

763-0317

$30 00-31 00

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m
354.1, up 0.1.
Below dam 301.6, dewn 1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 354.1,
up 0.1.
Below dam 306.4,down 2.9
Sunset 5:22. Sunrise 6:59.
Moon rises 3:10 p. m., sets
Wednesday 5:38 a. m.
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SCHRAFFT'S
1 LB. BOX

One pound ot delicious. •
tales and confections

VALENTINE
CHOCOLATES
397
Delicious assortment ot milk
chocolates with centhe finest selector!
favors,

• ----s-cortal vaienitne;
F RANK FOR D

MILK
CHOCOLATE
CANDY

77'

arid dark
of
ters

holicy "ilk chocolate heart or, 3 1 .3-oz. book of .small
oculate hearts.
solid

'Select i-oz. decorated

BRACH

1-L3.BAG

MELLOWCREMES

73'

12 OZ.

USTERMINT

Assorted heart, cupid and dart shape,—
Cherry and varulla,

9'

reHRAFFT'S
8-0Z. BOX

CHOCOLATES

PEANUT SPECIALTY
B.

1 57

JELLY HEARTS

A fine variety of delicious milk and
chocolates with a yurnmy selections of centers.

dark

BRACH 3% OZ.
CONVERSATION
HEARTS OR 4% OZ. TOY POODLE
MARSHMALLOW
CANDY HEART
HEARTS

PEANUT SPECIALTY

1-LB. BAG
VALENTINE

CANDY

225

YOUR
CHOICE

ASSORTMENT

774

YOUR
CHOLC

-..re cpd
E3RACr, •

s
chocolate hed,'.
delicious

i. BOX

-I,

-

VALENTINE
CHOCOLATES

Cute valentines with envelopes- for bey, arta
girls, plus a valentine
for leacher

EFFERDENT
EXTRA
STRENGTH
DENTURE
CLEANSER
OUR
96'S
REG. 2.22

56 COUNT

VALENTINE
CARDS

Cards for boys, girls
and teacher. Envelopes

included.

"

Johnny Weiernuller, star -of
many Tarzan movies and the
1924 Olympics, was both a •
sprint and distance swimmer,
National Geographic says. He
set world records in 67 events
before his retirement.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.

1-6 Sun.

Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

/ewe.

master charge
.... .

-•-••••••••••ntommme.

SSW

•Ibr-

753-8777

VFW,

—
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Joe Frazier Making Hit
In Recording Industry
Frazier recalled, "that time
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Howard Cosell had us in the
AP Special Correspondent
4I'V studio before our second NEW YORK (AP)
Smokin' Joe Frazier, who is bout.'
"Clay — he called) me
belting songs. now instead of
snoots, has a favorite lyric ignorant and an Uncle Tom. I
which is entitled "Li'l' Dog challenged him. Then I saw
his brother (Rahmanl coming
Heaven."
There's a line in it which toward me. I grabbed the guy
says, Who ever heard Of a nearest me — it was Clay. We
little black dog who refused to scuffled and fell off the
play with a little wbite dog?" platform,"
Fortunately neither was
and it goes on from there with
a fundamental lesson in social hurt. "It was serious not an
act. I was mad," the former
relationships.
Only trouble I ever had heavyweight champion said.
It isn't easy .to make
with the champ," he said,
referring to Muhammad All Smokire Joe mad although-in
whom he never mentions by the ring he is a vicious tiger
the Muslim name. was when who. bows his head, hunches
he made snide remarks about his shoulders and flails away
my background, called me an until something drops. He
Uncle Tom,ignorant, a gorilla really has the soul of a poet.
and things like that.
That is perhaps the reason
"We never were friends that he is pursuing his second
socially. When he dune into a career as lead .singer in his
room, F walked our But I own review, which opened a
understood him and he un- two-week engagement
derstood me. He had to pop off Monday
night at the
to get his juices flowing. Me? I fashionable Rainbow Grill
was of another bag."
atop a Rockefeller Plaza
Frazier and All fought three skyscraper.
times, 41 fierce rounds which
Frazier, attired in an allafter each of the fights left white suit, ruffled peachboth men looking as if they eolored shirt and white tie,
had got caught up in a meat knocked out seven songs,
grinder. All won the last two, including "Knock on Wood,"
including the 14th ,-round "Proud Mary," "Something
technical knockout Sept. 30, Wrong With My Baby" and
1975 in the "Thrilla of "My Way.Manila."
"We came close to having a
Broadway critics were
fourth fight unofficial,"
laudatcity gnd the crowd gave
him a boilerous ovation, just
as they alstays did at Madison
Square Garden. "They betTuesdays Boys Games
ter," Joe warned,"cause I got
Bremen 82 Hancock Co 78
Nelson Co 82 Bethlehem 66
my man wandering through
Owensboro 84_ ciwensboro Cath the crowd with a billy club."
60
"I was ten times more
TiylortVille 68 W Anderson 62
nervous than before a fight,"
Greenville 82 Central City 68
Carroll Co 58 Henry Co 54
he added.
Lou Shawnee-Newport Catholic
The day after, Frazier, now
PP
a red shirt,dark suit
Attired-in
Marshall
69
Ballard Memorial
relaxed in his 17th
vest,
and
Co 62
floor hotel suite and talked
Carlisle Co 73 Reidland 67
Wingo 91 Cuba 56
feelingly of a career that
Lone Oak 72 Heath 55 .
from
sharply
changed
Symsonia 69 St. Mary 60
tranquility.
to
violence
50
Southern
Lou
75
Lou Ballard
Lou Iroquois 83 Lou Moore 57
"l Anking back on my life, I
Beth Haven 72 Lou Bishop David 52
wouldn't change a day of it,"
Lou J'town 66 Lou Eastern 54
he said. "I am glad I was a
Pleasure Ridge 73 Lou Doss 65 fighter. Being the champion
ot)
opened doors for me that
Lou Seneca 79 Lou Valley 76
never would have been opened
Lou Apollo 88 McLean Co 57
Bardstown 60 Ft.Knoz 49
otherwise.
Nancy 75 Berea 72
"But through all my fights I
Malenberg C 71 Ohio Co 61
always had my music beside
53
Annville
63
Co
Rockcastle
me. When I went to the White
Union Co 76 Webster Co 40
House, my music was beside
Metcalfe Co 62 Allen Co 55
Bowling Green 83 Todd C 62
me. When I went to Rome,the
Franklin Simpson 92 Warren C same. I listened to all the
80
records I could find. I took
N Hardin 78 Warren E 63
Music always was in
lessons.
70
Russellville
93
Co
Butler
the back of my mind."
Elizabethtown 69 Glasgow 56
Auburn 85 Adairville 59
Hughes Kirk 66 Lewisburg 64
tot)
Hart Co 87 Barren Co 57
Lou Ahrdels 69 Lou Thom Jeff
64
Lou Stuart 58 Lou Fern Creek
53
Lou Trinity 80 Lou Manual 59
M.C. Napier 89 Leslie Co 70
Lou Western 66 Lou Westport
64
Due to the energy situation
Cawood 74 Evarts 61
Bourbon Co 90 Pendleton Co 69 in Murray, the two games set
Dayton 100 Ludlow 89
for Thursday at Murray Higti
Oneida 94 Barbourville 63
have been cancelled.
Pikeville 91 Elkhorn City 54
The Tiger girls were to have
Sheldon Clark 88 Johns Creek
71
hosted Hieltinan County while
Trimble Co 76 N Bullitt 55
the freshman boys were to
Virgie 76 McDowell 51
have also played the Falcons.
Grayson Co 86 W Hardin 79
There has been no change in
Silver Grove 82 Augusta 71
Friday's 'game at Christian
Clay Co 74 Corbin 59
Lynn Camp 65 Pineville 61
County. The preliminary
Oldham Co 68 Bullitt C 60
contest will begin alt 6:30 p. m.
Knott Co C 81 Whitesburg 45
Hazard .84 Jenkins 59
Lone Jack 67 Harlan 54
Paintsville 67 Johnson C 60
Monticello 104 Evangel 45
Laurel Co 78 Madison Cm
E Hardin 92 Larue Co 75
Betsy Layne 56 Prestonsburg 49

Goo

Every Day Le
Pure Vegetable

cra

'coo

This Is
Final

ance
Clear
,
On
Fall &
Winter
Dresses
and
Sportswear

Tide

New
Spring
Arrivals!
nrinnnrinrynryr

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd.
ft 0-1,01• QS 11(ULU0 II

Miracle Whip
These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

Dills

•

69'

Qt

Larsen
Vg:All
Planter's

.Potato Chips

Tomato Soup

10 oz

Bounty

Towels

Roll

Twin Pock

is dvacance

Del Monte Whole

Kernel Corn

I lb

88c
89'

Campbell s

3/89'
79c

16 oz

qt

Crackers

Via sic

I3oz

16'
59c
39'

3/89'

16 oz

Delta

Towels

Roil1/88'

Merit Saltine

Crackers

I lb

23°Lb.
Farm

48'

Davis

Hunts Tomato

,60, 2/69'
Sauce
54'
Tomato Juice
Scot Lad

46z

Scot Lad

Catsup

26 oz

58'

Queen of Scot

NEW STORE
HOURS

Peaches

6 oz

2/19'

16 oz

4/51°'

16 oz

3/89'

16 oz

2/69'

Scot Lad

Peas

9 til 9 Daily
10-6 Sunday

Pride Of lb

Corn
Del Monte

Sweet Peas

Produce
Dept.

40°Lb.
USDA Choice
Bone In

ROUND STEAK
15°

129

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

Tickets for the Mideast
Regional Basketball Tournament are now on sale by
mail order only.
The finals of the Mideast
Tourney will be held March 17
and March .in Rupp Arena
in Lexington. The tourney will
feature winners of, subregional doubleheaders to be
played at Baton Rouge and
Bloomington, Ind....Match 13.
Winners of the SEC, Big 10,
OVC and an at-large team will
participate in those two first
round games.

•

49 oz $1 18

Kraft

Tickets Are
NCAA Mideast
Now On Sale

Tickets to the finals are 14
dollars per set plus a 50-cent
handling charge for each
order. A limit of two seats per
order has been set.
A set consists of one ticket
for Thursday and one for
Saturday. Certified checks or
money orders Are requested
ler payment eft perseeel checks must clear the bank
before tickets can be mailed.
Orders should be mailed to
Basketball Ticket Office,
Coliseum,
Memorial
Lexington, 405011:

31b.I

Gt Size

Prep Cage Scores

Tiger Girls'
Game Thursday
Is Postponed

5145

Crisco

Lb.

00

5

USDA Choice

Lb. ForI

Sirlon Steak
Pork

Spare Ribs
Pork Steaks
COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family

Soft-Spread

Diet Imperial

Imperial

Margarine

- 2 994,pks
Expires 2-8-77
Good Only At Storey's

49e

1 lb
(2-8
Pkg)
Expires 2-8-77
Good Only it Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Mrs. Butterworth:

Syrup
36 or. bot
$1 29
Expires 2-8-77
Good Oily at Stacey's

.

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Final Touch
Fabric

Softener

COUPON

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Folger's

09584200
09584200
Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family

Betty Crocker

Coffee
$199
1/b

.
33 oz 694
con
tiot
;06'17 50°clew
Expires 2-8-77
Expires 2-8-77
Good Only at Sloray's
Good Only it Borey's

COUPON
Gold Medal

Hamburger
HelperA n4,

4. Boa.boxW7
Expires 2-8-77
- 60W Only At Slam's

Flour
$269

25 lb bog %a
Expires 2-8-77
Good Only At Siorey's

'
•Maimran.l.10•0140.asol.

'.F .. -

Lb

.*-----f--..

'

AO.

Lb
Family Pack

99'

99,`

•
COUPON
Limit 1 Per family

Seven Seas

Dressings
4i
8 oz

4.5

Expires 2-8-77
Good Only it Storey's

COW(
Limit 1 Pc- I

Bar Sot

-Tone

•

:10

A

Expire' 2
06od Only it
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NBC Receives Rights To
Telecast 1980 Olympics
citides $35 million for
rights and the rest for
technicalfacilities.
The contract was' signed
Tuesday and approved by the
International Olympic'
.
Committee.
"We-are delighted-to. have_
•
-TicsThe network purchased the been successful in arranging
American
to
bring
rights for an estimated $80 to
million - a figure which in-. iudiences the 1980 Olympics
in Moscow and the American
participation in this- in.-.
ternational.event of the .first .
NB(':
said
magnitude,"
President flerb Schlosser irra
statement issued in New York.
will . mount a ..'NBC
-prodnetioft- -effort-- which in- • '
terms of people, facilities and •
LEXINGTON, -Ky. API - air time will reflect this unThe Kentucky High School Ath,---eiew-isit Association .announced v-portance to •-the--,
letic
Tuesday the sites for the boys' public." .
Schlosser said details of the
anct girls' district basketball
tournaments that will be played contract and production plans
March 1-March 5 and the re- will be disclosed at a news
gionals to be played the followconference in the near future.
. ing week..
The awarding of-The-rtghts-The two sets of tournaments
reduce to 16 teams the field for--climaxed-lenithrtiegotiatiom
eith-e-ginr-Stale• toirnity March which-, at one point, inviTia
33-26 at Eastern Kentucky Uni- four entries -.the three major
versity at Richmond and the
boys' March 16-19 at Freedom networks and.the Satra Corp.
CBS dropped out of the bidHall in Louisville.
- tournaments ding last- week-, saying - the
_.. Buys'
will be held at:
venture appeared risky. And
1. Hickman 'Couni-jr; 2. Padu- Satra, a New York-based
cah Tilghman; 3. Mayfield, 4.'
international trading comMurray State University; 5.
Crittenden County; 6. Webster pany, apparently was exCounty; 7. Madisonville; 8. cluded by the IQC. -10(7
Christian County; 9. Owens- finaifeial secretary -Monique-boro; 10. Muhlenberg County: Berlioux, who was present for
II. Breckinridge .County; 12.
said the ComOhio County; 13. Russellville"; the signing,
mittee "thought it was better
15. Allen County.
16. Tompkinsville; 17. North to have a real television
Hardin; 18. Green County; 19. organization."
Nelson County; 20. Adair CounSatra, in a statement issued
ty; 21. Pleasure Ridge Park; 23. in New York, by company
Valley; 24. Louisville Iroquois;
said it
25. Louisville Manual; 26. chairman Ara Oztemel,
Louisville Seneca; 27. Louisville had signed a "letter of intent"
Durrett; 28. Louisville Wagge- with the Russians and
ner.
threatened legal action
Bullitt Central; 30. Henry against NBC. and its-parent
32.
Carroll
County;
31.
OlrenittY;
'Grant County; 33: Erlanger organization, RCA,. if the
St: Henry; 34. Covington agreement went through.
Holmes; 35. Newport Catholic; After NBC offically signed the
36. Campbell County; 37. Barri- contract, Satra officials said
„A. Olivet
counti%
their lawyers-planned--te-take
Deming; 39. Mason County; 40:
Bath County; 41. Frankfort; 42. the network to court and seek
Jesksimine County; 43. Lexing- damages.
ton Tates Creek:* 44. Richmond Model; 45. Danville.
Ne* York,"ifiBC Sports
46. - Lincoln County;
Wayne County; 48, Pulaski President Frederick Pierce
County; 49. Clay County: 56, issued a statement saying that
-Lynn camp- 51. Middlesboro . the network's_ negotiators
52. Cawood; 53. Jenkins; 54. went to Moscow with a
Hazard; 55. Jackson; 56. Lee competitive bid_ to seek
County! 57. Johnson Central; •
58. Mc Dowell; 60. Johns clarification of Soviet inCreek; 61. University Breckin- tentions and were told upon
ridge; 62. East Carter, 63. arrival 'that an agreement
Russell;ft Ashland.
already had-been reached
Girls' district tournament with NBC.
sites:
"We deeply regret that the •
I. Hickman County: 2. Paducah Tilghman; 3.- Mayfield; 9. American-viewing public will
Murray State University: 5 , •be deprived of the rxperiente
-Crittenden - County; 67 Webster- and expertise -gained by AB('
MadiRlit111tE: 17- 'SPOrts in televising six untie
County;
Hopk nsv le ; 9. Owensboro; 10. last sevent;ames."
Muhlenbere County; 11. FredAB(''has televised seven
ellrlt-Irrarter It-Butler County; 13. Russellville; 14. Warren Olympic Games,includr the
Central;- 15. Allen County.
last three. NBC's .previous
16. Tompkinsville; 17. North experience consisy-of the 1964.
Hardin; 18. Green County; 19. Summer Games in Tokyo and
Nelson County; 20. Adair County; 21. Louisville Shawnee; 2/ the 1972 Winter Gaines in
Pleasure Ridge Park; 13. Val- Sapporo, Japan. ABC paid $25
ley; 24. Louisville Iroquois; 25. million to televise the MonLouisville Male; 26. Louisville treal Olympics.
Shawnee; 27. Louisville DurOf the $35 million for the
rett; 28. Couisville Eastern; 29
Bullitt Central;.10. Henry Coun- rights, the Soviets will receive
ty; 31. Trimble County; 32. $22.4 million and the Us'$12 i;
Grant County.
million.
33. Covington' Holt Cross; 34.
Newport -Catholic; 35. Campbell
County:-37. Bourbon Count
38. Augusta; 39. Mason County ,
40. Bath County; 41. Frankfort
42. Jessamine County'. 43. Lexuigton Tales Creek:. 44. .Richmond Model; 45. Danville; 46.
Ar 111•0-8, 10
4.0*
.
Lincoln County; 47. Mc Creary
logloth Corle 0o,1*
COunty, 48. Pulaski County; -49 North
.
Clay Courity;. 50. Lynn Camp
II ••
Murrliy
•
Compton ; 1
51 Middlesboro; 52. Cawood;
North 13,
;• •
I
53. Fleming-Neon; 54. Hazard; CittiFse). 2. i'utrn 1, North
re.
!Yarnell
and
tAolie
County,
55. Jackson: 56 Lee
ta- liaTH. •
Murrii .53, Ja/ iesoe.
57. Johnson Central; 58. Mc Do- 4, Washer 7. JorleS 4. Curd 2 M•4•!,,e1 :
Johns
•60.
well; 59. Pikeville;
Thornpoon 2 Staal 2 c4.16....!1
1
Creek; 61- university Breckin- Mobley 5 MUrriv.• r.-.'.rd
Sows
iogir%
63.
County;
ridge:- 62. Elliott
t
North
Rumen: 64. Boyd County.
•
MtuTa),,
Itia4er‘. 2 lir,
Boys' regional sites
22 ,
North
,
I
1
Mir
iarnell
I
2.
I:
6,
Vating
University;
Bowden 3,
• 1. Murray
1i all an•I Stone .1.• 7.2
kinsville; 3. Owensboro. Sports nell 6, Colson, 1,
no* OA
Kentucky
Western
Center; 4.
rittt•nden 4
Murras
University: 5. Hart County; 6. tholtany 6. Shi•Iton 2. Santagielo 2. fial '
Moore
7.
Park;
Pleasure Ridge
Morton 2, Schanhacher 2 Roberti
Hier School;, 8. Henry County; Payne 2. Sims 2. Etumphis 1 IiradShaa
Fumy 1.-Requarttr.
9. Covington Hohnir 10.. Meson Edki(Esii
HarKrOlie. Alt0LaildPr. I .1.10,. I
Fra hn County; Pkities
Alerr.e auv45.4__.
At llord.(...Ame;
12. Laurel- County; 13. Corbin;
14. Hazard; 15. Johnson Cen'Woes* Greif 4..4.
.
Coun4y,
Boyd
16.
tral;
S'west
,
Girls' regional sites:
.4 4
North
Itopkinsville;
2.
_Mayfield
1. taLef:a.,•,•
- 1.
t.,ist.r.
547.•r
and'
10
'BoWlik
Harrow
-4
m
County:1A.
*
r
e
Ald
Lean
3. Mc
•
lamb .1 ,
North 16
Green; 5. La Rue County: . 6.
T
ellid
Valley; 7. Jeffersontown; 8. runghall) I Conner
lib* Grab G01.
-Henry County; 9. Campbell S.V.est
- •;-4
County; 10. Bourbon County; North
Caih•,an I, star
S'west • 23
11.- Frankfort; 12. Wayne Coun1
d11,
B. Gibson 1
ty; 13. Knox Central; It Miller
,.rr p •
lloke 8
North
Breathitt County; 15. Allen Cen- Morruon . it reti 8, iienSiNI 2 an,,1:
tral: 16. Ashland.
nell
The
MOSCOW (AP)
National Broadcasting Co.,
lengthy
culminating
negotiations- which went down
TO the final hours, has won the
United States televition rights
for;the .1980 Summer (Myra-

lay Low ShelfPrices

Sunflower
Corn Meal

5 lb 88
'

frozen
9 oz 68
'

Cool Whip

Folger's

Scot Lod

8

COFFEE
0199

6 pock 69
'

Biscuits
We

Oil

24 oz 94
'

Parkay
I lb

Margarine

Dominog

`
54

5 lb

r

Queen of Tait
1 6 oz 83
'
Coffee Creamer
Rich tex

119
Shortening

Can

Si 10
I

31b

Shortening

3 lb

Crystal
Oats

Scot Lad

'
96

16 oz 59
'

Pet Evaporated

Limit 1 With Coupon 1. $7.50 Add.
Purchase Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

'il

'
34

Milk
• Scat Lod

18C

13 oz 54
'

Al Iron

Salt

Scot Lad Frozen

Every Day Low SheffPrices

Orange Juice

I 6 oz

`
63

Kraft Orange
Juice

Charm in

26 oz

'

go! 99
'

4 roll 12
'
Orange JUICE'

gal 99
'

Gera tin
0
Je11-

3 oz

'
22

if
Peanut Butter

20°Lb.

'
77

FrostMixes
trae

Fresh Pork

PICNIC ROAST

Flour

5 lb

'
87

pkg

'
11

Unsweetened
Kool-Aid
Soft 8 Pretty
Tissue

4 roll 19C

Liquid

Lb.

Ivory

22 oz 88C

Kraft
Velveeta

Carnationo

ee41ate

21b

22 oz

$1I 19

I

68

Kellogg s

Lb.
40°
Armour Veribest
Pork 'A

Corn Flakes

LOIN CHOPS

22 oz 90
'

Ryan

$35
-Cal Milk

gal

Liquid
Joy

Kroft American
Singles

Gold Medal

32 oz

$1 26

Eagle-Brand

8 at 89
'

I 1 oz 98
'

Regional And
District Sites
Are Announced

Junior High
Cage Results

(WHO

Milk

13 oz 61
'

1'

Kraft

co 119
Mayonnaise

Lb.

b

'
79

Picnic

Lb

'
69

Fryers Family Pack

Lb

'
39

Wieners
Smoked

fl.
COU'ON
Limit I /3(r Family
Bar Soap

Tone

COUPON

Expire! 2-8-77
Olod Only al'Storey's

•r

Limit I Per Family

Detergent

Bath
Size

$179t

Die Christian fehrllsoff Com-none, Q4 the fug Gentian Chunk
Coccliallv Invites You It See The Proevnior ol

49 oz
bo t

All
si
09

THE SI()Rlr OF N.If /qS
idepled kg Moe &Eel Imo the amphitheatre productio,

.M,und..sv,I v.ening,
6.1()P

v4suar.6. 197

MST NRISTIAN'CHURCH-.

Expires 2-8-77
Good Only at SIstey's

J.

Di David C Roos, Mims*,
Mergy Ky
Adults. $2. Chtkiten. Si
Ticket available e bs Church-Office

4441.

-
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Laker Boys Smash Fulton County
85-64, Girls Lose 40-31 Contest
County venom in their veins as
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger &Times Staff Writer . :they hOoked. up with the
Calloway County Laker!-last
There is something strange Saturday night and they bit
going on over at Fulton County the Lakers hard.
during this the great winter of
Tuesday night the Lakers
1977. The Pilots seem to do brought the venom back home
strange things for the teams to Fulton County- and put a
that visit them at home.
large dose of it into the Pilots,
- -When the -.Marray--.13igh blasting Fulton County by 21
Tigers traveled to Fulton points.in an 8544 win.
County, the Tigers had every
Fulton County dries seem to
reason to believe that they have a' strange effect. loth
Would come out Of that otin directlyiindindirectly, on the
with a victory hut that was not teams that play them this
the case as Fulton County
year.
pulled off an upset and sent"First quarter action-saw the
the Tigers away mean and
. Pilots move out to an 114 lead
- TWO MORE - Tommy Futrell (23) of the takers goes in for
at 2:21 but Calloway came
Ricky looking for revenge.
two of his 24 points as teammate Glen Olive (33) and
were still
Tigers
The
right back at them and the
action.
Cheirs (54) of Fulton County watch the
carrying some of that Fulton, quarter ended with Fulton

County leading 17-15 and the
Lakers in early foul trouble
with senior Mike Wells On the
bench with three fouls and
that couldn't help but make
the takers a little nervous.
"We knew that we had to
stay close to Fulton County in
the first half,'- Laker coach
Robert Slone said."Early foul
trouble doesn't help in any
game and our difficulty just

made our task that much
harder."
The Lakers stayed right
with the Pilots in the second
quarter never letting Fulton
County establish a big lead as
Calloway forced turnovers
and PlaYKsi . •Itggre.ative
basketball and went into the
baltIralling by only one point
at 35-34.
Fulton County didn't know it

4

-

_Pilottlirls Full Away
Fri-Final Frame To Win

but they were about to catch
the devil from Calloway in the
second half. If they had known
what was in store they would
have quit while they were
ahead so to speak.
Tommy Futrell opened the
Ltiker_ attack in the second
half with two from the field
and those points served notice
on Fulton County that the
Lakers were there to play
basketball and not get
snakebit.
"I tholightlhat It we could.
get a few points on Fulton
County we., would rattle
them," Coach Slone said. "We
came at them with more
pressure in the second half
and it paid off. The lead that
we established in the third

record 12-8 for the season and
they return to further action
Friday against Farmington at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Callswey

fg ft Pi IP
Olive
Lamb

......
Futrell.
MeCallon
Darnell Lockhart
Kinguis
Garland

3

2

5

8
7
4
2
3

2
3
9
2
1
2

4 18
5 5
3 23
4 10
1 5
1 8

0

0

2

1

8

0

2 4 1 8
30 25 20 15

Totals
MINI COWS,

•

tg ft

pt

-si
111

Duncan .:.... ..........2 2 5 6
Wthters
0
-- 4 •
Warren
vir-s.
0 0 1 •Bloodworth

quarter along with the constant pressure did it for us."
The couch was
correct in his assessment of
the situation because with 2:27
left in the third quarter the
Lakin- had a 10 pointlead at
53-43 and Fulton County was
showing signs of folding and
by the end of the quarter the
Lakers had the Pilots down by
16 with more to come.
Fourth quarter action. saw
the Lakers, who were without
the services of Mike Wells for
much of the game and three
other players in foul trouble,
tamely hold onto the lead and
When thelinal buzzer sounded
the Lakers took home an
impressive 85-64 victory.
"Our bench strength and the
third quarter were the story of
the game," Coach Slone said.
"We may have played our best'game of the year here tonight.
I'm really proud of the team's
effort and the fact that Mir
bench came through when. we
-needed the hell!..."
- The victory 'bver Fulton
'County makes the Laker

Holder

•

10 11
-2-1 1
0 0

McKinney
Jackson '
Cook
Totals

11 -211-21.--33=115._
17 IR 11 111-44

GOODkriEAR

IPolyglas'Radial

IPolyglas'Radial
Wide Treads

• Ballard Continues To

Sit Atop Cage Ratings

JustSayt'hargeIt!'

GOODklIVEAR

No-Hassle Auto Service Values

Lube & Oil Change

$488

I Brakes-Your Choice

Engine Tune-Up

88

$3 88.

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

•

•-essems•-•••••Wwwwww,

.•
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-By BARRY WILLIAM DREW -little talk.
Fulton County came kack
Ledger & Times Staff .
the timeout and the
following
Writer ,
The Calloway, County High Pilots cored six unanswered
Lady Lakers traveled to points and the Lakers found
Fulton County Tuesday night themselves in trouble with the
to meet the Pilots in a game of Pilots leading by six-at-30-22
For Your
with 1:26 on the clock. A foul
basketball.
by
Life
Todd
followed
Mina
by
shot
Coming off-a- convincing 50-eight-foot--4amper
an
Marshall
39 %pie over-Ithe
Health
• County Marshals Monday Marilyn McKenzie pulled the
Home
night, the Lakers were unable Lakers within five at 30-25 as
ended.
quarter
the
Car
to hold the Pilots as Fulton
With the lead whittled down
County; handed the Lakers a
Farm
40-31 setback in a game -that to five points, Marilyn
Business
was close until the final McKenzie put up a 12 foot
jumper and the Lakers were
quarter.
THE SHIELD
GET
In the first quarter suc- _ oncexpin within three at 30close
as
as
cessive steals and subsequent 27. But that was
layups by Laker Rose Ross they were able to come.
Ronnie Ross
put Calloway ahead by four
A BIT ROUGH - Mike Wells (45) of the Laker runs into
E. Main
210
off
held
Pilots
The scrappy
with 5:29 left in the quarter.
Ricky Cheirs (54) of Fulton County and Wells gets a little help
TURN AROUND, GLEN - Glen Olive can't find the handle for
Susie Ames was fouled and the Lakers and outscored
753-0489
Phone
„
as fie battles with-Darrell Melder-43.3}-e#
as he is pushed by-Ralph Akins (31)of the Pilots.
ibis_
Calloway enjoyed a five-point them 10-4 to put the game on
Pilots. Heider scored a gameihigh -26 points in •losing cause
(Staff Pilots, by Barry Drew)
lead at 5-0.
ice with thelinal score 40:31 as
for Fulton County.
-Following the- initial- Laker the Lakers saw their season
lead the Pilots fought back, record go to 7-6 with the loss to
gamely making up the five- the Pilots.
Laker coach Marianne
- -point bulge and pulling- ahead
of the Lakers with 15 seconds Davis said, "We had good
left in the first _quarter only to defense most of the game but
see the lead become a tie when the offense was weak. I don't
Critter McKenzie hit with a think we were-really up for the
jumper from 18 feet at the. game and there was some
beat St. Bonaventure 82-75, buzzer and the score was 11 confusion in getting set up on
By BARRY WILNER
and-Clemson. squeaked -past
offense. Fulton County really
- AP Sports Writer,
Calloway came back in the put on the pressure in the
"Bradley played us off -our North. Carolina ;State 60-59
feet," Nevada-Las Vegas-after losing star center-Wayne second quarter, regained the second -half and we just
Our double-belted low
Coach Jerry Tarkanian noted. "Tree." Rollins beecause of a lead, and pushed back to a couldn't stay with them."
price leader. Designed to
Pius
F.E.T.
OUR LOW
five-point margin at 17-12 at
The Lak-er girls moue on to
But the Rebels managed to leg injury.
keep you smiling mile atter
and bid
PRKE
mite.
Elsewhere, Notre Dame 3:54 when Fulton County further action Saturday when
lice
land right side up against the
topped Dayton 9744; West coach 'Richard Henson called they play Tilghman at
upseindedSravei."---1- $27.95
Paducah.
Fourth-ranked Nevada-Las Virginia upset Virginia Tech timeout.
830.50
Once again Fulton County
Vegas survived the scare by 86-78. Houston defeated Texas
F78-14
Cailloway
Bradley and recorded a -107- Tech 94-87 in a fight-marred fought back to tie the game at--fg ft pf tp
3 4 4 10
106 victory at Peoria,Ill, in the contest and bad weather in the 18-18 only to see the lead go Ross
A78-13 blackwall
G78-15
1 1 3 3
-lop college basketball game in Buffalo area forced can- back to the Lakers and second hues
plus $1.73 F.E.T. and old tire
0 0 5 0
Whitewalls lust $3 more.
StateBuffalo
of
as
cellation
ended
action
8
quarter
The
1
0
4
night.
Tuesday
the nation
r eme
1 ecK
.14:171
3
1
1
McKenzie
C.
point
Canisitis-Buffalo.
Calloway took a four
victory was the Rebels' 17th Niagara and
1 0 1
lead 22-18 to the locker room at ‘),:g
1 0 0 2
against one loss..
Winchester
0 0 3
Overbey
R.
have
to
appeared
•
half:
the
"Bradley played a, great Tennessee
0 3 2 3
Underway in the third T Totals.
11 9 22 31
game," Tarkanian added", recovered from its rout by
Weal Co. .
after Robert Smith's two free UCLA Sunday. Ernie Grunfeld quarter, Fulton County was
fg ft pf tP
throws with five seconds left scored 32 points and SEC very quickly. knocking at the _ Darnell
0 2 4 2
offset a -4b-point Toutput - by- scoring leader Bernard King door and with 5:36 left the Sharp
6 0 2 12
Now In Whitewall Sizes
6 2 4 14
Sledge
ire
22-22.
who
at
Vols,
again
tied
was
the
game
for
Bradley's Roger Phegley. -added 26
To Fit Most U.S. Cars
3 2 4 8
"We eat.nine up and I thought 9-0 in the conference and 15-3 Another two points for the istiornme:s.. 1 2 2
0 0 2 0
s
Plus
OUR
•
Plus
Pilots and Laker coach Brown
OUR
we were going to blow them overall.
16 8 20 40
Whitewall
F.E.T.
LOW
F E.T.
Whitewall
way
LOW and
Marianne Davis called her cjittais.
Si,.
sod old
out, but they CPT+. back.
Size
old
II 11 3 6-31
PRICE nes
PRICE tint
11 7 12 10-40
"We had noby who could Notre Dame - took' charge charges to the sideline for a FultonCo
first
the
in
against
Dayton
$42.95 $200
DR70-14 $51.20 $2.52
guard Pheglei. I didn't
75-13
-believe he could do.that to us." .half", hitting 25 of 38 field goals
$2.41
GR70-14 ' $58.25
$310
ER78-14
The Rebels were led by and building a 60-33 .lead.
AR 70-13
AR7R-13
$63.25
$51.60
52.54
$3.32
HR70-14
FR78-14
the
,
.
pacrd
11-5
Flowers
Bruce
whitewall
whitewall
Eddie Owens' 31.points, while
$60.25
plus $2.29 FE 1.
GR70-15
plus $1.84 F.E.t.
$3.16
GR78-15 $55.45 $279
the 7-12 Braves also got 26 Irish with 20 points.
and old tire
West Virginia surprised
,HR70-15 $64.70 $3 17
points from Bobby Humbl s.
HR78-15 $61.95 $296 and old tire
In. other games involving Virginia Tech On the loser's
LR78-15 $66.95 $3.28
Top 20 teams, No. 11 Ten- court, shooting •59.2. per cent
LOUISVILLE, Ky-. (API - Louimiille Central, Owen.MounThe
floor.
from
the
nessee ripped Georgia 106-82
Louisville Ballard suffered its sboro, Shelby County and
and remained undefeatO in taineers broke open the game first loss.. of the season last OWensb.,ro Apollo.
RAN CHECK - It we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised once.
Conference at the start of the second half Week, but that game had little
Southeastern
Elizabethtown, 10-0, posted
'burst
10-2
a
with
Way. 15th-ranked Providence
effect on Ballard's continued ,two victories last week, but
strong hold on the top spot in was pressed to defeat East
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our
the Associated Press high- Hardin 53-51 in one of those
Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
"matches. Tates Creek,
school basketball poll.
• BankAmericard • American Express Money
Ballard,'15-1,- collected 13 of mean while, spent the week on
Randy Cartwright, Mgr.
Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
.15first place votes eild 144 the sidelines because of the
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price, Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
points ill- outdistancing run- coldweatlier.
Shelby County, 10-3,-rode its,
nerup Ashland. The Tomcats,
see-ond: iri each poll this upset of Ballard. into -the top
season:collected the other two five a week after_the Rockets
first place votes and garnered had tumbled to ninth on the
heels of an upset 71-70 loss to
l*Roints.
Miss in a.fiist round'
Ballard, apparently tired
after playing four games in game in the 1,IT. Ly - Add Id
Owensboro, 12-1 after wins
three days in winning the
2. Wheel Front
lot 8 cyl $2 to,
Madisonville
Disc: Install new
and
Louisville Invitation Tour- over
oond
ae
Up to Sots of major
front disc brake
nament, wet upset 62-55 by Owensboro. Apollo. jumped
brand 10 30 grade oil
pads• Repack
Shelby County last week. But two spots from-last week and,
and inspect front
• Our mechanics electhe Bruins bounce:Mack from in the process, knocked Apollo
I Additional parts extra
tronically fine-tune your
wheel bearings
that defeat to edge Louisville out of the ratings. Apollo was
it needed
engine • New points,
•
Inspect hy&oil
change.
•Complete chassis lubrication
Trinity 58-56 and bomb ranked 10th last week.
plugs and condenser
draulic systarn
• Test charging/start•Helps ensure long wearing parts &
Moving into the . rankings
Anderson County 66-46.
and rotors (does not include,jearwheeJt
smooth,,quiet performance•Please phone' -444--ey-s4eass;_ ad4ust
Following -Ballard and this wee tsNewpoyttlitlinlic.,
,OR
carburetor • Helps
light
trucks
Includes
•
appointment
for
Ashland in the top five are 13-2, whieth took the'No. 8 spot
maintain a smooth riin4-Wheel Drum-Typi: Install new brake linof
ning engine • Includes
Elizabethtown, ahead
neighboring
unbeaten
ings all four wheels • Repack front wheel
Datsun, Toyota, VW a6d
rexIngton Tates Creek and Erlanger Lloyd,8-2.
bearing's • Inspect brake hydraulic s)'stem,
I
lightlrucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Ch4k I
Shelby County.
add fluid.
The second five consists of
•
GENERAL
Owensboro, .Louisville ,CenMOSCOW 7. The National
tral, ,'Newport Catholic,
- Erlanger Lloyd and Louisville Broadcasting Co.' .anfl the
se
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8.00 p.m.
. 401rie1
j1.4144erti. _
Mgt:t. Davis
Mgr. E. Witte
.."
Mgr. Y. Temkin
• Mir:
/3311ard and Ashland wereI- Committee signed , a formal
100
S. Statehne
Jefferson
600
the
drives
NBC
0.
by
exRoss
giting
agreement
followed
BrOadway
week,
Rose
last
guard
S.
2'
St.
721
315W.
12th
Sophomore
ROSE FOR TWO Fulton, KY.
Laker girls' loss to Fulton
Lexington Tates Creek, clusive rights to televise the
Paducah, Ky.
Mayfield,Ky.
Murray,Ky.
lone for two of her 10 points in the
Erlanger Lloyd, Louisville 400 Moscow OlYmpics in the
472-1000
442-5464
247-3711
County Tuesday night.
753-0595
States.
Western, Elizabethen, -•United
Staff Photos by Refry Drew)
•

Bradley Drops 107-10§
Contest To Las Vegas
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Murray Hits 29 Of 31 From Free Throw Line

Tigers Imprpssive
In Win Over Cairo
it the first slam
Over the final 2:30, the home, making
By MIKE BRANDON
in the game.
in the area this season.
dunk
12-4
Murray
outscored
Pilots
Ledger & Times Sports-Editor
At intermission, Sims had
Cairo, which lost 6-2 veteran
.- _There are some people_you six points and the Tigers had a and the Tigers' halftime lead
Howard -Johnson for
forward
Just naturally notice in a lead of 41-33. In the second stood at 41-33.
because vf_ an tnjary
year
the
Cairo
any
of
Sims took care
--baskethatt-game. --Frir- in- half, Sims scored 24 more
eartierthis season, falls to 9-6
stance, everyone notices points and the lead zipped Out threat that the Pilots might
with the loss.
` people like Otha Wattlits of to as much as 20 points at one have had in the early part of
The Tigers, now 10-2 on the
the third period. He hit for six
, Cairo Senior.
time in the game.
will play on the road
year.
the
and
points
consecutive
-styplayed-Sims
con-Afterall.-he's 6-7 and weighs
a talented and
against
IA
Paints449 bY
suuiewheir-around -2-4-5 sisZciitly -that—you'd—neve1.---Ttases-weat
physicalChristian
Tigers
the
43-37,
'Leading
the
are
points,"
30
there
.had
he
realize
pounds. And then
is...mor......Ainam,....C1111)..Eridall• —
people you don't notice, people -Tiger .coach Cary Miller said- . rattled
-Cake Seeley
"He fed the ball very nicely swered points and with 242 like 5-41 guard Raymond
Pf ip
ft
15
had
Murray
left
period,
the
in
open
and was hitting the
Sims.
10 0 4 20
Watkins
•
5 0 2 10
-rtstran7- c trl- ale`Point-cnehtorrat-57-37-.
OEM-Wfi
qT) e. As have.pe-c75 5 11
,The "don't notice" had no captains this v.eacon, he has
The Tigers had a bit of lapse t:wes
1 0 0 2
0 0 1 0
problem with the "naturally given us great leadership," on defense and on the boards cruin:..
1 3 7
3
as
notice" Tuesday afternoon
over the remaining minutes of loos
Miller added.
Sims-sparkedlhe host
..
..
•
..
Taylor.
a--carried-only
and
frame
• --The-all:around performginee the
7-31 1 211
l•r e
-T6Mg—t. 1.
-hist guar
thghTigèrs past Witkins and
liturray 1014
Cairo S,niot to a convincing outstanding game by• 6-4
Twice in the final period,
is a PI to
to
lead
Tiger
the
tune of 87-72.
cut
10 10 2 30
Sims.
ea Perry was Cairo
senior
4 0 4 11
,
.
McHugh
ambling nine points, the last time Gilliam
enough to offs
4 2 3 10
SNEAKING IN - Raymond Sims (10) of she Tigers snooks in
Sims,noted as one..Qfthe_ to Watkins, who is- o
4. 2 5 10
,
-.junior coming at thel:06 mark when Hudspeth
. 1. 3 the baseline path for two of his 30 points while Barry Snow
1
1
Richardson
guards in the- Region, so ed and still growing.
it was an 81-72 game.
.. ... 5 II 2 1$ (.20) of the Pilots defends and Brett Harcourt
A. Perry .
(11) and Shown
30 points. And nobody knew it
Sims hit twofreethrows and Harcourt ----- -4 4 11
Perry scored 18 points
S7 Taylor (52) watch the action.
21
29
29
Totals
'until after they had checked pulled down eight rebounds as
of
pair
a
ank Gilliam added
14 19 12 27,,-72
Cairo
the scorebook after the game. the Tigers dominated the fie
oats to make the final Murray
14 27 HI 20-417
It was one of those kind of boards by a 41-30 margin, score
as the Pilots were Preliminary - Cairo 62. Murray 51
games for Sims. He hit from Senior forward Lindsey shutout in
last minute. .
inside, from outside and Hudspeth, who fouled out of
e was the
The key in the
racked , up--a--half dozen or the game, grabbed a game- free throw shootin of the
more assists. But it was his high 10 rebounds for the Tigers. Murray was out
ed
offensive punch in the second Tigers while senior guard Bill 66-58 from the field. But Cai
half that made the difference McHugh pulled off eight.
hit only six of 16 from the free
In the first three Minutes of throw line while Murray High
the game, the Tigers jumned hit on 29 of 31from the stripe.
"The free throw shooting is
off to an 8-2 lead but by the end
Chestnut Street
ro•NOV+•{41 S40/41
of the period, Cairo had gained something we emphasized
the momentum and forced a Monday in practice. In fact,
we even shot some extra free
tie at 14 apiece.
Miller then called on the _throws and I told the kids to
By The Associated Press
known work more on their conCairo,
press.
National Basketball Association throughout southern Illinois centration," Miller said.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
"I'm still concerned about
for their own press, got a taste
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB of their ovm.medicine, which our lapses on defense. Biit we
seem to play just a little bit
29 18 .617
Philphia
proved to be poison.
23 26 .469 7
Boston
"The press turned the game better every game and that's
22, 25 .468 7
NY Knks
something we strive for. Out
around," Miller said.
17 30 _ _,362 12
Buffalo
"We were playing along seven-man, starting five all
NY Nets t 13 34 .277 16
even toward the end of the last contributed in the win."
Central Division
STA NI.E Y
Watkins scored 20 points to
Washton - 27 19 .587
quarter and then we put on,the
26 20 .565 f• zone press, got-Them-to turn it pace the Pilots while Thurman
Houston_
26 21 .553 1'2
Cleve
.the Ayers added 19.
26 23 .531 212 over and we got
S Anton
Pid Miller have any special
- N Chins , 22 27 .449 6 2 momentum back," the Tiger
plans to stop Watkins,.who has
18 33 .353 11'2 coach added.
Atlanta
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Perry hit a 10-footer from • been scoring at a clip of 27
Midwest Division
right side to snap a 16-16 points per game?
the
-3215 .681 Denver
"We tried to front and back
deadlock
and put the Tigers up
2
29 21 .580
Detroit
by. two. Richie Richardson hit him.kt But Shawn Taylor (6-4
26 25 .510 8
Kan City.
23 27 .460 10,1 a free throw then Perry again • forward) got free and hit a
Indiana
Haim wner's VISE
20 29 .408 13 _ countered. with two perfect couple of shots so we decided
Chicago
15 38 .283 20
Milwkee
then to go into the press and
and
feet
12
froni
jumpers
8.87
Pacific Division
•
Murray High held a 2446 lead: stop Watkins that way. By
emanent aloe fans
33 16 .673
Los Ang
able
were
rItWiIlq
we
the prow:
reulacsahl•
After the teams traded
Portland- - 34•••47 itail tacos P1142$1011
26 22 .542 6'2 buckets to make it 26-18, the to keep the ball away from,"
Goldn St
Mel screw
•Chiend
26 24 .620 - 7'2 Tigers used three points from Miller said.
Seattle
,olds Areas safely rad
'
22 25 .468 10
Phoenix
floor
24
Cairo committed
sew*.1224/1773
Perry,a 15-footer by Hudipeth
Tuesday's Results
New York Knicks 108, Golden and a fastbreak bucket by errors in the contest.
The high point of the game
State 107, OT
Sims to zip to a 33-18 lead.
Detroit 95, Atlanta 92
The largest lead of the half came with 1:37 left in the
Indiana- Int, Philadelphia 109 came at the 2:30 mark when contest when Perry went in
Kansas City 97, _Chicago 86
from the right side on the
San Antonio 92, Cleveland 87 Richardson scored on a
Los Angeles 136, Milwaukee fastbreak to give the Tigers a break. Perry went high off the
floor and slammed the ball
115
37-21 lead.

BIG 0 - Junior giant °the Watkins, who is 6-7 and weighs_
somewhere in the neighborhood of 245 pain-der goes-inside
against Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of the Tigers for two of his 20
points. Watkins also hod 12 rebounds.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

Pro Cage
Standings

Phone 753-2571

Varvir. is the way to
-i4on-rats from coming back r seconds, and it's available
eyer you !Puy pill!' farm
Get your cupply iii
SUM)
k'acor an -*tart killinv rats
fkdiry
and mice in

now
just
1488
Quantities

Router
Bit
Kit

Create-A -Candle Kit
lock kit contains 3 reusable
incs and 100 long burning
wicks. Add salad oil and water
to any glassware and create
light "originals 1312/32010

$997

DRIP COFFEEMAKERDrip Coffee-

This is -a-fe-ntastic price for the Mirro-Matic
2
/
maker. 10 cups of freshly brewed coffee takes only81
minutes. Coffee . automatically keeps warm while
serving. Incl. 25 paper filters, teflon-coated steel
Warming plate, easy -pour carafe. M0193-76

1 ," capacity. Self locking
Serrated laws.
R110 CV

MECHANIC

SEALER
& STOP
LEAK

DELUXE
BATTERY

TRaTETT
VINYL RUNNER

77'

Heavy-ifuty 3000-watt
engines, air corldwon • .

• rig for vehicles with big
36-mo. quarantep 324

Protects rugs, carpets and floars,
bet doesn't kid. 411•111. Stip*, tough
gripvinyl wink performance-a
per buck, won't sha 27" wide
1131,110100

Stops leiks in-radiatoi
ter. pump and hose conOec
AS1 20A
tons. 12oz.

ve,r y job vim tick I.•
Easy (yip large frianiiIi,s T T8

nKRAVEX

UAKER
-STATE

SIP
GAS
TREATMEN1

SUPER BLEND

MOTOR ill
8 SPARK PLUG
WIRE SET
$6"
Made with Original
' ant -Cialca mire.
Ends radio static.- pith
boots & terminals attached. P R C8

-- s gets AO- first dan&in the aniiiiis-seasonloi.
FIRST STUFF - Andrea -Perry (331 Of theTiger
high school players. Watching is Frank Gilliam (52) of the Tigers. Perry hod It points and eigirt
. rebounds in an outstanding performance.
'(Staffffratas by /AU Irma*

'16

•

•

.•••••••••

••r-

......2.•••.,—‘4........--•••=wmpuri....=-4.4•6••••14,:,....—
,
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,
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4
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•

CAB
mum*
=Z.°.

Spray in'top of carburetor
trl iirarr 'efisyhreteinps. in seconds.
SF 15

Famous bcanrf. ritiftr:Irade'
oil refined from Pennsylva'
nia crude. Quart.

proves performance of car'
2008-24
engine. Rot.
•

8-Ft. irmq .10-es 1SC 108P •
2-Ft. 10 Ga.BC812...4 88
16-Ft:6 Ga.ST166 _13.99
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Prices Good Thurs.,'Feb. 3
thru Wed., Feb. 9

t4,In Order To Do Our Part To Conserve Energy
Our Hours Will Be

1

RODUCE

eltttY
rSOft
pRIN

AT THE CROPS-INI PRICES

Raseetsr oath tine you
are In the store for ese
$100given away each weak

*Nothing to Day olio Cards To Punch *AN Yoe Dots
Register Elsa Time You Are in The Store Drawing Wed.
nudity at 11:00 p. a. Now Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Lettuce 3
Keebler

Valisic
Hamburger

Dill
Slices

Texas Juicy

Saltine
Crackers

394

s431t2ce°L,594

Save 30'
•%-

Grapefruit

Lb. Bag

U.S. No. 1 Red

kN, Potatoes

89'
994

SIIVESAID
For sinus headache
pain and pressure

Reg. $1.69
Save 40'

10 Lb. Bag

\

FROZEN FOODS

q 59,,

Tweenie Weenie
Early June

EASY- DELICIOUS

Red Cross

Save 24'

Spaghetti

*Adults

Johnson and Johnson

Texas Pink

24 oz.
Reg. $2.21

listermint
Mouthwash

oillmpLoyees of Parkers and their Farrunes not eligible to win
only may register..You do not have to be present to win

Ora,nges

1 Lb. Box
With Our Coupon Below

Jerry Lassiter

2 39'

12 oz. With Our Coupon Below

for

7 oz Box Save 11'

Nabisco

2 in Pkg.394

Dinty Moore

Beef Stew

masa
61(0.
•

Ever Fresh Glazed

Oreo Cookies
Or Cookie Break
Save 16'

79'
694
Cool Whip
Corn On Cob .p.s. 894
Donuts

1 Doz.

Dessert Topping

Save 14'

9 oz.

6 Bottle Carton
100l.
With Battles
Or Deposit

Frosty Acres

'tqc

Sweet and Low
Sugar Substitute
33/2 oz. - loci Pack
Save 20'
794
With Our
Coupon'Below

Lean Meaty

Pork Cho

dp (Center Cuts
$1.391b.)

First Cut

Lunar
Pies

Field

Chili

Assorted
Save 10'

Bush
Chopped

1 lb. Rol

Kelly

Lean Meaty Almost Boneless Boston Butt

Field No. 1

Field Original

Beef and Gravy
Pork and Gravy
Salisbury Steak
and Gravy
13 oz.
Save 20'

Wieners

COUPON

Lean Tender

Bologna Pork Steak
In The Piece
(Sliced 119' Lb.')

Post
Honey
Combs

1 lb. Pkg.
J—

Id et:
With This
COlopee

Fields Worthmore

Sliced Bacon

Offer Expires 24-77

"If You Matc

ur ua

kraut
303 Can
Save 16'

COUPON

COUPON

Sweet And
Low
Sugar Substitute
2 oz. 100 Pocks
/
31
This C•sprie

794

Offer Expires 2-9-77

Offer Expires 2-9-77

'ou ant :eat ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

\Downtown Shopping Center

elealltween="7.--
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Economic Upturn Predicted To Offset Damage To Economy By Energy Shortage
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lAPI —
Severe weather and the
t TIL'rgy' shortage will hurt the
state economy, but a•
University of Kentucky
analyst says an economic
upturn this spring will offset
most of the damage.
Higher heating Costs, loss of
income and production
because of layoffs and un-

certainty about the future will
take' a toll on the Kentucky
econonw this winter,- • Br.'
Charles Renfro said Tuesday.
However, the spring thaw
renewed
should
bring
confidence in the economy, a
return to near. normal
production
and - added
stimulus in President Jimmy
Carter's proposed $31.2 billion

economic package, Renfro
said.
•
• -The economic boosts we
can expect this spring, will
help turn things, around,"
Renfro said. "But unless the
cold weather stops now and all
the . projected
beuefits
materialize fully, we will
come out with a net economic
loss."

The UK Center for Public
Affairs analyst said no dollar
estimates are yet available on
the econothic 'effect of thee
severe winter,- although the
state Energy Department
currently is,trying to assess
the impact.
general
said
Renfro
economic indicators, such as
the layoff of 10,000 workers

and the $2 million loss per day
for Kentucky farmers, give
some idea of iceberg's tip.
Other • economic effects,
Renffo "said, include altered
buying habits. •
"Up until now, with late
spanning hours and no unusual
strain on disposable income,
shopping has been a form of
entertainment," Renfro said.

eon.

"I thinko, ou're going to see
a sharp decline in purchases
that result from browsing:
People• are -staying home
more." headded.
As the cost of heating goes
up and disposable income
shrinks, Major purchases,
such is new appliances,
automobiles and luxury items
will decline, Renfro said.

But en the positive side,
sales of weather-related
goods, sueh as autticessories agd home insulation,
will.--continue. brisk, Renfro
said
When winter is over, Renfro
said, the economy should get
another boost in the forni of
preventive spending. in anticipation of next winter.
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Such things as carports and
garages, better insulated
homes and alternative, more
stable heating methods
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We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

The Weather is bad and the ice is thick but in 6 weeks the fish will be
biting.

rviotorcratt

_BUY NOW AND SAVE
Styrofoam

F1.1 Oil Filter

Minnow Bucket
Reg. 99'

4
Specialit9
Limit 2 Please

Don't GetSaught Out
In The Cold
Large Selection

Reg. $2.89

Eveready
Commander

Hester
Batteries

Free Minnow Dip Net With
Any Minnow Bucket

with solid brass burner

Discount
Prices

SWIVELED • RUSTPROOF
9 SPRING STEEL SNAPS
STRONG STEEL CHAIN

STP
Carburetor
PCV Valve IL Choke

"If it catches fish, Rebel nukes it and if Rebel makes it,
we Wye it." New for '77. %allow 1,4" ringronio Deep
Teeny R sod many imp Colors

Jack Stand
$547

Eveready
"Big Jim"

Spray
Cleaner
Reg $1.49

Special

Lantern

S.
CARIBURETON
u. VOLVO• C.1•0•1
SPRAY
CLEANER

8

101 WB-BP

11

Murray Bass Club has announced a Bass Tournament open to any one.
Date: June 4th and 5th, Ken Lake Marina. Details at our 'Sporting
Goods Dept.
1202. bag
Valentine

Conversation

Candy Hearts
Sale

49'

New Bir
Disposable
Shaver

Men's

Reg. $9.99 to $11.99
Bag of 30

Valentine
Cards

Gillette
Super
Stainless Steel

Individual or Package

DoubleEdge
Blades

Nice
Selection

Leisure
Shirts

A better wey to shave, holds its edge, skive
after shave, shaves a lot, Cost less
3 Simon

pos.,
Odor-Eaters

Sale

39

Reg. 29.91
Xl
Sites
Assorted Styles
And Prints

Coricidin D
Decongestant
Tablets

Now

$1988 rGreat Shape

Boys

10 Blades

Rubber Boots

Control Penti, Sy
Frost of the Lowe
Reg. 1.94

4-Buckle-Black
Sizes 11-6

$1 18
Sale

Panty Hose

Priced At Just

I

$399

PALVA1
Ipana
Toothpaste
with fluoride

nicker Ladies'
Safety Shaver

family siz.e 7 oz.

5 Blades

Vaseline
Intensive Care
Bath Beads .!

Ladies

Pantsuits

15 oz.

88

4

Sale

4 Proportioned
Sites he Perfect Fit

Asst Styles & Colon

1/3

off
1/2

Sites St• to 241'2
Sizes S•Mt Xl. 25 31

Oral B
Tooth/Gum
Brush

:t
Tablecloths
Asst Styles
Patterns And Solids

Roond S41S4 52152
S7170 55-77
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Campus Lights Tickets On Sale
Tickets for the 40th annual "Campus
Lights" student musical'comedy
production at Murray State University
Feb. 10-11-12 are available for sale on
the campus or through the mail.,
Curtain time on each date in Lovett
Auditorium will be 8:15 p.m.
All seats are reserved each evening
at $3 each. Tickets may be purchased
and reservations made in the Student
Center from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday through Feb. 11.
Mail orders should include a stamped, self-addressed envelope with a
check for the proper amount made out .
to Campus Lights and sent to: Richard
W. Farrell, Chairman, Department of
Music, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071. Tickets are also
-available in Farrell'S °Mee- On Saturdays.

Special rates of $2.50 each are
available for groups o125 or more.

country and has won acclaim as one ot.
the best shows of its type on the nation's
campuses.

Final Approval Of Naturals.Gas
Bill Hoped For In Congress Today

WASHINGTON (AP) - differences Tuesday night, skyrocketing gas prices
Congressional leaders hope to and both chambers were during the emergency period.
The bill is a stopgap
gain final approval of expected to approve the
measure that is- not expected
President Carter's emergency compromise bill today. • •
natural gas bill before the
Carter was expected to talk to generate new -supplies- of
President delivers his first about the nation's energy natural gas. It would give
"fireside chat" to the nation crisis in his nationally Carer authority to allocate
among
gas
interstate
tonight.
televised address tonight.
30 to
pipelines
April
through
proposed
The House passed a version
the
Under
of the natural gas bill 367 to 52 compromise, the House would get gas to areas where homes,
John Goode, Cadiz senior, heads a
on Tuesday,. a day after the abandon its effort to put a hospitals and small businesses
company of about 150 students as
Senate overwhelmingly price ceiling provision into the are threatened by cutoffs
director of this year's show. He is
approved its own version. But bill. In its place, an amend- because of the severe winter.,
assisted by George Fleming, also of
It also would allow pipelines
a HouseSenate .conference ment would be included to
Cadiz, as assistant director. Farrel) is
to make up shortages by
out the guarantee
ironed
committee
against
."
advisfe.
the faculty
buying the more expensive
A growing campus tradition since its
gas found in intrastate,
has__
.ightV,
"ramp's
initiation in 1938,
--suarnets - gas produced and
become widely known across the
sold
- wer- same state through July 31.Intuustata gas
is not subject 4e the federal
price controls that apPly, to
interstate gas.
The Senate passed the bill 91
2 on Monday in subto
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-. - "We've done that with a recommendations are permother, Mrs. Havana Rutledge, were
the same form that
established as a memorial to the
stantially
Scholarships in memory of Pam and
killed in the crash in St. Louis July 23, School teachers, out of work great deal of trepidation, but missive,and that a local board Carter requested last WedMother and daughter who, died in an
Havana Rutledge of Murray to attend
and
Payless because of bad hope to keep things fair," he s
th
resteont.
ons
yeseip
ag
mug
1973.
airplane crash in 1973, will be awarded
nesday.
Murray State • University. will be
weather and fuel shortages, said. "We hope it's not inFunds
to
support
the
scholarship
the
demonstrate
who
applicants
The Houle version included
to
awarded for the first time for the 1977could
receiving
begin
the
terpreted as a precedent any for approval if none of
program were raised by the Social
amendment by Rep. Bob
greatest economic need and who are
an
78 school year: Applications for the
_paychecks as.a result of action more than cutting the school options suggested So -far are
Werk-Club
the
on
campus
and
of
friends
work
social
or-senior
junior
- D-Texas, to limit
Eckhardt,
'full-time'
three $100 awards4il1'be-a-Ceepted
board
The
sufficient.
the Rutledge family in West Kentucky. -taken by the. state Board of term from 175 days to 165."
that interstate
price
the
majors with acceptable scholastic
April 1.
Education.
Graham and other school discussed but deferred action pipelines could pay for, this
Murray State then provided matching
records and a demonstrated comDr. Wallace Baggett, director of the
The
board
Tuesday officials expressed concern on whether local school boards
money from the James L. Hurley
unregulated intrastate gas.
mitment to human service and to the
Division of Social Work on the campus,
rescinded a state regulation that rescinding the regulation should allow basketball games
Matching
Fund.
amendment would have
His
social work profeSsleffsaid eligible students who wish to apply
on an emergency basis that might make the state or local to continue.
The
faculty
the
in
of
Division
Social
in
graduated
ceiling price of about
was
a
Rutledge
set
Pam
Havana Rutledge
for Pam an
says teachers cannot be paid school boards liable for
The governor later told a $2.02 per thousand cubic feet,
May, 1973, with a major in social work.' Work will serve as a committee -to
Memorial Scholarships may obtain
for services they have not payment if a teacher meeting of school superinselect recipients. Scholarship funds are
well above the .44 per
She was to begin a career in human
forms "in the Division of Social Work,
rendered. That regulation defaulted on a contract.
tendents from across the state thousand cubic feet that
by
administered
the
State
Murray
of
Bureau
Kentucky
the
service with
Room 552, Education Building.
be
not
meant
would
teachers
however, Brown said the
they
University Foundation.
in- the interstate
Social Services, but she and her
He added that the scholarships,
paid until school days were decisive fact for him is that sible judgment" in deciding prevailsstill below prices
.hut
market.
made up.
the teachers are under a whether to hold basketball charged in the intrastate
The board gave uCa
contract-"Indicating he games.
market. Those prices have
superintendents the option of believes they would honor it.
"If you're not having school ranged up to $2.25 per
handle
indeciding how to
The board took emergency at all because of the fuel thousand cubic feet.
dividual cases.
action Tuesday to allow local crisis, I fail to see how you can
The conference committee
invitations to be guests of the initial
The action followed the school districts to make up have a basketball game in a
Murray life. The film includes inMarray 30 Years Ago," a special
formed after the Senate
was
Plans
showing.
are
currently
being
Education lost class time resulting from heated gym," Carroll said.
Kentucky
terviews with residents and merchants,
half-hour Murray State University
at the House version
balked
made for the program to be shown over
for the weather-energy crisis.
plea
Association's
and shows the growth of Murray State
television production, -will be shown
Tuesday. The negotiators met
WPSD-TV,
channel
6,
Paducah.
to
payments
speeding
The board authorized local
University. Kentucky Dam's inover MSU-TV, cable channel 11, at 6:30
for less than half an hour
teachers, most of whom are school districts to hold
fluence is also portrayed.
p.m. Thursday.'
before reaching agreement.
financial
a
feel
to
beginning
Saturday classes and lengthen
Researchers and writers are students
This film which depicts Murray in the
Under the compromise,
pinch.
the school day by one hour and Prtces of stocks of locatinterest at noon which Eckhardt endorsed, the
Martin Bass, Whiteville, Tenn.;
1940's and shows its continued growth,.
today funiabed to the Ledger & nines by
. ':Local boards should make. 12 minutes. • Five -el-The ex- T.
was produced and directed by the fall_ _Gerorge Glass,. Eddyville; Jennifer
M.Simon Co.are as follows:
price ceiling athendmint
Rain likely tonight, possibly begin- •money available to teachers tended school days would
Kaler, Mayfield; and Kathy Nash,
Video 1, students. The executive
by
_
-216 would be replaced
on a uniform basis," said KEA make for one missed day. Industrial Avg ..
ning as wet snow. Rain likely on
Princeton, Ind. The production director
director, Dan Roberts, is instructor of
provisions to guarantee that
"It's
President
Sproul.
30s.
James
low
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
Graham was authorized lo Au-co
is Ted Weaver, Louisville.- Other
.
31,
the class, and chief tv engineer in the
prices for gas
Motors
unc the higher
Highs Thursday in the mid to upper 40s. not a gift, because the approve five "calamity" days Am.
students in the class served as the
journa,lism, radio television departbought during the emergency
Ashland Cal ..
-.a
36
Winds southerly to 15 miles an hour teachers will make it up."
for any district requesting AT&T
production crew.
4 unc
/
633
ment.
trigger increases in
59'v unc would not
The school board's decision them. Combined with an Ford Motor
tonight. Precipitation chances 60 per
Businesses and local persons,
Featured in the prod2ction are many
existing gas contracts in the
Gen. Dynamics
+%
595.
came. despite opposition by executive order issued last Gen. Motors
rent tonight and 60 per cent Thursday.
featured in the filmy are being sent
741.
local businesses and vrrious aspects of
275, -4"/ intrastate market.state Supt. of Public 'Friday by Gov. Julian Carroll, Gen. Ilre
These provisions would also
Goodrich
275,171ir
Dr. James the board's action reduces the Gulf Oil
Instruction
29"a -1.1 state that the emergency sales
.
unc
Graham.
required number -of days in a Pennwalt
would not have any effect on
Oats
Quaker
+4.
24
Rev. Bob Brown, the board school year from 175 to 166.
Republic Steel
334 +L. prices in emergency gas sales
204. -I- k.
chairman, called the action
Graham
Brown Singer Mfg
and
'1
Tappan
104 As previously approved by the
"very rare."
stressed that the board's Western Union
1814
Federal Power Commission
Zenith Radio
24 +
gifted, the slow learner, for those who
Calloway County has four high
become obsolete, many students face
and still insforce.
not,
do
who
college
to
those
go
for
and
elementary
and
school
middle
school,
making more than one career choice,
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
said Dr. Phipps. Services are also
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
counselors providing help to students
Dr. Phipps continued.
CORRECTION
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
aimed at helping the disadvantaged,
-eFsonai'
0
with career questions or Counselors work with the student who
Murray,are as follows:
The name of a member of
the handicapped and minorities.
Concerns.
is not doing well academically, the
Municipal
Murray
26 4-4. the
Heublein Inc.
"But regardless of the number of
"Today's student has such a vast
student who cannot communicate with
46'. "2 Housing Commission was
McDonalds Coca
professional guidance counselors
number of occupational choices, it can
64 +'a
parents, teachers or peers and the
inadvertently omitted from a
KimPedgo beerrai7SYS
said the water level Pfnd
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)larIenls .
43°, -4-Le
Kentucky schools have available, they
be frightening and frustrating," said
student who has not learned to like
recent story concerning that
-.1
67
Carbide
Union
Tuesday
risen
had
by
enough
Towboats pushing barges
cannot do the job alone," stated Dr.
Dr. Curtis Phipps, director of the
3025 +4 panel.
himself.
'Members of the
to convince towboat captains
gract
with
loaded
oil
fuel
in
needed
As
294
Phipps. "Guidance services must be a
Division of Guidance Services, Ken"Many students become too conare William H.
commission
unc
527a
Dec
General
the
could
they
that
through
get
Pennsylvania and other
total community effort involving the
tucky Department of Education.
12'. unc Hornbuckle, Mrs. Crawford
cerned with what others expect of him
grt
Geor
GAF
of
"It's
area.
matter
a
acific
:
:
just
northern states have begun
34 unc
home, business, labor, industry and the
"Occupational choice making is further
to consider his own needs, his own
27°. +'. Ray, E. W. Riley, Buford
moving up the Ohio River for going slow, breaking through Pfizer
school."
complicated by the accelerated rate of
+%.
36‘I
limitations or what he wants," acScott and
the first time in nearly two ice, and as the river continues •i/r Walt'
ri--.,--,-.----- ----, .15 -4. Hurt, Mayor John E.
Contact your local counselort. Find
change in today's work world."
cording to Dr. Phipps.
4-1. municipal housing director L.
424
""
to rise the situation will Duney
have
but
weeks,
experienced
out what you can do to help.
As new jobs arecreated and old ones
Guidance services are geared to the
224. +Li- D. Miller.
Franklin Mint
improve," Pedigo said.
further trouble from ice.
Chuck
Schumann, a
111111611.111111101WWWWASranistreetiec
spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers, said the
tows and barges got only a few
miles upstream frorn Dam 50
near Marion, Ky., when footscheduled not only for from the current $44,600k.The drop.in the bucket" to even- thick ice stalled the vessels in
By JOHN CHADWICK
Of Used Appliances & Used
members of the House and speaker of the House, the vice tual savings because higher the channel on the Illinois side
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP)- The Senate, but for high-level president and the chief justice top-level 'pay scales would of Cincinnati Island,
The used units have been reconditioned and made ready for many
Senate is getting a chance to executive branch officials and of the Supreme Court would lead to raises throughout the
A spokesman at Dam 50 said
hours of use.
approve or turn 'down hefty federal judges. The raises have -their salaries increased bureaucracy. He said the cost 14 towboats, each pushing 10by to $75,000 froi465,500..
-.probably would amount to $1.2 12 barges, were unable to
pay raises for members of were recommended
Cabinet members would get 'billion a year.
Congress and other govern- President Carter ati'd sup1 Used Console Stereo
break the channel ice. About
3 Used Electric Ranges
One ported by former President a 83,000 raise to $66,000. . Ford proposed the salary 35 other towboats were
executives.
ment
Used Console Black and White TV's
4
Dryer
Electrk
Used
1
Associate Supreme Court raises in his final budget, waiting downstream at Dam
lawmaker says the raises Gerald R. Ford.
Used Component Stereo
1
Washers
Automatic
Used
4
C.
Majority Leader Robert
justices would get raises from linking them to aCceptance of 50 until the lead towboats
would be "a terrific ripoff of
2 Used Portable Black & White TV's
Byrd, D-W.Va., indicated he $63,000 to $72,000.
1 Used Refrigerator
a new code of conduct for break through.
the American taxpayers."
Most lower federal court federal officials, including
It was Sen. James B. Allen, probably would move to table
2 Used Electric Radio's
Schumann said the towboats
1 Used Console Color T.V.'s
, offered judges would have their pay restrictions on outside income probably would not break
.D-Ala., who used the term Allen's amendment"ripoff" for the congressional shortly before the Senate raised from $42,500 to $54,500' -and public disclosure of through the ice until sometime
Due To The Energy Shortage Store Hours Will Be
and some 20,000 top-level civil fihances.
raises of close to 30 per cent. recessed Tuesday night.
today.
From 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.-6 Days A Week
Disapproval by either the servants whose salaries have
Spokesmen for the citizen's
Allen paved the 'way for a
Corps spokesman Martin
kill
would
House
the
or
Senate
been frozen at $39,600 for lobby Common Cause said Pedigo said the tows began
possible vote on the raises at
today's session by tacking an the raises, which are several years would receive today they favor the pay locking through three Ohio
amendment to a measure automatic unless action to automatic hikes of up to raises, but warned that the River dams along the western
public would be "justifiably Kentucky border on Monday,
restructuring the Senate's stop them is taken by Feb. 20. $7,900.
205 So. 5th
Murray, Ky.
Ph. 733-4669
Unless lawmakers block
Allen said his amendment -outraged" if raises are but could not get through a
committee system.
will
pay
their
would save- $124 million adopted and anew code of shallow area called the
The Allen amendment their own raises,
would block pay raises increase to $57,500 a year, initially. But he called it "a ethics is not.
"Tradewater Bar."
Written, performed, and djrected by
students, "Campus Light." is sponsored by the campus chapters of two
professional music fraternities Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
into a
Sinfonia - with proceeds
scholarship fund for incoming freshman music students.
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(Sine)
Bethel
Mrs.
Murray
of
Richardson
received notification this week
'that she has passed the state
Certified Public Accountant
exam. Mrs. Richardson, who
has been associated with the
The new hours for the Senior Citizens
accounting firm of Richardson
office at 205 South Seventh Street,
and Trevathsui for 22 years, is
Murray, effective February 3, will be
scheduled to take the CPA
from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m., Monday
oath in Louisville on March 25.
through Thursday, according to Alan
The
and
Richardson
Blaustein, director.
•
Trevalhan-ac-counting firm is
For emergencies persons may call
located-, at 3rd and Maple
75-0956, All other scheduled activities
Streets.
of the Senior Citizens will continue
unless otherwise. specified, Blaustein

New Hours Given
For Local Office

!School Teachers In State Could`
Rutledge Scholarships To Be Awarded Begin Receiving Pay Checks

Murray 30 Years Ago To Be Featured

s''t4/fia4icet

Chance of Rain

Guidance Counselors Aid Students

Barges Begin Moving
Up Ohio River Today

7.

Senate Considers Pay Raises

House Cleaning-Sale

George Hodge & Son, Inc.

CORN-AUSTIN WILL BE CLOSED WEDNESDAY FEB. 2 FOR
a

FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
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The Murray Ledger & Times Carroll Asking For Opinion On
Personnel Suit For Fired Workers.
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Go . ,Idlian Carroll is asking
the ,tatl, attorney geperal to
detm: if a $1,250,000
ttleqferit for 225 fired Higti7
wia,
Department workers
should be set aside.
The settlement was appPol elt• Monday by Franklin
Circuit- Judge--Henry Meigs,
steinnung from actians by the
administration of former
Republieaffkiev: Louie Num. -
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Carroll said Tuesday he
does not challenge the legality
of the ruling, but said he found
—it--"preposterous" that -siteh a . huge settlement was made
- final without Prior approval
front himself and Transportation Secretary John
Roberts.
'I am intent that the matter
be pursued fully to assure that
the settlement is needed in the
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SLICE OF LIFE — Two workmen weren't looking for lunch at
Topeka, Kans They were servicing an automated sign for an

outdoor advertising company. The inexhaustible loaf piles
slices onto a never-increasing stack when the sign is working

Odds Good thatGroundhog Will
See Shadow;SixMoreColdWeeks
.........

PUN4SUTAWNEY, Pa.
version of Phil, and there is a does it matter whether it's
AP) Jimmy the Greek said
museum, but a live groundhog factor fiction?
"With the kind of winter
the odds- were_good that Phil,' somehow does make it to the
the groundhog, would see his
burrow on the knob at the were having, we need a time
to smile."
shadow today and forecast an .same time each year.
Groundhog Day originated
additional six weeks of winter.
But no one seems to care
"I'm going to lay 2-1 odds
what is fact and what is in Scotland, where the early
Christians carried candles to
that he'll see his shadow," fantasy.
the other well-known prog"The hoopla is good for the celebrate the feast of Cannosticator said Tuesday
town,good for our spirit," said dlemas on Feb. 2. Fair
in a telephone interview from
one local observer. "What weather on Candlemas was
Las Vegas, Nev., where the
temperature was 55 degrees.
Phil mates his annual,_
predictiOn at sunrise today,
7:27 a.m. EST, when Charles
M. Erhard, new president of
Punxsutawney Groundhog
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP — shot, survivors will be
Club, knocks on Phil's burrow
door atop Gobbler's Knob with Mother Nature must bear the prosecuted."
Looking back on the
brunt of the blame for ena wood cane.
"That's a pretty educated casing Buffalo in a new Ice agonizing experience, obguess, too," said Jimmy, Age, but human frailties servers noted obvious in-because I've been traveling* haven't helped much, either, dications of Serious danger
lot and I know how bad the in easing the patsage of the ahead. "Before this one hit we
worst storm to hit western already knew the previous
weather's been back East.
-It's almost certain that the New York state in recorded accumulation of snow was
pretty much beyond our
weather will stay cold in the history.
As the sun peaked through control, that our equipment
same regions where it's been
on a scene of snowy chaos late was down and . workers
cold."
Phil's predictions are Tuesday, officials and others exhausted," said Regan.
Even before the latest storm
always right. That is, you can were wondering aloud if
always find some place, at Buffalo could have been hit, well over 100 inches of
spared some of its acute snow had fallen, reducing
some time, where they fit.
If Phil sees his shadow as he misery had there been more many -streets to one-laners,
with homes blocked off and
has every year except two foresight and common sense. „"I suppose we could do it sidewalks covered.
since 1887, legend has it there
Then Friday morning the
will be six more weeks of differently if we had to do it
winter. If he doesn't, spring is • again," said Edward Regan, National Weather Service
Erie County executive, predicted a blizzard in midJust around the corner.
"I hope it's a gloomy day," reflecting on the panic that afternoon. "That's when the
said Erhard's wife, Nancy. enveloped the city and mayor should have called an
surrounding county when the emergency, that's when
•'I'm ready for spring."
The last time Phil predicted blizzard crashed in last schools and shops and
government offices should
an early spring was in 1975, Friday.
There are many tales of have closed," commented a
and according to the National
Weather Service, "the rthtion human kindness during the newspaper editor.
Instead, the population was
TiVe days 61 sothelirries zeroe-rided" rebfirity
that busily goliig about its business
weather
above-normal temperatures visibility
followed, but there ale also when the blizzard struck, a
in most areas."
Erhard became president of matching ones of irrespon- few hours early. -We were in
the rlub this year after a long -sible behavior amongst the -a white-out. People were
reign by retired President more than one million terrified. It was the second
population.
coming of the Ice Age,"
Sam Light.
The rash of looting in the remembered Regan.
Though Phil is a well-known
Cars rushing to reach the
forecaster, there are skeptics East Side that spread
who contend that he is stuffed, downtown stirred up the suburbs were enveloped.
short-tempered, Motorists panicked and. ran
'thathe is carried to the knob already
Buffalo from their vehicles, choking
about an hour before the house-confined
up the. highways. By Saturday
crowd arrives on Groundhog citizenry.
Arthur's Arsenal, a gun morning the stunned city was
DaY.;that his real home is a
Main street, isolated from the rest of the
on
comfortable $10,000 museum shop
in this western Pennsylvania capitalized on the anger by state, shops were closed, and
handing out house signs the bodies of several motorists
town.
Actually,. there is a stuffed reading "Trespassers will be were dragged from their

Seats Available On
Pre-Denial Club
Van For Tours

the cost.
public interest," Carroll said.
Each worker wouta get
One of Carroll's points
$2,250 under the court
about
concerns lawyers' fees for.
remainder
representing the employes, order, with the
-divided
and
attorneys
a
'gun*
who contended they werelfred
in portion to wages lost. Other
arbitrarily.
Under the settlement,- onefourth of the total award, or
$310,000 in legal fees, would go
to attorney Edward Prichard
Jr., of Frankfort and three
associates.

employes—fired during the
Nunn regime, most or all
Democrats, _ have obtained
awards, but not approaching
the latest batch.

—The governor', who. Is an
attorney, Said he wants
clarification of that provision.
He said that under the
_arrangement pursued by his.
counsel and endorsed by Atty:
Gen. Robert Stephens, lawyer
fees would be only a
of "actual,
percentage
documented claims approved
by the court on an individual
employe basis."
The $1.250.000-• was . a
_f
the..
Masitni1M_
state, the governor said, but
that actual, proveable_claims
could be less. Therefore, the
attorneys' fees should be
reduced accordingly.
Carroll said he had received
endorsement'of the.settlement
from the attorin.‘y general's
office and the Personnel
Department, but at the time of
the court order there was no
recommendation from state
Auditor George Atkins.

The Pre-Dental Club of
Murray State University will
leave Thursday, February 3,
at 4:15 a. m. for a tour of the
said to mean there would be dental school facilities at the
two winters that year.
University of Kentucky,
• When the Romans in- LeOlgton. and the University
Andrew
Palmer,
troduced the feast to Ger- of Louisville at Louisville.
governor's counsel, said he
many, predictions of an extraAt both school; the students f!rst asked for reaction from
long winter came to hinge on
be given: a tour of the
will
the three state officials last
whether or not the hedgehog
and also the Dean of fall.
facilities
saw its shadow. German
Admissions at both schools
Carroll and Roberts said
settlers in Pennsylvania
to answer
present
be
will
was no authorization to'
there
adopted the groundhog as
questions by the students.
take the case to court for final
their prognosticator.
Seats are still available in disposition and that state's
the van transporting the _attorneys had been instructed
students and interested not to. settle without their
students are Urged to avail 7-approv31. The 225 workers •sued for
themselves of the opportunity
in 1971. They were
payments
inIf,
to make the tours.
terested, persons may call Lee ousted en masse when Nunn
vehicles. Mayor Stanley M. Stewart at 753-5885 or Bob took office late in 1967. All had
Makowski still delayed Engel at 753-8097; or may received identical letters
of attend the Pre-Dental Club listing general charges, acstate
a
declaring
ording to Prichard.
emergency, hoping the storm meeting to be held Wednesday
any
would lift.
at seven p. m. in' Room 248, ;If the $1,250,000 or
A local newspaper editor Blackburn Science Building, Orton is approved and paid,
the state Road Fund will bear
"He - was Murray State University.
commented,
probably nervous because we
had criticized a previous
what we thought
and
premature — declaration of
emergency. That's a pits
because we needed it this
time."
Critics were also unhappy
about the,slowness of federal
aid. "One problem was that
the U.S. had never had an
urban snow emergency
before," said county executive
Regan.
It was not until Tuesday, the
fifth day of the crisis, that
federal money. and. extra
equipment began coming in.

Human Frailties Haven't
Helped Much In j‘41. Y. Storm

NOTICE
•

Effective immediately, the
new office hours at
the Murray Electric System
and Murray Water System
will be from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday
, through Friday.

Murray Electric
,System
Murray Water System

WADE A WHILE — Herons walk through the shallow water in
the Marine Lagoon in Parkside District of San Mateo, Calif

BRAND DECAFFEINATED COFFEE

Officials
Working On
Allocations
WASHINGTON 1API
Federal officials alread are
working on the mechanism
for President Carter lc
allocate natural gas on ar
emergency basis, but the gaprobably won't be availatA,
overnight.
-,
With Congress trying
complete action today
Carter's natural gas biE
Federal Energy Adm.' si:t.f
official
istration
Tuesday that emergen,
allocations probably \k. -.
involve shifting gas fr,- .
states west of the Missis,; .
River to,those in the fr.
East.
Even if Carter imrnediat, -ordered pipeline-compana.-' •
begin sending fuel East, ',' • •
moves only about 15 mile,; •
e'l-se , • -•
hOlir a-ha -eetikl -tali.
days to pass through th.
terstate pipeline network
The FEA official sat
interstate pipeline haabundance of gas.
"We would look for "
areas where you would 1-..
the least adverse impact:.
said. "Nobody has sti:-;
gas. You would be cuttin •
somebody's gas supply...
The aim would be to t.,.
gas frotri pipelines IA
customers could switch '
other fuels without shutt,' .
. down operations, he said
Another government c‘; ,
on.natural gas estimilted '•
the emergency alloca
would tap "Much less t11..
per 'cent" of .the supply fro:.
donor pipelines.

"I think it's important that we take care ofourscIrcs. That why doctors hare adrisedmillions
caffrin-concenzed Americans, like me, to drink
SANKA Brand I)eraffeinated Coffre. !here's no
('(it1(1)1to make me nervous or tense, so I really feel
A.,roCkl. SANKA' Brand is the(me rat:fre Iran _feel,L,rowl
hoift."— Robert Young
"try HANKA 1.1,y;irid G-,,tincl, Instant, iir.ticezel
I Ii•G,Iffrill;iti,,d U lit It
free . lt Lrr1tt tasting
Licirc,\
h

real
th ft ilh-ff,-441-i-#41A4
tr

(11•11,

H-

it

It's the coffee you can feel good about.

rsoc SAVE SO< ON SANKA

50C

GROUND,INSTANT
OR FREEZE-DRIED ---_

ovr.rM Ai/010 31 Ivt/

50(
V
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*Easy Terms

"Dee&

4) s

1;)

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

Sale Starts 10:00 Thursday

Open til 9:00 Thursday 118 Friday Nights

Perform
::4. .Wedding No.4

1 Henredon Contemporary

1 Thomasville

Large Selection

Dining Room

Bedroom Set

Lamps & Accessories

Large china, pedestal table,
2 Arm Chairs and
4 Side Chairs
Reg. 3588.00

Antique whit., bine trio, triprie dresser, twin 'mirrors,
King headboard, 2 nits stands with doers, slightly
damaged

y Abigail Van Buren
.5_ tb7? by Ch.capo TbOunehl

Nara 51.45.
10

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is 29 and was looking
lorward so happily to her fourth marriage. But she'
:terribly upset because our rabbi has suggested that she go
:
:30 another rabbi for this ceremony.
:. Actually, this rabbi(who confirmed her performed only
tholic last time for
:Iwo of her marriages. She married a—Ci—
:Ivhom she turned Catholic, but in less than a year their
,..marriage was annulled, and she returned to the Jewish
.jfaith. So now she is as Jewish as she was before she
:3,teeante a Catholic.
Now,our rabbidoesn't-want-ttrrniterrher!=fluerheltave
.the right to turn her away?
; Witat-woulti you do in our plar.e?There-are other rabbis
hartdy:but our daughter felt suclose to this one:Ole is not
orthodox rabbi, he's reformed.)
.-an
•
•
ANONYMOUS,PLEASE
•
•
: DEAR ANONYMOUS: A clergyman has the right to
:refuse to perform a marriage ceremony for reasons of his
:own. Inasmuch as there are other rabbis bandy, ask one.
DEAR ABBY: Joel and I had gone steady for two years
:and things were going great until six months ago. Then he
:suggested that we both start dating.others.
; I really didn't want to date anyone.else, so I asked Joel
WWiTt went wrong in our reltitiondhip7Andte ttild
•
first, and it, seems that short hair on girls turns him off.
• Then because Joel complained about my cigarette
breath. I quit smoking and gained 20 pounds in five
months. Well, it seems fat girls turn him off.
: 14 told me that after Thad my hair groivn out and lost
7 the weight I gained, I should give him a call.
' My question: Do you think I should let my hair grow
please Joel? Or should I tell
:and try tolose weight
"liiii.that I am not going to make myself over for him'
I WANT TO BE ME

Now
DtAirVeANY:
Abet you know what it will take to get Joel hack, it's up to
ftou to decide whether he's worth the effort. Is he?
:
• DEAR ABBY: My mother (a widow I is coming to town
:for a family wedding. She lives a great distance from here
:Mom has always stayed with me, and she wants to this
:time, but there are complications.
She has a live-in boyfriend, and she won't come without
:_him. Furthermore, she wants me to'Out-diem up-togethfq
iwy home.
• Abby, I have children at home, arid I don't want them to
▪
"If Nana can dja, it. why can't we?"
: I explained this to my mother and she said, "Well, tell
::the kids we're married!"
Abby, I don't want to lie to my children, and although I
;;Ifpn't approve of my mother's lifestyle, I still love her. My
:.husband disapproves, too. What should I do?
STUMPED OUT WEST

1/2

'DEAR STUMPED:Tell your Mom you refuse to lie, but
be glad to make hotel or motel reservations for her
Nand her .friend. And don't apologize for your decision.
:Nouseguests should expect to conform to the house rules.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
.:reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
'Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Your Individual
Horoscope

449.95

1 • Olive and gold small plaid
Herculon

499"

I/2

1 - Brown_mid gold Herculon

ih

FOR THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 3,1977

MISC.ITEMS
- Tee Cart, solid cherry

1 - Kroehler contemporary
style, yellow gold, and green
flame stitch velvet

599"

1 - Marimont, red tone,
striped Mattelasse

599"

—WieW
tzn

499"

1 - Sealy nylon patchwork,
Maple wood trim

599"

1 - Kroehler, black and gold
plaid herculon

1 • American of Martinsville'
curio, antique white with
yellow trim

499"

1 - Heckman console and
mirror antique red

celery green

699"

1 • Loose pillow back, olive
and black plaid Herculon

599"

1 - Marimont, red, blue, and
brown with cap arm

1 • Bernhardt bookcase,
yellow with base doors

599"

1 - Server, solid cherry, Chippendale design, brass gallery

719's

- Captains desk, maple
wood with mustard trim

1 - Marimont, cut velvet,

1 - 2 Pc. Williams dark pine

649"

sofa and chair herculon cover

1 Marimont, blue and green
striped velvet

CHAIRS
SALE

REG
2. Morimont, swivel rockers,
jade antique velvet(each)

1 - Lewittes, modern chair
and ottoman chrome with
white vinyl

1/2

249"

rocker, gold floral tapestry

and red tapestry weave

59995

299"
'320°°

1 - Marimont, brown, gold,
and white flame stitch velvet

599"
1195

599"

320°'
259"

Jamison Extra Firm

Mattress & Box
Springs

279"

T - 3 drawer chest, dark
.cherry wit,' marble top

179" '

IA

1 - Hall tree, pine with door
and mirror

319's

/
12

1 - Game set, solid maple, 4
black decorated chairs,
pedestal table with formica
top

549"

I/2

1 - Heckman hall tree and
planter, pecan wood

269"

1 - Oak credenza, brass
gallery, leaded glass doors,
white knobs

249's

299"

1 - Dark pine bar and mirror,
brass gallery rail and ice
compartment

299"

120"

1 • Marimont loose pillow
back, green, blue and copper

269"

1 • Marimont lounge, cap
arm, beaver crushed velvet

249"

saiesur

BEDROOM
REG

DINING ROOM
REG

LOVESEATS
REG

SALE

199"

1 - 8 Pc. American of Martinsville, pecan pedestal
table, 6 cane back chairs
lighted china

1595"

1 - 8 Pc. Singer, pecan, oval
table,6 cane back chairs

1299"

1 • 8 Pc. American of Martinsville, pecan oval table, 6
bamboo carved chairs lighted
china

1499"

499"

/
1
2

1 - 8 Pc. Bassett, oval table,
6 chairs, lighted
.

1 - Marimora, turquoise nylon
floral stripe

449"

1/2

1 - *arimont, orange and
green pin stripe

1 - 8 Pc. Link Taylor, French,
oval table, 6 cane chairs,
lighted china with grille doors

449"

1 - Marimont, olive and gold
cut_velvet floral

½---

1 - Tea cart, antique white
and solid maple

2 - Thomasville French arm
chairs, white damask fabric

1 - Marimont, brown,
turquoise, and peach quilted
cotton floral

299,5

199"

Both pieces Reg. $239.90

149"

1 • Marimont, beige, yellow
and ton plaid

top

349"

262°

2 • Loose pillow back, red,
green and blue nylon

1 - Kroehler, contemporary
print with chrome and wood
trim

/
1
2

- Oak wash stand and
mirror, leaded glass doors

velvet,

I...Imelda...wing bock, nylon
patchwork--

39995

1 - Oak gossip bench

262"

/
12

310'
0

369"
199"

- Marimont wing chair, blue
and white cut
Mahogany frame

355°'

249"

.1 • Server, oak with plastic

- Marimont, brown,
1 - Globe, terra cotta velvet,
traponto back

1

Marimont, french wing,
gold floral stripe nylon

1 - Butler curio, pine wood
and lighted

i • Marimont, green, blue,
turquoise, and peach quilted
cotton

1 - La-Z-Boy wall recliner,
1 - La-Z-Boy wall recliner,
olive nylon velvet
1 - Morimont, wing chair,
green, gold, and rust flame
stitch
2 - Marimont, small lounge
chairs, celery cut velvet
(each) I

599"

SALE

299"

6991_1

599"

1 - Sealy, rust and gold plaid
Herculon, loose pillow back

REG
149"

1 - American of Martinsville
console, pecan wood, brass
119"
hardwire

1 - Black, Rust and copper
plaid Herculon

1 - La-Z-Boy No. 831 recliner

)600

1/2

REG

1 - Marimont, copper crewel
work, multi cushion

rocker, solid black nylon

What kind
day will bring you some long-awaited
tomorrow be? To find out what cooperation.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You have good reason for
optimism now. A superior's
ARIES
enthusiasm for your efforts not
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Totz% only pays off, but further spurs
:A good day for business and your ambition and incentive.
ffnancial matters. A mid- CAPRICORN
morning meeting could produce (Dec. n to Jan. 20)
some especially useful inDon't mix business with
formation.
pleasure now and don't press
issues. For 'the time being, it
TAURUS
will be better to let things take
(Apr.-21 to May 21)
Day offers incentive for their course.
forging ahead. You'll have at AQUARIUS
least one opportunity to cash in (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good day for planning longthrough the influence of an old
range projects. Planets, in
business contact.
auspicious position, promise
GEMINI
advancement if you are your
(May 22 to June 21)
' Note_ Taurus. Your outlook innately resourceful and amsimilar. Someone of influence bitious self.
could pull a few strings for you PISCEZ
KC
'
If approached in the early af- Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Strike
a
good
balance
in all
ternoon.
things; distinguish carefully
CANCER
(June 22 to July 21)_‘a'S-il between what's substantial and
Organizational 'work, what's mere "glitter." The
relations With the public, latter could prove disapspecial events, unique projects pointing.
pighly fayorssl., Cretin thexe
YOU--HORt4I -TODAY "are
end win!
endowed
with 'an
exLEO
12,kcSZ' traordinsrily quick mind. You
(July 24 to Aug. 231
--See situations at a glance and as
Extra responsibilities in- quickly come up with the right
dicated. Tackle regular duties mowers. Another of your
first, then take on what you can outaranclifig characteristics is
— within reason. Nal-aver- ,your abthty to carry on, to wade
• through powerfully in the face
trowd your schedule. • VIRGO
of the most troublesome obtAug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11P
stacles. In fact, your inner
. Flexibility MUST be day's strength seems to gain more
keynote. An unpredictable day momentum andel hardihTp. •
when you'll. HAVE to shelve Aquarius is also the Sign of good
some of your pet plans and fellowship and it expresses
9rOects•
itself in your unusually outgoing
LIBRA
personality. Yet you 'plan,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23), Ar.71 observe and often Make your
. Watch your budget There are wisest decisions In complete
s= solitude. Your talents are many
me who are enthui
bout spending YOUR
but you could especiallyexcel in
Pay no attention. You knoW the fields of politics, science,
your financial limitaffons.
music, literature, journalism or
SCORPIO
art. Birthdate of: Felix Men(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) "veYk- delssohn, Ger. composer;
. A day when your innate Horace
Greeley, Amer.
aggressiveness will pay off. statesman. journalist; Norman
Energy and drive will finally- Rockwell, noted Amer. artist.

Sale

SOFAS
SALE

REG
1 - Grey and white flame stitch Herculon

Reg. 1699.00

saie$149cr

1 - La-Z-Boy No. 831 recliner

Frances Drake

L

Price

SOFA SLEEPERS

gold nylon velvet

n•9-

All Items Subject to Prior Sole

This is only a partial listing of the hundreds of outstanding buys you will find
in sofas, chairs, bedrooms, dining room suites and occasional pieces.

:Won't

- —

Free Delivery

1-

• /
1
2

1 - 8 Pc. Solid oak, large
trestle table, 6 high back
chairs, china

399"

1/2

449"

1 - 5 Pc. Imported dinette,
oval glass top iable with
chrome base, 4 chrome rind
raffia woven seat chairs

449"

SALE

4 pc. White French cane
headboard, dresser and
mirror, chest and nits stand

1895" 295
"

849"

59995
0 599"
1039'
919"

Sumter 4 pc. solid oak, queen
size poster bed, chest
dresser, mirror, and one
stand

899"

1 595"

Stanley 4 pc. pecan dresser
and mirror, chest and fête
stand

SALE

1n99
w, °I)

3 pc. solid pine door dresser
with hutch mirror, large ormo;re, king poster headboard

149900 lUll

Thomasville white handdecorated with blue and
peach, king poster headboard, triple dresser and
mirror, site stand

1755"

99995

3 pc. 18th century mghy.
poster bed, large dresser
with mirror, and highboy
chest

1399"

1099 5

3 pc. Henredon queen size
Cane headboard, door chest,
triple dresser with twin
mirrors

1635'

1'099"

if Ann9S

•

-

ar-ter—

ra
ar
w;
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Barges May Begin Moving
Soon On Icy Ohio River
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
One problem after another has
delayed shipment of badly
needed fuel oil and other
commodities on the icy Ohio
River for weeks. But a
spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers said
Tuesday barges may begin
moving soon.
The latest problem that was
solved involved raising three
dams on the river near
area that separates Kentuc
and Illinois.
The Corps succeed
in
raising the dams, but then
another problem arose =.7 the
water level at one of the

structures near Marion, Ky.,
was too low for towboats and
barges to proceed upriver.
Some
tows
"locked
through" the dams but
couldn't proceed upriver
besause the river was too
shallow in an area called the
"-Tradewater Bar," said
Martin Pedigo, the Corps
spokesman.
"We've got six tows that are
above Dam 50 waiting for the
water to rise at Tradewater
Bar," Pedigo said. "The
water is getting up there. The
gauge 4reachng -this morning
was 17.4 feet, normal is 18.9.
We've got a foot and a half to

CrosSword Puzzler

Honor Roll At
East School
Is Released

AfiraVer to Tuesdays Puzzle
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go."
He said the _water level
should rise enough by early
Wednesday for tows and
barges to begin moving slowly
upriver.
Pedigo said 54 towboats,
each pushing 10 to 12 barges,
were waiting _near Dam 50.
The few that "locked through"
weren't any better off thin
those still._waiting below the
dam, he said, because of the
low water level.
At least half of the
estimated 500 barges were
laden with millions of gallons
of fuel oil desperately needed

a
hi lU
. . . . alU

+HOSPITAL NEWS
Bt. 3, Box 173, Murray, Mrs
Jary 26, 1977
Meda 0. Outland, 709 Elm St.,
Adults 132
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis D. Kain,
Nursery 1Q
NONEWBORN ADMISSIONS' Rt. 6, Box 175, Murray, Galen
Miller, Rt. 3,,Box 317, Murray,
DISMISSALS
•
Miss K. Tone, Lawrence, 0.0. -FlOra, 830 S. 4th.,
Eural
Mrs.
Murray Manor F-6, Murray, Murray,
Mrs Nancy J. Miller, Rt. 1, Chrisman, 814 Bagwell Blvd.,
Box 209, Murray, Mrs. Nettie Murray, Taylor Underhill
F. Arnold, 910 Sycamore,-(expired), Rt.3, Murray, Jack
Murray, Mrs. Karen A. Spiceland Iexpired), 300
Hausden, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Woodlawn, Murray.
Ann C. McGehee, 511 S. 7th.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy, R.
Greer,. Rt. 2, Box 73, Paris,
ADVERTISING
Tenn.:' Mrs. Virginia E. Hale,
DEADLINES
1612 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
All display ads,
Mrs. Laura NSpshran,_ 1310
classified displays
F-a-r-r_is Ave., Murray, Miss
and regular display,
Barbara C. Warner, Rt. 2,
must be submitted
Haiel_ Mxs. --Josephine-F
by 12 noon, the day
Shroat, 302 S. 13th., Murray,
before publication.
Mrs Hilda C. Gardner, Rt.
-1
reader
All
Box 49-B, Murray, Mrs.
classifieds must be
Geraldine--Sykes, 313 Highsubmitted by 12 noon
wood, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Fannie
before
the day
L. Williams, 822 Hurt Dr.,
publication
Murray,Ervie G. Willoughby,

in southwestern Pennsylvania
and other northern states.
Other barges carried salt for
highways and petroleum
products.
Those with fuel oil or salt
will be given first priority.
Pedigo said.
"It will take them three'
days or so to get to the
Louisville area, and I would
plae Charleston at six or
seven days and Pittsburgh at
maybe eight days once the
river rises," Pedigo said.
"They won't really make good
time because of ice. They can
go on through the ice but it will
be slow. They will have to
break up the ice as they-go, in
some places."
Sunny, slightly
weather moved Intothe Ohio
Valley Monday and Tuesday.
Pedigo said that might "help
raise the water level a little."

4armer

The honor roll for the third
six weeks at East Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by the principal, Bob
.
Allen, as follows:
Sixth grade—Nancy Miller,
James Lusk, Tina Housiien,
Williams, Dena
Janna
Waldrop,Skip Weber, Vincent
Alton, and Ronnie Bryan.
Seventh
grade—Randy
Dawson, Ellen King, Deanna
Underhill Ja_y Yoqn_g. , and
Joey Zinkovich.
Eighth grade—Pattie Ross,
Kim Weatherford, Debbie
Stubblefield, Tammy Davis,
Kathy Bynum, Leslie Atkins,
Colson,
Debbie
Roger
Ferguson, Candy Maddox,
Mike Jackson, Tona Lovett,
Lone Hale, Kim Marrs, Cindy
Johnson, Debbie Hooks, Lisa
Garland, and Kelly.King.'
Special Education—Wade•
Powers, Sherri Lew, Terry
McGeehee, Karla Allbritten,
Lisa Webb, Royce Harris, and
Tim Philpott.

"If we make
an error on
your taxes,
we pay the penalty.
And the interest'
HOMY W. Block

- Reason No. 14 why li&R Block
.
should do your taxes.

H&R Black doesn't make many mistakes.
Our people are trained not to. But if we
should make an error that costs you
additional tax, you pay only the additional
tax. Block pa_ys any penalty_and interest.
We stand behind our work.

WM BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
..903 Arcadia St. 753-9204

OFFICE HOURS: 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays, 9 AM to 5 PM S.
'

AllttAt41,171t.

DRUG

STORES'
•••:4.

ItiltSCHS
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:

Self-Adhesive

Girls

Paper

Tights

18 Patterns

Size 1-3
4to 6X 7-10

97'

77'
Many Colors

2.501
IOU LE

Mens & Boys

Sweaters
:11.6 $3 00

1/2

Aviance

Price

PRINGLES

You're Gonna Have
An Aviance

Entire

1 LB
Box

SPRAY'
COLOGNE

vm

VALENTINE
CANDY

REG

OR HERBAL

.770

Stock

Leisure
Shirts

FOR MEN

POTATO
1
-:
3- 4 CHIPS

BRACH To re

Men's

(/:/( 1/iire"

TWIN
PACK

Ladies

Jumpsuits

4

,,, A ,Roi• .
* I 1 Vaseliffe
)
LI INTENSIVE Fi305181.171f
r,i .imamCARE •

,,NyQuil
•

-..•-:- ..%

L/Sleeve

1—'---

Due To Gas
,Hrr IVE

—

:

20%

$3
0
°

Shortage Our Hours

,

1111161
KRiu,,,

Foi macs-

Cfracin1.3herry

10 OZ
BOTTLE

..
,

-Sat.
.
9-7 Mon

20%
MORE
FREE

COOL1MG host losentrae

Hours In Cooperation
With Energy Emergency
10-7

Daily

1-5 Sunday

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Mom

Open 10-7 Daily 1-5 Sunday

LOTION

Va

X
t

• 2.03

83C

___..0
wolurFORMULA --....

v. . . rowrionza .-44'N
x:.. mew
44

12-5 Sunday

-

-.

Formula
, Mei or with
w
—
Igen
32
02
toned

Coupons* FURNACE
mows,%online
4*spas Soli

( ans6

FILTERS

,urs.:41-11'—
1.1 .1 ,,i ig

l."

44clwri TI

1.07 • 4.41

*IPEOODrit-[Bann *'

BOX OF
AO

• .„7:77,-,,i 77,

fo,,. ,

vVR A P
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-PDLIDENT

FREE
______PACK
C., TABLETSFRE
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.................
FREEDENT
.kfrS V

(BE9
d-d-d-d-d—d
THIS COUPON
* 1.77 ------' 83C AND
1 -111
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FRESH DRESSED

WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS!

Lb
BAKING HEN
FRESH
CHICKEN LIVER
Eb.5
KELLY'S•14 oz. PKG.
CHUCKWAGON STEAKS....8E
SLICED
SMOKED HAM
/
1
4
IN THE PIECE
Lb
RAG BOLOGNA
REELFOOT°12 oz. PKG.
Pkg.
BEEF WIENERS

REELfOOT

shA0
140, 1°
/
tkNjG
v4ViOtE
SHANK ********
.........
BUTT

•

Lb. -79c
.
.. Lb. 98c

OSCAR MAYER

PORK SAUSAGE LINKS
MISS TENNESSEE

FAMILY PAK

PACKAGED BY FROSTY MORN

GROUND
BEEF

SLICED

BACON
•

12
67z.
PK

59A
v

Lb. 69°

14.

*
FRUIT
COCKTAIL

BIC
,LIGHTERS

2 90

19'

DISPOSABLE

CANS
O8

s1.49 REGULAR PRICE

1,11,F
11,413

,sil

BANKROLL
CRISP
"ICEBERG"

LETTUCE

THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

HEADS
FOR
NORTHSIDE
LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
DRAWING
TENDER.FRESH

BROCCOLI
JUICY•CALIFORNIA•NO. 88 SIZE
NAVEL ORANGE
WASHINGTON STATE

YELLOW DELICIOUS
APPLES

DD.

ba5D,-01Ds>

79
4F.,49c
29'

BUNCH

Lb.

NO
WINNER

FROSTY ACRES'FROZEN

ONIONS RINGS 16 oz Pkg.

ARMOLR•24 oz.(

ST1
r re BEEF
ARMOZ R•LUNCH
SLICED STRAWBERRIES...Da- TREET 12 a
KRAFT•CHEESE•12 oz.
FROSTY ACRES•FROZEN•10 oz.

AMERICAN SINGLES

DD.D
••••••••••,trazasre...7.,-

•

79,

t 0, ARMOUR•151
1
C

2 0Z,

HILI WITH ,

•

•414 ..../%01.11%•

:nic3, rreonesoot reorvary

IV//

4eg

3,4"rtt

TIDE
DETERGENT

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, FEB. 8, 1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

10th it Chestnut

12th & Story

• 9 AM
to
9 PM

GIANT
SIZE
BOX

7 AM to
10 PM
Daily

Closed
Sunday

10-6Sundays

LIMIT OF ONE
REG. PRICE: $1.39. SAVE 40'

PARKAY MARGARINE

Lb 59!
„59'
88'

A2 oi-

1 Lb.
PKG.

cNos

FOR 890

•

$

fotA

CAMPBELL'S
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

109

78'
kg 68
'
$1"

p.
•

GOLDI
AN
CORN
303 C

cot
srYa"c00,

Acs

C- 0 N )E NSt

Chicken 1072 ca.5FOR
Noodle CANS
*imk%0VVVP** OFLIMIT
FIVE

SAVE:27'

MERICO

ORE-IDA
CRINKLE CUT

FRENCH
FRIES_
2
Lb.
BAG

I00

CHICKEN NOODLE
SOUP

19

CATSUP BISCUITS
14 oz. BOTTLE

390

8 oz. CANS
PACKAGE
OF

SIX
CANS

gn
/

6 oz. TENDER VITTLES
PKG.

CAT
FOOD

CHICKEN•BEEF•TUNA•LIVER

2FOR

69e

Effective Immediately
Due to the energy shortage
our new store hours are
SOUTHSIDE STORE ONLI.

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
At Both Northside
and Southside Stores
Southside Store will be open
Sunday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

CAKE DECORATING

cct

FOR YOUR

40
'

FAVORITE
OCCASIONS
SOUTHSIDE

VALENTINE'S DAY FEB. 14

Jettie Cathey
Wins $400

SOUTHERN PECAN
PIE $209

OMNI

1OLR•24 oz. CAN

EEF STEW

WO:R•LUNCHEON

REET 12 oz. CAN
1OUR•151 2 oz. CAN

HILI

WITH

BEANS

95c
$115
57c

BS>3

• We are actively participating in reducing energy consumption by lowering our thermostats and shortening our
store hours.
•

.y
PA(
I
j
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Care Urged In Installation
Of Base Station CB Antenna

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•600 COOPER DRALEXINOTON, KY. 40602

Ket
t EB.3
THURSDAY,
Eastern/Central Time
330/230 p.m. CAREER EDUCATION "Job Clustering"
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
500/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
53014:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
6;30/5:30- ()Nee-- UPONLASSIC "David CoPpertield"
Dceird lives in Mr. Wickfield's
house while attending school
and meets Uriah Keep.(R. from
Sat., (Captioned)
-7-430i6t00 OW SERIES-"&dath
XI Algebra"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN How to grow
orchids in your home. (R. from
•
&um.) 8:00/7:00
PALLISERS
First episode in ::022-week series
based on AnthoWy Trollope's
novels of political dynasty and
high society during Queen Victoria's reign.
9/30/8:30 MEAT The newest
in Frederick Wiseman's series of
documentaries on American institutions, "Meat" examines the
Process by which Americans receive one of their main food
staples.
4
FEB.
FRIDAY,
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. SONG BAG/
MAGIC PAGES
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7;00/6:00 GETTING ON A discussion of issues and concerns
of senior citizens. (Captioned)
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY
8:00/7:00
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
WALL STREET
8:30/7:30
WEEK
DOCUMENTARY
9:00/8:00
SHOWCASE "Cowboys- A look
at life on a ranch in Northwestern Colorado
10:00/9:00 AGRONSKY AT
LARGE
10:30/9:30 WOMAN

•

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hese net
received their home-delivered
copy, of The Matey Ledger 11,
Nees by 5:30 p. m. MaimFriday or by 330 p.m. or Satyrdays era urged to cell 753-1916
betrerre 510 p. a. end 6 p. la.,
Mealey-Friday, er 3:30 p. a.
end 4p. a. Saturdays, to awe
- delivery of the measpeper. Cella
most be paced by 6p. a. weekdays or 4 p. m. Sortyrdays to
guarantee delivery.

Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond. .
Louisville
Madisonville
Morehead
Murray-Maylield

WK AS 25
WKGEI 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA -85
WKLE 40
WKMJ 69
WKMA 35
WKMR 38
WKMU 21

°wanton
Piksrlille
Somerset
TRANSLATORS
te
Barbourville
Cowan Creek-Eolla
Falmouth
Louisa
Pineville
Whotasburg

BUSINESS Environments of
5
FEB.
SATURDAY,
Business.
Eastern/Central Time
7:00/6:00 IT'S EVERYBODY'S
8:00/7:00 a.m. VILLA ALEBUSINESS Sole Proprietorships
GRE
and Partnerships.
8:30/7:30 MISTER ROGERS
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGANEIGHBORHOOD
ZINE
9:00/8:00 SESAME STREET
EVENING AT SYM8:00/7:00
A
10:00/9:00 ONCE UPON
PHONY Seigi Ozawa conducts
CLASSIC
the Boston Symphony OrchesELE10:30/9.30 TEACHIN
tra..end sertetst Jetephrldversteirt- 'MET/TART-SMOOT.:
in Schoenberg's Violin Concerto.
EVERYIT'S
11:00/10:00
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
BODY'S BUSINESS "American
THEATRE Upstairs, Downstairs
Business"
Joy
"The
James takes his
Ride"
EDUCAREER
11:30/16:30
stepmother up on an airplane,
CATION "Job Clustering"
-and -anxiety grips Me-household
12:00/11:00- IT'S - -"EVERY-when they are reported missing.
BODY'S BUSINESS The BusiLINE
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN
ness Firm"
"The
Hard Case" James'.first
FOR
CHUST
12:30/11:30
Mr.
mate,
and
Baines
crewthe
FANCY
men of the "Pampero" must
1:00/12:00 NEW SHAPES: ED.
fight for their lives in shark inUCATION
fested waters when the ship is
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEAhit by a tremendous storm off
TER Russian Classics "Storm
Cape Horn.
Over Asia" Pudovkin's melodrama about a Mongol fur trap7
FEB.
MONDAY,
per set up as a puppet ruler in
Eastern/Central Time
Mongolia by foreign powers. (R.
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
from Tues.)
"Literature II. Prose-Figurative
3:30/230 CINEMA SHOW-Language"
CASE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
TIVE ON THE NEWS
NEIGHBORHOOD
ON
COMMENT
4:30/3:30
5:30/430 ELECTRIC COMKENTUCKY
PANY
5:00/4:00 NOVA The Sunspot
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
Mystery" Scientists claim the
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
earth gets much colder when the
YOU
sun loses its spots as it seems to
7:00/6-:00 FIRING LINE
be doing now. (R. from Wed.)
8:00/7:00 MEETING OF
(Captioned)
MINDS Host, Steve Allen mod6:00/6:00 THE -WAY IT WAS
erates a discussion by Attila the
"1953 NFL Championship:* .
Hun, Emily .Dickinson, Galileo
FACINFINITY
6:30/5:30
and Charles Darwin on their
TORY
roles in history.
(R.
SEE
7:00/6:00 STUDIO
0:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
from Tues.)
CALL-IN
7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SURCLASSIC "David Copperfield"
VIVAL KIT "Comfort Control",
David falls in love with Arl.
How proper home weatherproof Spenlow's daughter.
.
THOMAS
mg can pay for itself.
8:00/7:00 LOWELL
10:3010:30 BOOK BEAT
REMEMBERS "1967"
8:30/7:30 INTERNATIONAL
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
8
FEB.
TUESDAY,
9:00/8:00 THE ZOO A tour beEastern/Central Time
hind the scenes of London's one
h'Undred and fifty-year old zoo3:30/2:30 p.m. TEACHING
logical garden.
ELEMENTARY SCHOO SCISOUNDSTAGE
10:00/9:00
ENCE
"Tom Waits and Mose Alllson"
4:00/3l00 SESAME STREET
PYMONTY
11.:00/10:00
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
'Mows 'FLYING CIRCUS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6
FEB.
SUNDAY,
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
Eastern/Central Time
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE
2:00/1:00 p.m. GREAT PER7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
FORMANCES "Salome" Karl
"Orientation and Test-Taking
Bohn conducts the Vienna philSkills"
harmonic in Richard Stream'
CAPTIONED
7:30/6:30
one-act opera based on the play
FRENCH CHEF "To Stuff A
by Oscar Wilde. (R. from Wed.)
Sausage"
4:00/3:00 ANTONIA; A POR8:00/7:00 PICCADILLY CIRTRAIT OF THE WOMAN DocCUS "The Author of Beltraffio"
umentary produced by. Judy
A y.ourxj American watches the
Collins and Jilt Godminow on
dramatic conflict,. between an
the life of An.tonia_BriC.Q..c9(71'.
English novelist and his wife.
doctor of the Denver SymPhOn.V..
9:00/8:00 MOTHER'S LITTLE
Orchestra.
NETWORK A fast paced come5:00/4:00 THE 200 IR. from
dy with Mother's Little NetSat.)
work posing as an up and com6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICing family-ovvned broadcasting
TORY GARDEN A demonstraCOrtipany.
tion ol forcing rhubarb and
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THEAblanching chicory.
TER "Earth" Alexander Dov6:30/5:30 IT'S EVERYBODY'S

WKON 52
WKPI 22
WKS° 29
'y 1'or
9
56
10
8
73

zhenko"s last silent film is a
lyrical expression of the life
cycle of man.

WEDNESDAY.
FEB. 9
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 0.T. GED SERIES
"Literature III Poetry"
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
13:00/4:00 •tdttSTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30/e:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 _ZOOM
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU7:00/6:00 MD "Gout" Dr.
William Kelley of the University
of Michigan's School of Medicine hosts this program on the
causes and problems of gout.
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGAZINE
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Plastic
Prison" The real-life story of
David, the five-year-old Houston, Texas boy who lives inside a- plastic bubble because he
has no natural defense against
disease or infection.
900/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES Leonard Bernstein
conducts the Israel Philharmonic in Gustav Mahiac's Vag Wm:phony based on six Chinese
poems by Li-Tai-Po...

FRANKFORT — If you
recently received a new base
statism CB radio and plan to
install the antenna yourself,•
be careful.
That's the advice of E.
Edsel Moore,. manager of the
Department for Human
Resources' Pesticides and
Consumer Product Safety
branch. "So far three known
antenna-related deaths have
occurred m Kentucky Within
the last four months; two of
were
victims
these
teenagers," said Moore. The

Men's

Dress
Shoes

$10
Values
to
$35

Call 753-8856

Shop

equipment is steadily increasing, said Moore. Many of
them also have mobile units
and wish to remain in contact
%kith their families while
traveling near home..

To

their
in
•'Sbmetinies
eagerness to install the antennae on or near their homes

200 East Main

-

(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)

.they fail to take.precautionary

Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities

(HOSPITAL nom)

We feel this move will
allow us to give you
Better and Faster Servite.

Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center
—Always Plenty Of Free Parking—

PeopleS, Likins Tr. Court,
Mayfield, Ms. Sara L Jensen,
Elizabeth Hall, MSU, Murray,
Christopher M. Jones, R.R. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy E.
Eturkeen, R.R. 1, Almo, Mrs.

OTASCO

.tennie

Sue Howell, R.R. 3,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Tammy J
Melton, R.R. 8 Box 470,
Murray, Hollie L. Oliver, Box
151, Hazel, Mrs. Hontus S
Banks, Fern Terrace Lodge
Murray, Walton D. Sykes,
R.R. 1, Hazel, William D
Greene, R.R. 4, Box 135,
Murray, Lester J. McCann,

Dollar Days
Westinghouse

1616 Miller St., Murray, Orville -E. Boyd, 1704 W.

our

-•••••••11111111

"SOFT-WHITT"

St., Murray.

59

3 PKGS.

2 to a

PLIERS

Only

Bulbs in 60, 75, or 100 watt
size, LIMIT 6 PKGS, 5.3-IG5 IC65 IC'

PKG..

TUBE SOCKS
MULTI-COLOR PRO STRIPES

PAIR
Children's
Ladies

Dress
Casual
$12-10-$8-$6

Buster
Brown

Machine
washable
cotton blend
socks.
63 385-I 3

Limited
Quantities
Forges:I steel, slip-joint pliers.

42 :CA

Eveready
C or D

Values to
$21.99

foRMDC
wilanor

Values to $36

$2

THERMOS
Reg.
$2.99

Ladies'

Handbags
One qUart size. Plaid
design. iv - 5

(excluding Aigner)

Values to $25

315

WESTCLOX

ALARM
CLOCK
Reg. $3.69

Sale Starts Thursday Morning

Coleman

[Coleman.] I
fUll
•1
..

Fuel

•.
14,
11: lo:

All Sales
Final!!!
No Exchanges
No layaways
No Personal
Charges
Limited
4 Quantities'

$169

Electric-accurate & depend .
able; hos sweep s.econd h6gd and
'
shatterproof lens. 52 VC 2

GALLON

Sale Prices Good At Over 600 Stares Throughout The S00% a Southwest.

OTASCO

•Ke

chil
teal

pro
you

Has Moved Its

steps," continued Moore.
As a result, many are
seriously injured and in many
cases, die.
Last year 92 deaths and 156
injuries associates" with CB
antennae were reported by the
U. S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission.
January 25, 197
Adults 134
For the do-it-yourself inNursery 10
staller, Moore offers the
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS following safety Steps:
DISMISSALS
— Before attempting to
Larry H. Black, R.R. 1, Box install the antenna, Contact
442, Murray, Mrs, Linda H. the local power company.
Feltner, R.R. 2 Box 350, — Plan to do the installation
Murray, Mrs. Gracie L. on a day when the weather is
Holland, R.R. 4, Box 141, fair and the wind is calm.
Murray, Mrs. Rhonda N.
— Use rope to anchor the
Wrye, R.R. 7, Box 85, Murray. antenna; should it fall acMrs. Kathy M. Sledd, R.R. 5,
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Peggy J

SALE

$15

(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Murray Supply

6-INCH

Florsheims.__
To
$45

Electrolysis

mo
Ea:

deaths were investigated by.
Moore's office.
The number of persons
CB
station
base
using

Final Clearance

Values

For Information
Regarding

inform his office of persons
whose injuries or deaths
appear to be CB antennarelated. This information
should be sent to him atDepartment for Human
Resources, 275 East Main St.,
40601,
Ky.,
Frankfort,
telephone- (502) 564-4537.

cidentally, the probability ot
the antenna coming in contact
with power lines is lessened.
— Do not attempt to convert
a mobile antenna unit into a
base antenna unit.
In addition, Moore urges
both doctors and coroners to

Flashlight

Men's

1.millimmilair
.
111
.
vemlwIlmon1010111

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8391
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LiHey Cornett Woods Preserved As Museum Of Virgin Wood

-Children
Winners
In Battle

FRANKFORT — As winter
ice and snow retreat and
spring advances, some
Kentuckians will find themselves tired of four walls and a
ceiling. For those • who find
themselves in need of trees
and grass this spring, one
pOskible escape from confinement is LiIley Cornett
Woods.
But this year's visitors to
the virgin-timbered area 25
miles southeast of Hazard in

James.B. Graham
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
•Kentlicky's. exceptional
children are the winners in a
team effort to battle the
problems of handicapped
youngsters.. •
Since 1948 the Commonwealth and the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults
have teamed up to establish a
program for educating handicapped children.
Originally some people
thought that "exceptional"
meant gifted children rather
than those, afflicted with
handicaps. Thus for a time the
program was known as one for
handicapped children. While
there is still occasionally a
problem of terminology, the
program has returned to the
title
_ of exceptional children.
In 1948, Tom Noe of Logan
County, an Easar 'Seal
Society, board member who
was a member of the General
Assembly, introduced a bM
into the House which
established a Division of
Education for Exceptional
Children.

James B. Graham (left), state superintendent of Public
Instruction and Stella Edwards (right), director of the
Bureau for Exceptional Children, accept a plaque from
William Padon, of the Kentucky Easter Seal Society _
board of directors. The award was for the bureau's
leadership and dedication in programs for educating
Kentucky's exceptional children.

Dentists Have Until March 1
To Have Mercury Level Checked

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Dentists who want the Kentucky Department of Labor to
check their offices for abnormal mercury levels have
untillurch I to request this
service, according to the
department's medical consultant, Dr. J. Bradford Block.
Dr. Block said his medical
An assistant to the director consultation team has taken
during those formative years, its "mercury sniffer" to about
Stella A. (Tommy) Edwards, 200 offices across the state
was recently named to head since the survey began last
the-program which has since fall.(The "sniffer" can detect
been established as the minute traces of metal in such
Bureau for Education for hard-to-reach areas as
Exceptional Children.
woodwork and shag carDr. Edwards and James B. peting.)
Graham, superintendent of
The visits, free of charge,
public instruction recently began after the death of a
accepted an award from the Shepherdsville dentist. An
society, honoring the bureau - autopsy revealed a high level
for "outstanding leadership of mercury in his body.
and dedication in expanding
A series Of articles in the
programs of educ,ation of
Journal of the American
exceptional children in the
Dental Association warning of
Commonwealth." •
the risks of mercury exposure
Cooperation between the gave impetus to the survey,
bureau and the society con- conducted in cooperation with
Dental
tinues with the society the
Kentucky
providing special education Association.
classes at some of their
The Department of Labor is
centers around the state. They also working with lab perprovide follow-up care for the sonnel in the Department for
state's children with-hearing Human Resources to check
tests, transporiiltion for blood samples taken from
further testing and a wealth of dentists and their employees.
other services...all with the Thus far 50 blood samples
- befieflt Of Kentucky's ex- have been studied, but none
ceptional children in mind.
revealed abnormal mercury
,
,,,,
aaaaansamamisaamala

levels, Dr. Block said:metropolitan
-Several
regions in Kentucky, including
the Louisville area, have been
visited frequently by the
medical team. However, trips
to outlying areas have been
curtailed by the state's
record-breaking cold weather.
Dr. Block said the group
hoped to resume voluntary
surveys as soon as weather
conditions improve.
Dr. Block stressed that
dental patients need not fear
contracting mercury
poisoning sinte only high level
or long-term exposure can
lead to neurological impairments. Symptoms include
tremors, speech disorders and
hyperactivity.
Persons working in dental
offices can be susceptible
since mercury is used in
compounds for fillings.
Although the -effects' -of
mercury are minimal in that
state, damaging vapors are
given off by pure mercury.
The Cabinet for Public
Protection and Regulation,
which houses the Department
of Labor, offers a toll-free
number for dentists who have
not yet contacted Dr. Block for
a mercury iMiestigation*. That
number is 1-800-372-2967. Dr.
Block's address is the Kentucky Department of Labor.
1228 Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

.

Letcher County will find it in
different hands than visitors
of previous years. For the past
seven yeafs. Lilley Cornett
Woods has, been administered
by the division of forestry in
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources, and Environmental Protection.
Through a transfer agreement
effective Jan,. 1.. care jar the
woods is now the duty of
Eastern Kentucky University*.
According to the agreement,

Several Residents Volunteer
For Travelers' Language Bank

tone reason for the transfer is
the better uses to which the
state university can put the
wood's than the state forestry
division. It can. be used not
only by the university but by
the public as an outdoor
classroom — an adventure-in
learning about one of.the last
virgin forests in the eastern
_
U.S.
In addition to studying the
living laboratory, E.K.U. is
preserving the land as a living
museum of virgin timber,
botanical, biological, and
zoological life. The university
plan's also to use the land-to
promote research and study of
the natural area, its

FRANKFORT, Ky. — the University. of Cincinnati.
Several Kentucky- resicients— Mrs WI dun'len, äi artist,
have offered their assistance was born in Czechoslovakia
for foreign travelers in ithe and received her education in
state by volunteering for the the United States and Gerstate Department of Public many
Another Kentuckian, EdInformation's "language
ward Nieman, of Williambank."
These volunteers will be sburg has offered his
in
sevefal
included on a list provided to assistance
hotel, motel and state- languages. Born and raised in
operated tourist center Oermany. Nieinann,is fluent
managers. Personnel at these In that country's language. He
centers for foreign - visitors also speaks Dutch, having
will phone language. bank spent five years-in a Dutchcom- language territory.
when
volunteers
Niemann spent several
munication difficulties arise.
Dal Lovric, a retired Ford years as a missionary in InMotor Company employe donesia 'and has offered his
living in Lee County, has of- abilities in that language also.
Mario Lopez, who received
fered his assistance in five
languages.cLovric's native his American citizenship last
language is 'ft-rbo Croatioo, year, is a native of Cuba and
but.his mother was of Italian has offered his help to
heritage so he speaks Italian Spanish-speaking visitors.
Lopez now lives in Louisville.
fluently, as well.
He studied both French and --Hungarian is the language
German while in high school specialty of Laszio Pasztor
arid lived in France from 1947- Jr., a Second I.ieutenant in
United States Army stationed
1951.
In a letter to Public In- at Ft. Knox. Pasztor has
Commissioner previously served as a
formation
James C. Vernon, Lovric said Hungarian translatorhis familiarity with German broadcaster for the Voice of
saved his life during his im- America in the U.. S. Inprisonment at a, Maulhausen formation Agency.
According to Public Inconcentration camp during
, - fornration- • Commission*r
World War
The Beattyville resident James Vernon, the language
also speaks Russian,. similar bank is part of the state's
effort to encourage foreign
to his native language.
A Covington couple, Mr. and visitors to include Kentucky
Mrs. Peter Verdurmen, have on their vacation itineraries:
offered their abilities in - Anyone- interested in- par- French, German, Turkish and ticipating in the program
Spanish. Both attended should write the ComStanford University and missioner of Public Inparticipated in the school's formation, Capitol Annex,
foreign language programs at Frankfort, Ky., 40601. Vernon
its overseas campus in requested that those inFrance, in addition to spen- terested include name, adding two years in Turkey as -dress;telephone number and
an estimate of language
Peace Coips volunteers.
Mr. Verdurmen, a native abilities.
Belgian
of
American
parentage, holds a literary
degree from the University of
Paris (Sorbonne) and a
doctorate in English literature
from Stanford. He has spent
the past five years teaching at
r

ecosystem (the plant and
animal life) and mineral and
geological structures that are
to be found in the woods.
In 1918, when Lilley Cornett
bought the woods that are now
named after him, appreciation of the value of the
virgin trees in their living
state was what he had in mind,
and it is what he lived for..
After he died, he left the 554acre tract of virgin timber to
his children, who sold the land
in 1969 for $275,000 to tlje state
to be preserved for future
generations.
Hemlock, black walnut,
chestnut oaks, beech and pitch
and scrub pine, all are part of

this forested area that is one of
the last and largest remains of
an era — the Mixed
Mesophytic Forest — that
goes back 70 million years.
More than 70 kinds of trees
have been found as suivivors
of the forest that held more
species of trees than any other
in the world. When geologic
and climatic conditions began
changing about 30 million
years ago, the Mixed
Mesophytic Forest became
bound to the eastern Kentucky
region. A forest similar toLilley. Cornett Woods may still
be found in mountain areas in
China or small scattered
areas elsewhere.

Pagliai's Pizza

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Every Wednesday Night 4:00-9:00 only

Italian Spaghetti
Combination Salad
Garlic Bread & Drink
(MILK OR ALL THE FRESH BREWED TEA OR FRESH
GROUND COFFEE, OR SOFT DRINK YOU CAN DRINK)

All For $
You Can't Eat This Good
at Nome for $1.59
(INSIDE DINING ONLY)

LUXURIOUS DINING FOR 225 PEOPLE

Pagliai's Pizza
HOME OF THE BOTTOMLESS COKE
753 2975

510 Moin

OCK EM OUT/011

Handicapped
Education
Is Assured

Special
Announcement
Murray Memorial Gardens
proudly announces completion
of the first building of the

CHAPEL MAUSOLEUM
Considerable savings are available for a limited time toward
purchase of Mausoleum Crypts. For additional information,
call: 753-2654 or serml coupon below to:

1
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Rt.,2, Box 37 A-1, Murr,w Kv. 42071
-r

PHONE

.NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

TIP

....:1900464,WWWW-r4IfiRMAPaplawk,:;,.,,,,••,,, • ,• ,
soweinninsienoninarrov.

FRANKFORT, Ky. -"Implementation of this new
will offer equal
plan
educational opportunity to all
exceptional children in
Kentffcky," said Dr. Stella A.
Edwards-, assistant
superintendent of the Kenof
Department
tucky
Education's Bureau of Exceptional Children.
The plan was outlined in
amendments to Kentucky's
Plan,
,Annual Program
Education of the Handicapped
Act. The amendments were
contained in P. L. 94-142,
recently approved by-the U. S.
Office of Education.
Exceptional children are
identified as those who havtlearning disabilities, are.emotionally disturbed, mentally handicapped, physically
handicapped and those wit(
communication disorders.
The bureau is currently
planning a program of child
identification location and
evaluation with provisions to
protect the confidentialiti of
files of children identifiea as
handicapped.
"Full educational opportunities should result for
all handicapped children, with
priority being specified for
those who are not now
receiving an education," said
Dr. Edwards.
The amendments bring the
department of educati
plans for the education of
children identified as handicapped into compliance with
the Federal Education of the.
Handicapped Act.
Those
in
interested
reviewing the, .amendments
may contact. Dr. Stella. A-.
Edwards at the Bureau for
Erceptional Children, 19th floor, Capitol Plaza Tower.
Frankfort. ty. 40601.

7"

'mouth of the mississippi'
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
\thursday / 3 february 1977.1 7:30 p.m.
advance general admission $3 advance student
admissto\n $2 all trckets at the door on day of Show $4

tickets may be purchased at the west kentucky livestock and
exposition center, college farm road, Roses Dept. Store and
Stokes Implirnent Co.
for additional ticket Infogrration.-- write or call -west, kentuckl• livestock and exposition center
(.502) 753-8890
murray gate university rnurray, kentucky 42071, phone
•

+am

11...444111.4114.4414.441M

—
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5. Lost And Foond

2 Notice

2 Notice

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
MondiyStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.
COLOR -PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
.Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free -parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Chinese
Cooking
School
Call 753-5679

The
Rcinhandier
Dixieland
C•11161'

For Iniesinetise

Flourscent Bulbs

. up to 96"
Specially Priced from
1 to case lots

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

LOST FLORIDA drivers
license, in a black
wallet. Name of Hearn.
\Call 753-9620.

Duracell Batteries
for Fire Alarms
& Auto

DO YOU believe the Holy
13ib1e is -God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 75309841t is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

;2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME!
Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

office space.
tilities furnished.

SALON,
FIGURE
Dixieland Center. 'Call
for free visit and information, 753-6881.

Phone
753-3341, or
753-3342

Special $1.29
Waitress service.
Grecian
Steak House
Olympic Plaza

.
••

Nancy

I

ALINJT PRITZI I JUST WOI-CE UP
WITH CHILLS AND A HEADACHE
AND A SORE THROAT
AND AN UPST
TOM ACH

$100.00 and more weekly
possible working Part
Time at home. Age and
Education no barrier.
Send self addressed
stamped envelope.
King, Box 233 VM
Mantua, N. J,-08051. -

Electrical Repairs
Heaters, Etc.
Murray Home

& Auto
Chestnut Street
..ROTHERS FOREIGN
AUTO Service invites
you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
and courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

TRUCK MECHANIC
needed. Taylor Motors,
Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob
Bazzell or Walter Byars.
EXPERIENCED
BABYSITTER in my
home. Call753-9539.

Oldest home
owned L operated

DRAFTSMANDETAILER. Immediate
opening for responsible
qualified draftsmandetailer with minimum 3
to 5 years experience for
commercial and
residential projects.
Responsibilities will
include detailing of
structural steel and
reinforced
concrete
•structures. Salary
_negotiable.- Send'
resume
to
Ted
Billington
Consulting
Engineers, P. 0. Box
-422, Murray, Ky.

in Calloway Co.

IT DIDN'T vi/ORI-c

Phone 753-3914

SCHOOL BUS

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th

23 CHANNEL Johnson
telephone CB for sale.
Never been used. Call
753-9067 nights, 753-4171
days.

previous insurance
experience in the

past

3 years and

are

now

working

Bankers

Life and

PROM1SE1:'. ONN ONE
CUP-OF COFFY_E A P.,*(:"

"WILSON! `
(OU
-

Casualty Company
- Telephone 443and

learn

14. Want To Buy

your spare time.

Confidential interview
An Equal Opportunity
Company
10. Business Opportunity
Distributor
Available

$500 A WEEK and more
potential earnings
servicing Retail and
Commerical accounts,
full or part time, with a
and
revolutionary
universally needed
product developed by an
established , and successful leader in its field
the
serves
that
Automotive, Truck,
Boat,
Motorcycle,
Heavy . Equipment and.
Vehicle
Recreational
industries. $7,999.20
required to purchase
inventory only with
Company arrangements
available and expansion
financing guaranteed.
Call toll free 1-800-6435933 for further information.
BUSINESS FOR SALE.
The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland
Shopping
Center is a real opportunity to sell name
brand junior clothes and
jeans.
Apply
to
manager.
Located
behind Buckingham Rays. Fixtures and
merchandise. Lease
building.
-

Y
.4EAR!s,,E- ONE
NOW!

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

WANTED: B-J Autd
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
$30.00.
fox,
Grey
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 502-886-3438.
GRAVEL
WANTED
truck. Call 753-7975.

AIR COMPRESSOR and
body and fender tools.
" Call 901-587-3578.
15. Articles For Sale
NICE WHITE cooking
range, good condition.
$49.00. Call 753-1394.
MOBILE HOME DOORS,
fireproof safes, heat
tapes for water lines.
Fire alarms for homes.
Hale Lock Shop, 7535980.

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
rick
per
$18.00
delivered. Call 753-3047
or 753-1358.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.

WOOD FOR SALE.
Hickory and oak. Call
Jim Rock Hudson, 4374481.
FOR SALE: Honeywell
770 automatic flash unit.
New batteries, slave
trigger. $75. Call 5278591.

.15,f
5UPPC5E,C2 TO SE .ERE
.0KiE ARMEC

THE TEARogi9T5
04/Lt: eRING -HE
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HARPCY LOOK
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15:Articles For Sale

how you can make
_a good income in

TERROR1575
USUALLY I.

LIKE

FOR SALE: 870 mag two
ribbed barrels 28-M, 30F, $225.
4-H-78-15
radials, used 2,000
miles,.$150. Fiberglass
camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x 10 HiLow shag carpet and
pad, $100. Antique brass
lamp, $275. Call 753-8327
or 753-0359.

PIE SAFE. Call 753-8103.
FIRE SCREEN for
fireplace
and
accessories. Will sell
separate or together.
Call 753-8200.
15 Home Furnishings
KING SIZE ,-water bed
with pedestal frame,
Still
under
new.
warranty. $130. Call 898
7733 anytime.

CB BASE tube type,
$65.00. Scout 250 linear,
$250. Call 753-4016 after 6
p.m.
CRAIG QUADRASONIC
tape player and tapes.
Call 753-V45.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.

=Ma
1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, 1 and 44
bath. On 90 x 1801ot. Call

17. Vacuum Cleaners
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum-for $29.95';•C-all
753-035,9.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE 300 Bales of
hay. Call 435-4426.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agrispring.
for
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
13-17 ALLIS CHALMER
tractor, plow, disc and 2
row John Deere drill.
Call 753-5936.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Paducah. Ky.
20. Sports Equipment

15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' camper-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 7534015 or 753-8300.
FOR SALE - fiberglass
Jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle, $25. One ton
chain hoist, $75. See at
Murray Muffler Service,
7th and Maple.

12 x 65 2 bedroom, bath,
living room and kitchen.
Call 7534418.
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NEW QUILT tops, 120
Call 753-1733.
1965 MERCURY, power
brakes, power steering,
air. 1965 Mustang,
convertible. 1950 Buick
'Torpedo Back, air
compressor.
Gun
cabinet holds 9 guns.
Also 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.

HAM"' ,r-r

BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE kits. Marbleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

-

'-.•
-- -

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Call 753-4578.

=-7
-

4

AVAILABLE NOW
Urethane foam. Al
-sizes;-all densities.
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1463 Story
Avenue. 753-E767-

_Anommarapsairmareftivh.W.
,

,.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd,- 1-247-

FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 livestuti‘

-A4lepitplimmA

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
24 Miscellan.ous
YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and
Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture; antiolie
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
spare avairtatte:' Ave
buy, sell on horsetrade,
607 Sotith 4th. Call 4362575..

S4plies

SOW AND nine pigs. Call
436-5560.
Supplies

AKC WHITE POODLES,
1 three year old. 9 week
puppies.
old
Reasonable. Call 7536413.
FOUR ESKIMO Spitz
puppies, 6 weeks old.
Call 1-527-8433.

AKC REGISTERED
Boxer puppies, male
and female. Call 7530957.
41 Public Sales
LARGE YARD sale on
corner of Hazel and Tom
Taylor Road. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 96.

MZ1111111

12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 34
GATFSBOROUGH
baths, all electric. Call
HOME. Exceptional
753-4548 after 5 p.m- quality-built -h-ome 'in
Gatesborough Subdivision with 3 large
12 x60 fully furnished and
bedrooms, 2 baths,
carpeted. Extras. Call
living room, large den
753-5807.
with beautiful cedar
paneling, wood beamed
29. Mobile Home Rentals
ceiling and lovely
fireplace, formal dining
TWO BEDROOM mobile
room, -kitchen, utility
home. Excellent conroom, 2 car garage and
dition. Electric. $80 for
many extras. This home
single, $85 for couple.
has lovely decor and is
Call 753-8216.
truly unique. Phone us
today for an appointment to view this
TWO BEDROOM all
home.
Kopperud Realty,
electric, water fur753-1222.
nished. Call 753-0957.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Brandon Dill.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT or
lease. Tobacco and
barns in Dexter Community. Phone or
contact Frank Cooper,
753-8358.
32 Apartments For Rent

TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F,
FOUR ROOM PRIVATE
apartment, fully furnished.
Deposit
required. $150 per
month. All utilities plus
cable T. V. furnished.
Call 753-9829.

22 Musical

•

36 For Rent Or Lease

38 Pets

on another job call

-

WE ARE
NOW OPEN
FOR
BREAKFAST
AT5:30 to 11:00

26 Ti Radio

have

you

If

BABYSITIER needed for
day, for a 2, year old.
Call 753-8675 anytime.

uP-'or rent 532 sq. ft.

Chestnut St. 753-2571

.. CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all.
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter for infant.
References anldtranaPartAion requir . Call
•
753-7264.

1192

Western Dark
wed Tobacco
Growers
Association

1.kg

SELL HORSE related
Products. Experience
not necessary. Must
have transportation.
Call Murray, 753-2287.

LADIES OR HUSBANDwife team. Queensway
to fashion is expanding
--tn your area. Need
and
counselors
managers to give some.
fashion showings. High
earning-no investment:.
$400. Free wardrobe.
Call 901-885-9150 or 8851289.

Chestnut Street

Bulbs

24 Miscellaneous

6. Help Wanted

Murvay Home

Household

„0..Y

LOST BLACK billfold in
front of Cine' Theatre.
Reward. Cali 753-7827.,

BELTONE - FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

Also have

Murray Home
& Auto

6 Help wanted

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment.
Water and sewer furnished. Call 753-1450.
ONE ROOM Efficiency.
Olive Street Apartments. Close to campus.
Call Van Haverstock, at
753-4451 or 753-8618.
33 Rooms Fri Rent

NICE
FURNISHED
room. Can be seen 300
Woodlawn.
HOUSE DIVIDED in
duplex. Call 753-4331.
SLEEPIN
ROOMS,
electric heat, private
entrance.
Zimmermah
Apartmelts, South
16th
Street. Call 743-6609.

4efrigerator,

keitilktrt-oit
the Country. Call 4362510.

FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house, five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by;
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive S
bedroom hrick with 2
paths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace:
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us
soon. Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
1003 SOUTH 16TH - 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
with carport, central
gas
heat, central
electric air, wall to wall
carpeting, patio with
gas grill. Very desirable
residential area. Make
an offer. Call 753-8080 orcome by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate.

We Can Help!
Long Term
Financing

1 2%
8/
Supply Will Not
Last Long

Call Today!
roldta
/L
- ;492.
Residence
153-6079
%Idea 1,4 !he World hdd

1:

s
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43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

itE HAVE PROSPECTS
for three bedroom
homes up to the 20's.
Come
by
Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 7533263.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

FOR SALE. Near Lynn
Grove. Good 3 bedroom
home on two acres. Two
baths, two fireplaces,
carpet, good well. Large
storage
building.
Concrete floor. Three
stall tool shed. Paved
road. Only $25,000. Good
28 x 60 ft. business
building on Highway 94
/
2 lot. 470 ft.
East, 11
frontage. Ideal for most
any type business. Has
good well and mobile
home hookup. Give us a
bid. Galloway Realty,
505
Main
Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 7535842.
NEW
LISTING3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath home
near Murray High
School. jlome is extremely neat and nicely
decorated, has central
heat and air, garage,
fenced backyard and
ample storage areas.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY,at 7534222for
more information on
this fine home. Price4 at
833,500.
WE HAVE an out of state
client wanting a house
with one or two acres
between Murray and
Milyfield.. Also Client
has asked us to locale
acreage east of Murray
preferably with pines.
Call us now at 753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

49 Used Cars L Trucks

46 iiumr,

5.111
!
.

Blt HOUSE for family,
renters help pay. Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, central heat.
Call 753-9612.

•

REA L TOR S

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061

1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-256.

1963 FORD customized
813 SHA-WA CIRCLE. van, - mag
Brick
home,
3
track stereo. Must see to
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
appreciate. Call 492living room, paneled
8441.
family ropm, kitchen,
utility room, carport, 1972 FORD PICKUP,
6
metal storage building.
cylinder with air. 1968
Dead end street. Call
Pontiac Bonneville with
753-6843.
air luid power. May be
seen 'at Murray Muffler
Service, 7th and Maple
NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre
Street.
unfinished house. $6,640.
Call 474-8843 or 753-4309.
1969
PONTIAC
Executive, brown, air.
THREE
BEDROOMGood condition. Call 753brick. Excellent con3559.
dition. Priced to sell_
. ,1702 College Farm
1962 WHITE ROAD
Road. Call 753-5287.
tractor, 220 Cummings
diesel engine, 10 speed r.
r. transmission. Tandem axle. Engine and
transmission like new.
Looks geed. $3500 or
trade. Call 436-5353.

FOR
SALE

BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street. Brick, 2'1 baths. Upstairs - I bedrooms,- storage.
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two_bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, den, kitchen and dining room.
Glassed front porch -with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2fireplaces,one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted; Ls bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room one kitchen sink,
shower. Double car.garage
with extra room in beck,
completely insulated.
Doublispeued driveway,one
brick outbuilding, fruit
trees, .9 of an acre. Completely fenced:
Phone

753-5862
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101
Pam
or
Rodgers, 753-7116.

MATADOR
1974
Brougham, excellent
condition. $1700. Must
sell. Call 763-4023 after
4:30.

free 7 616

FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model, 350 engine,
, 4 speed. CAM. headers,
sun -gauges, lift kits
front and rear, air
shocks and cragey
mags. Will trade for
Camaro or later model
Chevelle. Call 753-5612.
1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras. Local, ene
owner. Call 753-3465.
_
_

47 Motorcycles
YAMAHA MINI Endure.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda '550 four with
windjammer. Call 753=26.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
1973 Dodge pickup. Call ,
7534532.
1975 F-250 FWD topper,
14.35 mudders. Power
steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission.
Call 767-6254.

48 Automotlye Sprore
1968 FORD MOTOR,2406
cylinder, $75. also 1972
350 Jawa motorcycle,
- less than 2,000 miles.
$350. Both in A-1 condition. Call 753-9991.

1964 CHRYSLER runs
good. $150.00. Phone 3546217.

Auction Sale 1969 CHEVELLE,4 door,
power steering, factory
air. 307 V-8. $750. Call
C.O. Bondurant, 7533460._

every Friday night,
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
Old Fat Scottie will be here this week from St.
Louis. Old butter mold, silver coins, glass,
dishes, Lincoln Drape Aladdin Lamp,cobalt blue
kerosene lamp,other old lamps,set of dishes, old
tea kettles, bean pot, dutch oven, wash kettles,
iron skillet, graniteware, oak center table, bookcase, icebox, Seth Thomas weight clock, oak
dressers, washstand, old round table, camel
back trunk, pie safe, oak buffet, sewing
machines, churns, jugs, crocks, odd tables,
chairs, portable T.V., electric range, and lots
more. Don't miss this 011&,,,

1974 TOYOTA
land
cruiser hardtop. Call
753-8135.
1969 GRAND PRIX, full
power, cruise, and air
condition. Call 753-5688.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 3'4
ton, Call 435-4113 after 6.

Shorty McBride
#247 Auctioneer

50. Campers
SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1. Services Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
- night 442-7026.

$425.00 op,floored, molly to use. Alms proms, you build, es
low es 11110.00. Si I op to 24i 60 standard, Art will orecirt
say size needed. Bey Noe best fee less.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS
e!OSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. By day or
week. Call 753-0626.

ANNUAL AUTO AUCTION

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential:
mobile home-44okur
and service. Li nsed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 5, 1:00 P.M.

FERRY MORSE SEED
CO.,INC.

Otter-d

51 Ser)oLes Gitereu

51 Se.,

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates to- your
needs.

GENERAL
HOUSECLEANING
Call 753-3640.

ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, 'entrance,
kitchens. --ball J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
TAXES PREPARED,
will pick up information
needed at your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim
Fitch, 753-9799 for appointment.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and indastrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
_
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric _heat, air
condition, • appliances,.
water pumps, - water
heaters and wiring. 30_
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry Work. Phone
527-9959.

Jerry Burkeen
Bookkeeping
And Tax
Service
Office at...

Farmers Groin
and Seed Co.
Railroad Avenue, Murra
Call 753-4C36

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabiagt to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9818.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
WILL BABYSIT in ins
home days. Call 7535765.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home clit or
night. Call 7534947
- •

-

SERVICE.
TRASH
Garages cleaned Trash
hauled off. Warehouses,
barns, etc. Call 767-2357.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00 Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

GUTTERING
BY
- SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications.. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

REGISTER For Free Drawings
TERNS: Cash or Personalized Checks

Col. Rubert Ainley
Auctioneer li Realtor

122 Broadway
r

South Fulton, rri
901-479-2986 & 4794713 •
•
liWill..11441.4.- Rao.

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates: Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will he published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. V e have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help you write y our message.

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
GENERAL - BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
FOR A FREE, estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
RemoVal, 435-4343 or - I
753-9490.

LTJ

CUSTOM HAY bailing
anreustani combining.
Call p53-8090.

To Mom and Dad...

To My Wife, Ann...

W. couldn't hay. picked o
nicer pair of parentt in the
worldl Hare o Hopei Vol
entige's Dayl
•

Alter 1.5 wonderful yiso“
of marriage, I'm' itill head
oirerwhowills
-Mt yowl
Walter

Mike and Sue

•

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Delivery within 3 days to
Murray Area. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.

$25°

$25°
To Our
Favorite
Teacher

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland. „Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

Mrs Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn
We think you're tops!

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
OAT

To Jane - I want
rviy 'Valentine,

take,'

no

from
. Your Class

you for

and I won t

for on.esassuert.
lore, Tom

$300

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest'
White,753-0605.

$30!
Phone 753-1916

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

The Murray Ledger & Times

54 Free Column

(randparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
}ow.Loved Ones This Year
With i Ledger & Times Valentine

PUPPIES 8 weeks old.
Will be small dogs. Also
the mother Terrier
type, 11
/
2 years old. Call
436-5395.
FREE FEMALE Setter
and good Retrolver. Call
489-2345.
FREE-PART
Golden
Labrador “etreiver
puppy. Four mths old.
Call 4364341

ONLY 15' PER WORD

SOME EXAMPLES

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

Deor Jimmy )P•tii I lays
you motel than words con
•apress I hop* we will 01
wo_ys be together to shore
tIi. good and the bed love
always. See (Chock) P S
WornePloves you too'

Heaters-Heaters-Heaters-Heaters-HeatersNew Shipment

Just Arrived!
110 Volt Electric Heaters

Wholesale Electric
Supply, Co.
206 E. Main

WANZA
Happy Valsin
toilets Day TO OM switert•St

end most loving' wife and
mother Wet 10v• you Lorry
and Ctsod

753-8194

Heaters-Heaters-Heaters-Heaters

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST

All my love goes

to you on
Valentines Day.
Love John.

Name
Address
City
Zip

Salary commensurate with exp,,rience.
Excellent benefit program inclucl' g paid
retirement. Contact Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospit,. 502753-5131, extension 451.
An Equal Opportunity Emsiloyer

/ MAIL
I To:

FULTON. U.

- 1910-13 FORD Station Wagons
16. 1973 DODGE Window Vans
1 - 1966 CHEV. if Truck

Shout Them from the Classifieds!

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINfSS

VERTISING

CLASSIFIED

I

MURRAY
ELECTRONICS St SECUR'TY
If Its Electronic We'll Sen., ce
TV's, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Radios se,
Fire & Security Equipment Instolled.
603 South et* Street
Eddy Wilkins.
Phone 753-3436
'Lewis Andrew*
•

Ledger & Times
P.a Box 32
Murray, Ky.42071

.41111111111
,

State
Phone

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.
.11110111m-

441

a

..
-i---The.Murra
_, . Led er & Times
•

F.ditu(ials and opinionated articles on this page are prtIsroted for
thr purpose of provirling a forum for the free exchange-of differing
-pinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
pin ionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this -nenspaper strongh belie*.' that to luilit
,palionoted articles to onls those which ,parralletsithe editorial
,go iss0011) al Ibis nenspapernould be a dissers
--ret •rs
,.herilfore i.e urge readers who to not agree nith an editorial stanlf
Me ideas presented bv an indtvidual writer in A ,ohill111 1,
Aim their feelings on the partig War wow being diseu.ssed

•

IV

'Valter L. Apperson, publisher

Publtshol ii)
%HAMA)* NE‘NSI'111:16, Int

H. Gene MeCutcheon,editor
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Guest Editorial-

The Government,
As A Publisher

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice Pre-

OPEN-

mpinions expressed in this column are ijiose of the writer and do not
necessa- rilv reflect the edfltd9ht views of The Murray Ledger & Tunes.
Readers who Nould like to express their opinion on C.e issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a letter To The Editor

The Need For
Welfare R eform
By Chardon Harrigan

bring life into this world. In applying
7Editer'S Note.—MiSs`Hartigan:-is -restrictions 011 welfare, -the overall aid
"Sensing The News" columnist limitations should apply to women
AnthonyHarrigan'L 22-year old recipients as well as men. However,
daughter who works in Washington, attention should be given to revising
welfare rules which,have the effect of
D.C.
breaking up families or discouraging
With each new year the cost _of
the formation of them. Very often, the
welfare., programs. and unemployment
welfare systemhas promoted the
continues to rise, increasing the
disintegration of. the basic social unit,
already oppressive burdens on the
the family.
productive
taxpayers and on
Beyond these pcoposed changes and
businesses. Those who • financially
support this parasitic load with their
reforms, there is the major problem
that there are too many people in a few,
tax dollars are working harder and
concentrated areas of the country.
longer to bear the strain imposed upon
them. The inclustrious_sector of society
Many of our cities. especially in the
Northeast, are overcrowded and unable
is showing many signs of stress under
this overwhelming deadweight.
to operate effectively for their enorHeavy taxes, which must be levied in
mous populations. A given space canorder to1
/
4 sustain the welfare policies,
contain only a limited number of people
are causing many hard-working inand offer a good life_ to that number,.
dividuals toquestion the system and
When the numbers increase beyond a
their support of it and are preventing
certain level, the quality of life
corporations, as well as many small
deteriorates. Space, jobs, and financial
private businesses from expanding.
resources are related factors, Serious
Without the necessary funds for
unemployment and social problems are
business development, growth will
inevitable when population problems
come to-a standstill, and the market for
get out of hand. Therefore, in the long
new jobs will be stifled.
run, it would be wise for the country to
However, the original problem
encourage a dispersal of population
remains for the unemployed and for
from heavily populated areas into the
those handicapped in some fashion and
vast, almost empty regions of America.
who, therefore, find it difficult to
This would promote a social
support themselves and their families.
equilibrium.
Unfortunately, in alindst all cirThe need to encourage a dispersal of
cumstances, the welfare system is
population suggests that an alternative
abused. And it is this 411-treatment of a
welfare reform would involve providing
charitable program that must be
the recipient With a relocation option in
eliminated.
an area where greater job opportunities
The following proposal offers a
exist.
reasonable approach to the elimination
While these may not be the moat
of welfare abuses:
perfect proposals for welfare reform, it
A trial period of perhaps three
is clear.that alternatives to the present
Months should be allowed the unemsituation
are desperately needed. The
ployed individal. In this period, he
welfare system currently in force has
would be charged with seeking dome
proved to be wrong here as well as
means of self-suppOrt, while reeehg
elsewhere in the world. Changes must
public assistance. During The threecome, which, reduce dependency,
month period, the recipient of aid would
before the strength of our economy and
receive a sum adequate to support his
society is dangerously eroded.
family, with an extra amount apportioned specifically . for help in
searching for a job. The recipient of aid
would -have to account for his ex- penditure of funds received under this
assistance program.
It is possible that an additional
Federal Level
limited period of aid would be
U.S. Son Waiter 'Dee Huddloston 01
3327 Christi+ Building
authorized if the individual didn't find
Washington, D. C. 20510
. suitable work. During this period,
however, the aid recipient would have
U. S. Sen. Wendell M. Ford (D)
to spend a certain amount of time on
1121 Dighton Building
municipal
clean-up
or
civic
Washington, D. C. 20510
beautification projects. But only one
U.S. Oil. Corral Mairkeird, in.(D)
extension of aid should be authorized as
123 Canon Morse Office Building
public funds for welfare must be
Washington, D. C. 20515
restricted.
All U ,5 Senators and Representatives
If the individual fails to find a job
may be reached by telephone by dialing
after a personal search, he must accept
202 224-3121 where o U S Copt&
operator will connect you with the of
a job designated by the state emfinial of your choice
ployment agency. If this job is refused,
no further _public assistance would be
State Level
granted. Many jobs in a community go
Saito Sen. Richard Weistinberger (Di
State Capitol building
begging because welfare recipients
Frankfort, Ky 40601
today refuse to take what they term
Or
Vdead-end" jobs. Many municipal
Reale 7 tneyttld Ky 42066
clean-up tasks aren't accomplished
because communities can't lecate labor
Stre Rep Kenneth C P..., Dl
at affordable wage rates. This plan
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky 40601
would help solve that problem. .
Or
In general, the entire welfare
201 S. 3rd St., Murray II y 42071
situation is in need of a complete
revamping. Women who have children
State Rep Lloyd C. Ctapp )0)
- in ofder . to increase "theft welfare
Shiite Capitol Building
payments Shwist.be separated froth-theFreakier, Ky 40601
Or
welfare rolls. They should not be
P. 0. Bet SS, Maio, Ky 470$13
allowed to use this mercenary reastim to

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

rt

United States Industrial Council
TILE PARDON FOR DRAFT

As a publisher. The federal Decision-Making and Its
TODAY'S TOPIC: DODGERS
government can stir the most Stimulation.The Government Printing
dormant curiosity or acIn his first day in office, President
commodate the most offbeat Office can intrigue you oven
Carter settofisly anderthined the
more in listing ly9rks in process
security of the United States.
interest,
production. The catalog . The security of the country„depends
-of
monthly
Where but, in the
on a citizenry aware of its obligation to
United States Government gives some of these as: "Are
.defend,
the _nation _when..ordered ta do
Publications boOklet, fot— You Planning---On Living-.7.the
so. But Mr. Carter chose to grant a full
Life?"
Your
of
example, could you find Rest
complete and unconditional pardon to
all the Vietnamese-era draft dodgers
August- issue)'the Opportunity "Descriptive List-of-Treasure
who refused to serve their country
to get hard facts on "Two- Maps and Charts in the Library
when
called on to do so.
and
Congress,"
bedroom Apartment Over of
T. Cooper Holt, executive director of
Physical
"Evolutionary
and
Garage"?
the Washington office of the Veterans of
And only the hyper-uncurious Properties of Meteroids."
Foreign Wars, rightly said of the
Tax Foundation says the
would not want to see what the
presidential pardon: "This is one of the
saddest days in the -history of our
"Report to the President on GPO has been -printing away
Investigation .2,1-30" has to since. l860. Through mail orders ...country, even surpassing the
and government bookstores it '7Watergate days. President Carter will
say--about cheddar cheese.
have to accept the responsibility of
A recent catalog also offers offers more • than 25,000
arming our military in case of another
Soviet studies under a joint publications originating in
confrontation with a foreign power."
Sen. Barry Goldwater_ of Arizona
exchange program. If you have various federal agencies or in
no interest in "Whales and Congress. Selected publications ,expressed the same sentiment,
declaring Mr. Carter's action, "the
Dolphins," "Transmissions of are also available in over 540
most disgraceful thing that a President
the
Information Under Water," you libraries throughout
has ever done."
may be roused by "Risk, country.
Sen. Jake Garn of Utah commented:
—Tax Foundation, Inc. , "I'm disgusted. Fifty thousand young
Conflict and Uncertainty in

I

The Editor's4
Notebook

Sensing The Yews

Americans died in Vietnam who were
willing to serve."
How can President Carter dill on
other young Americans to serve, at the
risk of their lives, now that he has
pardoned those who fled to Canada and
Sweden in order to escape service?
Those who fled weren't men of
conscience. The law provides for the
sincere conscientious objector who has
religious objection to militark service.
The draft dodgers pardoned by Mr.
Carter were ,indiwiduals who took the
arrogant position that they had a right
to determine which wars they would
stipport. Citizens have no right to be
selective about which laws they will
obey. Furthermore, the draft dodgers
were willing for other young

HARRIGAN
Americans to risk their lives in
Southeast Asia.
The presidential pardon is a triumph
for the amrigsty lobby. Months ago, U.
S. Rep. John Ashbrook of Ohio warned
that the American Left was pushing for
unconditional amnesty and neonstruction aid for communist Vietnam.
Congressman Ashbrook called the
roll of organizations in the amnesty
drive, including the American Civil
Liberties Union, the National Lawyers
Guild, War Resisters League,
American Deserters Committee —
Sweden, and the Toronto American
Exile Group. It's tragic and shameful
that Mr. Carter heeded these groups
instead of the veterans organizations.
The Chattanooga News-Free Press,
in an editorial on the pardon, spoke for
millions of Americans when it said;
"The whole country has been given a
bad example." Disloyalty has been
rewarded. Those who served their
country have been given a slap in the
face.
As a former naval officer, Mr. Carter
should have understood the importance
of maintaini4 respect for the concept
of service to one's country, A nation
cannot long exist if this concept isn't
understood and revered. And a nation
that doesn't impose a requirement for
service and uphold the ideal of service
is a nation that isn't likely to last very
long.
It's profoundly dismaying and
disturbing to millions of Americans
that Mr. Carter has begun his administration in this manner. This
shocking decision,- coming -after the-,
nomination of conscientious objector
Theodore Sorensen to head the CIA—an
error the Congress happily corrected
by forcing his withdrawal—suggests
that the American people face grim
times ahead on the national security
front.

EARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a- service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, sell-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I know that at least
$50 in wages for non-agricultural labor
must be earned to receive a quarter of
coverage-- for Social Security, but
doesn't it have to be all from one em..•
ployer? E. J.
ANSWER: No,it makes no difference
how many employers you work for,

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 2, the 33rd
day of 1977. There are 332 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1848, Mexico ceded a
vast area to the United States for $15
.million, including what is now Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona and California.
On this date:
In 1535, the,Argentine city of Buenos
Aires was founded.
In 1635, New Amsterdam — now New
York City — was incorporated by the
Dutch.
In 1870, doctors revealed that the socalled Cardiff- Giantdiscovered on a
farm near Cardiff, N.Y., was not a
petrified human being but a hoax.
In 1876, eight baseball teams banded
together to organize the National
League.
An 1961, the hijacked Portuguese
liner. Santa Maria, put ip at Recife,
Brazil and landed 600 passengers.
In 1975, Ethiopia's government . ordeted air and ground forces into action
against guerrillas in Eritrea Province.
Ten years ago: President lyndon B.
Johnson said the United States would be
prepared to stop bombing North
Vietnam if leaders in Hanoi would take
any step to justify such action.
Five years ago: Rioters in Ireland
destroyed the British embassy. in
Dublin. One year ago: The chief Aerican
m
delegate to the United Nations. Daniel
Moynihan, resigned...,
Today's birthday:
Jascha
Heifetz is 76.'
Thought for today: Great talker are
little doers. —
'Franklin, 17061790:

with the exception of work in a
household as a domestic employee.
Since the employer need not report
such wages unless $50 or more is paid in
a quarter, it follows that any quarter of
coverage for the $50 minimum would
have to be from one employer.
HEARTLINE: I have a brace on my
leg which continually wears a hole in
my pants. I am receiving Veterans
Administration service-connected
disability because the accident occurred while I was in the service. Does
the Veterans Administration have any
extra benefit for me because of this
problem? N. R.
ANSWER: Yes, the Veterans
Administration does have a $175 per
year annual clothing allowance for any
'veteran who is entitled to receive
compensation for a service-connected
disability, for which he or she wears or
uses one -or more prosthetic or orthopedic appliances (including a
wheelchair) which the Veterans
Administration determines to wear out
or tear clothing.
HEARTLINE: What are "resources"
and how do they affect a person who
applies for Supplemental Security
Income? R.T.
ANSWER: Resources are the things
a person owns: money, bank accounts,
investments, real estate and other
things of value. A person can have
resources valued up to $1,500 ($2,250 for
a couple) and still be eligible for Supplemental Security Income. Not included in resources are the value of the
home, an automobile with a value of
$1,200 or less, furnishings with a value
of $1500 or less, as well as certain other
thing's.

I

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Something new has been added to the
Kentucky individual income tax
returns this year. It's a one dollar
checkoff box which can be used to
designate one dollar of an individual's
taxes for the political party of his or her
choice.
The 1976 Kentucky General Assembly
approved the checkoff as a means of
public campaign financing. Public
financing of political campaigns is
intended to reduce reliance on large
contributions from special interests to
finance campaignsfor public office.
-Designation of the dollar (or political
campaign financing will not increase
an individual's tax liability or reduce
the amount of a tax refund, if the
taxpayer is entitled to one.
Instead, the state simply takes one
dollar of the taxes paid and gives it to
the political party designated on the
return by the taxpayer.
According to Kentucky law, the state
political parties will determine how the
money collected through the checkoff
will be spent.
0+0
President Jimmy Carter is apparently trying to keep his promise on
eliminating unnecessary federal
spending.
At least that's the impression we get
from a directive he handed down
earlier this week to Cabinet members
ordering them to "cut back
drastically" on unnecessary trips.
This move comes only a week after

cutting out door-to-door limousine
service for White House staff aides.
This is one area of frivolous government spending that should have been
halted long ago.
The President said the Secret Service. the Signal Corps and the Air Force
"will do everything possible to make
your own lives convenient, to make you
feel important.
"There's a natural instinct to accept
it ... But I want to cut back on that."
We applaud these moves by the
President and hope others on Capitol
Hill take notice. It may be a small
thing, money wise, but can you imagine
what shape our economy would be in if
every worker in our country expected
his or her employer to provide individual limousine service to and from
the job.
A House subcommittee has also taken
a step in the right direction. Among
other 'things, the subcommittee
recommended a ban on officially paid
travel by legislators who have been
defeated for re-election and on the
practice of collecting for travel also
paid•frotirother-sources-.
We wonder if the last part of that
statement means that some members
of Congress are presently collecting
double — once from the government
and once from private sources — for
travel expenses.
0+0
Did you ever notice how your belief in
heredity is reinforced when one of your
children does something outstanding',"
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RI-Years Ago 20 Years Ago
A total of 8.28 inches of rain was
reported to have fallen in Calloway
County during the month of January,
according to Prof. B. -J. ninon of
Murray State College. The average
over the past thirty years for the
rainfall for January in Calloway County
has been 1.24 inches.
Deaths reported include Festus F.
Acree, age 74, Mrs. Una Wyatt, age 74,
Cleo Chambers, age 68, and elltitley
Paschall;age 65.
Bro. Kenneth A. Wright of the
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church
spoke on the subject, "The Philosophy
Behind the College With the Builtin
Pocketbook," at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Speaker on Sunday at the worship
services at the Pleasant Valley Church
of Christ will be Bro. Connie Burton.
Lynn Grove High School beat Hazel
High School and Kirksey High School
beat New Concord High School in the
opening games of the Calloway County
High School Basketball Tournament
being played at the Murray State
College Sports Center.

Steve Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Knight,and Edwin Schmidt,son of Mrs.
E. G. Schmidt, were presented their
Eagle awards, highest earned award in
Scouting, at the •Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 77 at the First
Christian Church.
Airman Apprentice Robert G. Sanderson, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Voris
R. Sanderson, is attending the basic
• aircrew-survival equipment school at
the Naval Air Technical Training Unit,
Lakehurst, N. J.
James H. Orr of Murray is one of four
area men who have enlisted in the U.S.
Air Force during January,according to
M-Sgt. William C. Dickens, Air Force
recruiter.
Deaths reported include Galen
Myers, Puryear, Tenn., age 71, and Guy
T. Chester, Benton, age 68.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers downed the South Marshall
High School Rebels 82 to 57. Stan Key
got 30 for the "Akers and Clapp got 23
for the Rebels.
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Stand up and bless the LORD
your God for ever and ever. Nehemiah 9:5.
Don't be afraid to tell abroad
God's great love. Stand "up Iid be
counted among the faithful in the
world.

Isn't It
The Truth
Marriage has different attractions
for different people. Those who marry
for love want something wonderful and
they sometimes get it. The people who
marry because they want to escape
something, usually don't.

Let's Stay Well

Avoiding Food Poisoning

Q: Mrs, R.L. wntes that her
church group was recently embarrassed because a mimber of
the members who had eaten
food prepared for a bazaar
became ill in a few hours with
upset stomachs and diarrhea.
She would like advice on how to
prevent this from happening
agaid
A: Fpod.poisoning 4ntinues to
be common and i due to
.salmnoel4 bacteria flint have
eontaminaed the food
.See that the cooks' hands are
clean, as well all utensils used
In food preparation Poor toilet

1

a

By F.J L Blasingame: M D
habits can be a source of bac- given location
teria. Keep soiled disticlottzs out
Certain foods encourage such
of the kitchen
bacterial growth more readily
Some foods may be contami- and include potato salad, meats
nated. Avoid eggs that are and meat salads, and pudding.
cracked -and soiled. This is especially when these are predifficult when contaminated
pared in large qua titles a few
eggs are used in packaged cake, hours before co
ption
pudding or custard fruxes. Some
Fortunately, salmisnella bac-'meat and poultry mar carry tem are killed by ordinary
salmonella bacteria. however, cooking.
inspection by health authorities
Symptoms usually start within
• has been helpful in reducing the
a few hours after eating food
numbet of food-poisoning outcontaminated with salmonella
breaks.. The water supply may
and include headache. nausea,
he infected and it should he
yomiting. abdoininal cramping
studied if episodes recur in a
and diarrhea °Mills, fever and

•

prostration occur in more severe
infections
Treatment conszts of rest. a
limited diet (soft drinks. gelatin.
cciitar broths -- all in i1iall, Iret feedings) and a sulfa drug
or antibiotic
occasionally. hospitall'Iiat ion
and intravenous fluids are
necessary After a few day',. the
irritated surfaces of the inside of
the gastrointestinal tract heal
Appetite returns as
ooms
clear.Complications ar unusual
und recovery is generally
p?rnmrs and cAnplete
'
,watt P.17 Iew,I Ftivatin 4,1611*. in

•
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Prices Good Vied.,
Feb 2 thru Tues.,
Feb. 8
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Equals Chicken and A Half

MIXED FRYER PARTS.
Flechtmer
Banquet Boneless

Economy Pak
Sliced 4 Lbs. Or More

HAM

BACON

Half Or Whole

........

l y Pak
Kuntry Fresh - Econom

Kuntry fresh - Economy Pak

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS

lb. 79'

CHICKEN BREAST

lb. 69'

Tender

Kuntry Fresh - Economy,Pak

CHICKEN THIGHS

lb. 59'

CHICKEN LIVERS

lb. 59'

I

'

Riverside

CHUNK BOLO N A...................................ti
3 Lbs. or More

Ground Fresh Daily - 4 lbs. or more
lb. 79'

GROUND BEEF
Reelfoot

1 lb. Roll s119

Armour
12 oz. Pkg.694

lb.99<
lb

sl"

Fresh Pork

CUTLETS

SHORT RIBS

sx 69'

Thin sliced Waffer

HAM

lb. Si,,

HOOP CHEESE

lb. sr,

Fresh Sliced

Mrs. Weaver Pimento

HEESE SPREAD

s4"

Old Fashion

Fresh Water

CATFISH ST#AK

CHITTERLINGS .. • • • 10 lb. Pail
Beef

Tender Smoked Butt Portion

HAM

1 lb. Pkg. 994

Frozen'

CHILI
HOT DOGS

liced - Vac Pak

,XOGNA
B

14 oz.

BEEF LIVER

" lb.59'

Homemade Pork
lb. sl"

SAUSAGE

lb.694

F\resh Mole Style

PO RK.,. ROAST...,.1b,

,
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TONJATO JUICE

Seven Seas Deluice

a.

b pk. 88'

•

lifts Pancake Waffle or Buttermilk

•

BISCUIT MIX

2 8o1. bt.

1000 ISLAND DRESSING

,2()l.

5 Box 88'

•

Almond Joy & Mounds

Hyde Park fresh Baby Kosher & Polish

CANDY BARS

- PICKLES -

plk

88'

10 oz. Can

Campbell's

••••

Chicken
- Noodle

1CKE

•••••

Hi-C
Cherry, Orange,
Grape, Punch

Spare Time

POT PIES

•

WIC
GraPe
Dm*

DRINKS
218_

6 oz. Pkg.
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Merit

Libby
Unsweetened
Grapefruit

For

ORANGE
JUICE

JUICE

6 Pk

6 Pit.

• ._, Libb9C ----c•-•,—

Libbil

iatAm-147hj

•t-''

41

/
Libby.
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Nr9.,cE
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ON—THE-ROCKS
GLASS

14 INCH SINI,INC PLATE
TYE MICH CANDI
2QUAID
FOOTED CENTERMECE
11 INCH RELISH TRAY
1 QUART AYINIE DECANTER
4 POUND IATI AND COVER
FOOTW COMET

ash/cows
mosta •

coacast

SILNEDULF Of WEEKLY FEATURES
Of MEIOD CRYSTAL
FIRGT
AND
SIXTH

_

KED
TEA

--secesre vet-tic— mono
"
AND
SHERBET
SEVENT” ,SELFL
THIRD WEE.
EIGHTH

•-

FOURTH
AND
NINTH

E
_.

FIFTH WI I.
AND
TENTH .', •

. With Each
43.00 Nelms

49(
49(

IWO
TUMBLER

49(

FOOTED
MINE RACE

49(

ON-THE-ROCIt1

.

49(

Reg. $1.39 Calgon

Reg. $2.50 Liquid

siem.

Cif

Add SAW hanosuen• Complete. Pieces lo your NM
0684."11.'.tng. Osae10g 1114 OP•Clal ton wool' ONO

$ rem

THIS WEEK'S

---4sTr4er;

BY ANCHOR HOCKING

AT TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS

A

eq. $1.55 Aerosol

CONTACT BUBBLE
JR. • —w.LAs BATH

SOFT MIMEO
8, DRY

BC JOs FRE

NUT ROLLS
EA

CARROT
APPLE
CAKE
FRITTERS
BUCKET
BREAD
FOR

There's Always Plenty Of
Be Sure Your Card

In Or De

Chicken Snack
Lunch
2 Pc Chicken (1 Wing 1 Thigh

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

NA
0
4‘
s*C‘ 41:0

Never Less Than

1

S

FINE FRESH FRUITS &VEGETABLES
California Jumbo Size 72

Fresh

Use Like
Cabbage

BRUSSEL
SPROUTS
Piot

79s

CELERY
CABBAGE
lb.

29

ESCAROLE
O
ENDIVE

PARSNIPS
Bag

U. S. No. I

uslitorevo
•••

Cello Bag

SPINACH

69'
Fresh

TURNIPS

POP white 'I*
CORN

2Lb' Bag

MS

39'

